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short shrift from the Government because
the proposals are not extravagant. There
is no additional charge upon anybody at
all. I think the Minister said, with regard
to retrospectivity, that some five years ago
a worker might have been earning $70 a
week whereas today he could be earning
$140 a week. However, I think that would
be compensated by the fact that many
People do not receive pro rata payments
when they terminate their service prior to
a Period of 15 years, or if they are dis-
missed within a period of 10 years. Money
which has been put aside, by those em-
ployers, for long service leave becomes a
bonus to the employer.

I hope members on the Government side
-who sit behind the Minister-will show
some compassion and support my Bill.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result.-

Ayes-
Hon. R. F. Claughton
Hon. D. W. Cooley
Hon. S. J. Dellar
Hon. Lyla Elliott

Noes-IS
Hon. C. R. Abbey Hon.
Hon. N. E. Baxter Mon.
Hon. G. W. Berry Hon.
Hon. H. W. Olafer Mon.
Hon. Olive Griffiths Hon.
Ron. J. Heitman Mon.
Hon. T. Knight Hon.
Hon. G. C. Mucsinnon Hon.

Ron. R. T. Leeson
Eon. R. Thompson
Hon. 1). K. Dans

(Teller)

G. E. Masters
N. McNeill
1. 0. Medealf
I. 0. Pratt
J. C. Tozer
W. R. Withers
D3. J. Wordsworth
V. J1. Ferry

(Teller)
Pairn

Aye No
Hon. Graze Vaughan Ron. R. J. L. Williams

Question thus negatived.
Bill defeated.

House adjourned at 11.32 pi.

Mogiutaftiu Asuimb1lj
Tuesday, the 7th October, 1975

The SPEAKER (Mr Hutchinson) took
the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (48): ON NOTICE

1. NOXIOUS WEEDS AND VERMIN
CONTROL

Charges
Mr GREWAR, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Is it true that the Agriculture

Protection Board is charging $15
per hour for an operator engaged
in weed and vermin control on
private land?

(2) Is the land owner paying the full
wages of operators even for time
spent travelling, organising, etc.?

(3) Could he outline how it was pos-
sible to arrive at the $15 per
hour figure?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) to (3) The Agriculture Protec-

tion Board contract operator ser-
vice which a farmer may choose
to use is charged at $15 Per hour
for the operator's time actually
spent On the Property.
It has been calculated that the
cost Of Employing an operator,
paying for his travelling expenses,
maintaining and operating vehicles
and equipment and any other
direct expense is about $12 000
per Year. The $15 per hour
charged for work on properties
is calculated to cover these total
costs.

2. MADDINOTON SCHOOL
Dust Nuisance

MrT BATEMAN, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Education:
(1) In view of the many complaints

and requests I have made over
the Past two years to the Educa-
tion Department regarding dust
being blown from sand dumped in
the Playing field at the Madding-
ton Primary School and causing
great concern to residents living
nearby who are being continually
affected by the dust blowing
through their homes will he-
(a) immediately have the area

sand sealed to Prevent fur-
ther discomfort to the resi-
dents;

(b) further ensure the area is
grassed as soon as Possible?

(2) If not, why not?
Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(1) and (2) It has been proved diffi-

cult to find water for reticula-
tion purposes at this school. Un-
less a water Supply can be found,
no grassing can be undertaken.
A bituminous seal would pre-
clude the area from school use.
Further testing is to be under-
taken to find an appropriate
solution.

3. HEALTH
Leeman: Food Cartage

MrT CRANE, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:
(1) Is the Minister aware that dur-

ing the rock lobster season, five
fish company trucks cart food-
stuff and supplies mixed with
contaminated bait into Leeman
for any residents, not necessarily
fishermen?

(2) Is he aware of complaints that-
(a) this constitutes a health

hazard;
(b) it is a breach of the trans-

port license under which
these trucks operate:
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(c) this competition with local
business people disrupts con-
tinuity of a permanent ser-
vice for the area resulting in
unsatisfactory service for per-
manent residents whom the
local businesses endeavour to
supply?

(3) In view of the pending population
increase at Leemnan as a result
of Western Titanium building
there for employees, will the Min-
ister have this practice stopped
and so enable a satisfactory per-
manent service to become estab-
lished?

Mr RIDGE replied:
(1) No.
(2) (a) No.

(b) Not a concern of the Health
Department.

(c) Not a concern of the Health
Department and the Trans-
port Commission advises it
is not aware of the situation.

(3) The establishing of a permanent
service is not a concern of the
Health Department. However
the department will act to abate
a public health hazard if found
to exist.

ART GALLERY
Planning

Mr JAMIESON, to the Minister for
Works:
(1) At what stage is the planning of

the new Art Gallery?
(2) Is this being done by the PWD

Architectural Division?
(3) Is the main building to be octa-

gonal shaped?
(4) Before the final decision is made

on the style of building, will a
model be displayed for public
viewing and criticism. as was done
with the Forrest Place proposals?

(5) 'When is it anticipated that the
building of the new art gallery
will be commenced and finished?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) Sketch plans have been submit-

ted to and approved by the Art
Gallery Board.

(2) Sketch plans only were prepared
by the Public Works Department
architectural division.

(3) The building consists of a num-
ber of hexagonal-shaped gal-
leries.

(4) The Chairman of the Art Gal-
lery Board has advised the Prin-
cipal Architect that it was the
board's intention to give the
widest publicity to the new Art
Gallery proposal. The decision
as to whether a model will be put
on display is one for the board.

(5) If finance is available, the build-
ing could commence within 15
months. The construction period
would be approximately 2& years.

5. SWAN BREWERY
Canning Vale Site

Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister for
Urban Development and Town Plan-
ning:

In view of his reply to my ques-
tion 16 on Tuesday, 30th Septenm-
ber In which he agreed that nego-
tiations were being undertaken
between the Swan Brewery and
the Town Planning Department
to purchase land in the Canning
Vale light industrial complex-
(a) exactly what area of land is

under discussion for purchase
by the Swan Brewery; and

(b) will the purchase price be
as was advertised and sugges-
ted in the Weekend News of
Saturday. 27th September
that sites are expected to cost
from $20 000 per acre in Can-
ning Vale?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(a) The Swan Brewery Company

is negotiating with the In-
dustrial Lands Development
Authority for about 60 hec-
tares of land located in the
heart of the proposed indus-
trial area.

(b) Negotiations are proceeding
and area and price are yet
to be settled.

6. FREMAkNTLE PRISON
offnces by Inmates

Mr BARNETT, to the Minister repre-
senting the Chief Secretary:
(1) How many complaints of prison

offences committed by prisoners
at Fremrantle Prison have been
made in the six months to 30th
September, 1975 by prison auth-
orities?

(2) (a) How many of the above com-
plaints were dropped and no
longer proceeded with before
hearing:

(b) in the case of such com-
plaints, how many prisoners
against whom complaints were
pending, were kept in close
confinement or restraint be-
fore being notified that the
complaints against them
were no longer being pro-
ceeded with:

(c) f or what periods of time were
these prisoners kept before
being so notified and released
from restraint or close con-
finement:,
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(d) what is the exact nature of
the "restraint" and "close
confinement" referred to in
Prison Regulation 67?

(3) In the case of the complaints in
(1) above, how many were com-
plaints of-
(a) minor prison offences;
(b) aggravated Prison offences?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) 109.
(2) (a) 4.

(b) Ni).
(c) See (b) above.
(d) "Restraint" is only used in

particularly violent cases
and can consist of handcuffs
either with or without a body
belt,
"Close confinement" means
being under close supervision
without access to other in-
mates and being allowed no
freedom of movement with-
out supervision.

(3) (a) 92 (not including those
mentioned in (2) (a) )

(b) 13.

'7. FREMANTLE PRISON
Off ences by Inmates

Mr BARWE IT, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Chief Secretary:.
(1) (a) In the case of complaints of

minor prison offences as de-
fined in section 37 of the
Prisons Act, with what speci-
fib minor offences were pris-
oners charged in the six
months to 30th September,
1915;

(b) how many of those prisoners
charged with minor offences-
Ci) pleaded guilty;
(ii) were found guilty,
and of which offences were
they found guilty;

(a) what punishments if any,
were imposed for each minor
offence for which a prisoner
pleaded guilty or was found
guilty?

(2) (a) In the case of complaints of
aggravated prison offences as
defined in section 38 of the
Prisons Act, with what spedi-
tic aggravated off ences were
prisoners charged;

(b) how many of those prisoners
charged with aggravated of-
fences-

(i) pleaded guilty;
(11) were found guilty,

and of which offences were
they found guilty;

8.

(c) what punishments if any,
were imposed for each ag-
gravated offence for which
a prisoner Pleaded guilty or
was found guilty?

(3) In the ease of prisoners cbarged
with-
(a) minor offences;
(b) aggravated offences,

how many were represented by
legal counsel at the hearing of
these offences?

(4) How many complaints of aggra-
vated offences were heard-
(a) inside Fremantle Prison;
(b) in open court?

(5) Does a prisoner charged with a
prison offence and who pleads not
guilty, have the right to cross-
examine witnesses of the prose-
cution or to call witnesses in his
favour?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) to (5) As the information sought

requires considerable demands on
staff throughout the length of
the State and in view of the de-
tail required and the cost of ob-
taining the information, It can-
not presently be made available.
However on receipt it will be
conveyed to the Member.

PRISONS
Visitors

Mrt EARNETT, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Chief Secretary:
(1.) Who may visit prisoners in W.A.

prisons and for what reasons may
a person be prohibited from visit-
ing a prisoner?

(2) By whose authority may a per-
son be prohibited from visiting a
prisoner?

(3) By what part of the Prisons Act
or regulations is the power to
prohibit a person visiting a pris-
oner conferred?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) Relatives and friends may visit

prisoners in correctional Insti-
tutions in Western Australia. It
is usual to refuse visits to any-
one under the influence of alco-
hol or drugs, and those believed
to be incompatible with the goad
order or security of the institu-
tion, including self-confessed
anarchists.

(2) The Director, Department of
Corrections and, by delegated
authority, the superintendents of
institutions. The prisoner him-
self also has the right to refuse
visits.

(3) Sections 13 (1), 24 and 46 of the
Prisons Act, 1903-1971.
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9. MT. HAWTHORN RESERVOIR 12. KWINANA FREEWAY
Water Tower

Mr BERTRAM, to the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) Is the new high level water

tower situated at the Mt. Haw-
thorn reservoir presently operat-
ing?

(2) If "No", when will It be?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) No.
(2) Anticipated 8th October, 1975.

SWAN BREWERY
Canning Vale Site

Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:

(1) Is the likely re-siting of the Swan
Brewery in the Canning Vale
-light Industrial area to be subject
to an environmental study?

(2) If not, why not?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) and (2) Yes, when an appro-

priate time arrives,

MARKET MILK
Production

Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) What is the total amount of mar-

ket milk produced daily in W.A.?
(2) Of this total, what amount, and

percentage, is produced in each of
the following areas-
(a) Pinjarra;
(b) Harvey;
(c) Busselton;
(d) Albany?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) and (2) The categories of mar-

ket milk production as requested
are not recorded separately.
For month of August 1975-

Total market milk ..

North of Pinarra
South of Pinjarra (ex-

cluding Albany) ..
Albany .. .. ..
Kalgoorlie ..

gallons
per day

69317

11136

55 766
1'797

618

69 317

13.

14.

Footbridge and Interchange

Mr MAY, to the Minister for Trans-
port:
(1) In connection with the Kwinana

Freeway. what is the anticipated
cost of-
(a) demolishing the footbridge;
(b) replacing new footbridge ad-

jacent to Hardy Street;
(c) provision of the Judd Street

interchange?
(2) What Is the anticipated comple-

tion date of-
(a) the new footbridge;

(b) Judd Street Interchange?

Mr O'Neil (for Mr O'CONNOR) re-
plied:
(1) (a) $24 100;

(b) $200 000;
(c) $2 100 000.

(2) (a) December, 1975;
(b) October, 1976.

ESTUARIES
Conservation and Management

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:

What consideration and what re-
commendations have been made
in regard to provisions of the new
Mining Bill and estuaries and, in
Particular, to proposed estuarine
conservation and management
legislation?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
Consideration has been given to
this matter, as the Member will see
when the estuarine conservation
and management legislation is in-
troduced into the Parliament.

MINING
Dlrysdale River National Park

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Mines:

Further to question on notice 9,
asked on the 28th November, 1974
is he able to list the tenements
applied for within the area now
dedicated as the Drysdale River
National Park during each of the
years 1962 to 1972 and, if so, would
he oblige?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
1968--Temporary reserves Nos.
4692H and 4707H. Other years, nil.
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5. MINING
Drysdale River National Park

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Mines:
(1) Further to question on notice 11,

asked on the 28th November, 1974,
what was the rationale for sug-
gesting that the then proposed
Drysdale River National Park be
smaller in size or be broken into
several small reserves, particularly
when the occurrence of ore bodies
Is unknown?

(2) How would either of the proposi-
tions mentioned in (1) above fac-
ilitate prospecting for minerals?

(3) How would the "B" class status of
the Drysdale River National Park
facilitate prospecting within it as
against it having "A"-class status?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) The rationale for suggesting that

the Proposed Drysdale River Nat-
ions.l Park be smaller in size or be
broken into several smaller re-
serves was that geological pros-
pectivity was sufflciently high for
it to be inadvisable that explora-
tion should be hindered to an ex-
tent not absolutely essential to
preserve specific areas known to
possess high scenic, faunal, floral,
or other Importance.

(2) They would facilitate prospecting
by reducing the total area of
ground within which the discovery
of a mineral deposit would not be
attractive due to difficulties of de-
velopment.

(3) By reducing the risk to prospec-
tors of locating a mineral deposit
in areas whose preservation for
purposes other than mining had
been shown to be of prime import-
ance.

16. MINERAL CLAIMS 1022 AND 1024
Rehabilitation

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Mines:

Further to question on notice 12
asked on 7th May, 1975, why
were not conditions relating to the
rehabilitation of mined areas of
MC1024 imposed, particularly
when such conditions were applied
to the adjoining tenement.
M01002, held by the same com-
pany?

Mr mENSAROS replied:
Both mineral claims Nos. 1022H1
and 1024H1 are covered by an
agreement as between the Conser-
vator of Forests and the mining
company, but additional condi-
tions were imposed on mineral

claim No. 1002K because it was
thought same of the land involved
could Possibly be outside the
State Forest No. 2.

17, MINERAL CLAIM 1024
Dedicated Road

Mr A. Rt. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Mines:

Further to question on notice 11
asked on 29th August, 1974, will
he table the reports made to the
mining warden by the professional
officers pursuant to regulation 55
of the Mining Act, 1904?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
Yes.

The report was tabled (see paper No.
445).

1s. MININGC BIL
Conservation Reserves

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:
(1) What consideration and what re-

commendations have been made in
regard to the Implications of pro-
visions of the new Mining Bill in
regard to areas not yet reserved.
but already recommended, or
could be recommended in the fut-
uzre as conservation reserves, as
by tbe CTRC or some similar
body?

(2) Has this aspect been referred to
the CTRC for comment; if so.
what opinion has been expressed?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) Such considerations are taken Into

account as the need arises, within
broad guidelines as set by the En-
vironmental Protection Authority.

(2) CTRC took these aspects Into ac-
count in preparing their report.
In particular I refer the Member
to pages 0-13 and 0-14 of the
CTRC report.
It is appropriate to reiterate once
more that the CTRC report is a
report of a committee to the En-
vironmental Protection Authority
and accordingly Is still being
assessed by the Environmental
Protection Authority before formal
recommendations are made to the
Government. This assessment Is
taking account of the considerable
body of private and professional
opinion on the Implications of the
various recommendations of
CTRC.
I most strongly wish to emphasise
to the Member and the House that
the present situation regarding
CTRC analyses and recommenda-
tions are being reviewed at the

SIBS
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highest possible level within the
Environmental Protection Auth-
ority and that I would like to
state categorically that I will not
entertain further questions on the
operations and recommendations
of CTRC until I, as the respon-
sible Minister, receive for-
mal recommendations from the
Environmental Protection Auth-
ority.

MINING BILL
Fisheries: Consultation

Mr A. Rt. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:.

In view of the fact that the Min-
ister for Fisheries has special and
very important environmental re-
sponsibilities under provisions of
the Fisheries Act: what considera-
tion and what recommendations
have been made by the Environ-
mental Protection Authority con-
cerning omission of necessary
consultation with the Minister for
Fisheries in regard to mining pro-
posals in marine areas at clause
25(2) of the new Mining Bill?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
Recommendations from depart-
ments to the Minister on matters
relating to a Cabinet decision are
and will continue to be confiden-
tial. He can be assured that the
Minister for Conservation and the
Environment would consult with
relevant ministerial colleagues as
required.

POLICE
Rape Cases

Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for
Pollee:

Referring to question 41 of the
11th September and questions
without notice on the same date
regarding reports relating to the
incidence of rape, is he now able
to table such reports?

Mr O'Neil (for Mr O'CONNOR) re-
plied:

Replies as to the incidence of rape
in relation to prostitution laws
have so far been received through
Interpol from the United King-
dom, the Philippines, Roumania,
Japan, India, Norway,. Federal
Germany, and France and Swe-
den.
Summarised, it would appear that
no firm conclusion can be drawn
as to the effect that prostitution
laws have on the Incidence of rape.
A copy of the reports is hereby
tabled.

A copy' of the reports was tabled (see
paper No. 446).

21.

22.

23.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
Enrolments

Mr TAYLOR. to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Justice:

As at the 30th September what
were the numbers of electors on
the rolls of the Assembly Districts
of-
(a) Cockburn,
(b) Fremantle,
(c) Melville,
(d) East Melville?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
The information is not Yet avail-
able, but arrangements will be
made to have the figures tabled
in the House next week.

LAND
Surveys into Salinity

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

Further to question on notice '77,
asked on 27th March, where have
the surveys on salinity referred to
been published and where may the
public obtain access to the docu-
mented surveys?

Mr OLD replied:
The report on the 1955 salt land
survey was published in the
Journal of the Department of
Agriculture, vol. 5 (Third series)
No. 1; January-February 1956.
The report on the 1982 salt land
survey was published in the
Journal of the Department of
Agriculture. vol. 5 (Third series)
No. 7; July 1964.
Collation and reporting of the
results of the 1974 salt land suir-
vey is expected to be completed
by the end of 1975.

QUOKKAS
Protection

Mr A, ft. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Fisheries and Wildlife:

Is the W.A. Wildlife Authority and
his department satisfied that
quokka populations existing on the
mainland are adequately protect-
ed and their environment ade-
quately managed to ensure theft
continued survival?

Mr p. V. JONES replied:
yes, within the limits of present-
day knowledge.
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24. RAILWAYS
Hoardings: Revenue

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) What opportunity exists for the
WAGR to have the $30 000 per
annum received from its contract
with an advertising firm signifi-
cantly increased as a consequence
of the greater use of railway land
for advertising purposes?

(2) Does the WAGR envisage this in-
come being substantially increased
in the very near future?

(3) Is it policy of the Government
to forgo the insignificant income
that is received from hoardings
on railway land in return for a
more pleasing landscape in the
public interest?

Mr O'Neil (for Mr O'CONNOR) re-
plied:
(1) Australian Posters fly. LWd.

were granted exclusive rights to
advertising on railway property
under a ten year contract signed
in 1970.
Under this contract Westrail re-
ceives $25 000 rental per annumn
plus 5% of the net revenue.
Apart from variations in the net
revenue, the only opportunity to
increase Westrail's revenue
from this source would be to In-
crease the number of signs above
the contractual number of 400.
Both Westrail and the contrac-
tor have agreed to limit the num-
ber of signs to approximately
370.

(2) No.
(3) No. However to avoid a proli-

feration of signs, the amount of
railway land used for advertis-
ing has been reduced by 70%
since 1970 and the number of
signs cut from 1 500 to 370.
The contract has resulted in a
greatly improved appearance in
advertising on railway land.

25. MINING BILL
Environmental Protection: Consultations

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:
(1) Have the following bodies consid-

ered the provisions of the new
Mining Bill-
(a) EPA;
(b) Conservation and Environ-

ment Council;
(c) Department of Conservation

and the Environment?

(2) If so, what recommendations have
been made, and In particular con-
cerning-
(a) clause 16 (3);
(b) clause 19;
(c) clause 20;
(d) clause 24;
(e) clause 25;
(f) clause 26?

(3) What consideration has been
given, and what recommendations
have been made, Proposing that
all mining legislation be made
subject to the Boil Conservation
Act, flights In Water and Irriga-
tion Act, and the Aboriginal Heri-
tage Act, as is Proposed for the
Environmental Protection Act,
clause 6, of the new Mining Bill?

Mr
(1)
(2)

26.

P. V. JONES replied:
(a) to (c) Yes.
(a) to (f) The information re-
quested by the Member is avail-
able within my department if the
Member could arrange with me
to meet officers of my depart-
ment to discuss the matters
raised in the question.

(3) Recommendations from depart-
ments to the Minister on mat-
ters relating to a Cabinet deci-
sion are and will continue to be
confidential,

MIIN BIL
State Forests:, Consultations

Mr A. R TONKIN, to the Minister for
Forests:*
(1) Has the Conservator of Forests

considered the provisions of the
new Mining Bill?

(2) If so, what recommendations has
he made, and in particular con-
cerning-
Ca) clause 16 (3);
(b) clause 19;
(c) clause 24;
(d) clause 25;
(e) clause 26?

(3) What consideration has been
given, and what recommendations
have been made concerning-
(a) the benefit of retaining the

existing system of issuing a
miner's right or some other
form of registration;

(b) the need for control of pro-
spectors who wish to enter
State forest and timber re-
serves and inspect areas Prior
to applying for tenements;

(c) special Provisions relating to
areas of particular biological
importance, such as the Lud-
low tuart forest, the Perup
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fauna priority area and the
Dryandra State forest;

(d) the need for the Minister for
Mines to also consult the
Minister f or Water Supplies
in regard to State forest
areas?

Mr RIDGE replied:
(1) Yes, before the draft Bill was

considered by Cabinet.
(2) and (3) Recommendations from

a permanent head to his Min-
ister on matters involving Cabi-
net decision have been and will be
regarded as confidential.

MINING BILL
Lands: Consultations

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Lands:
(1) Has the Department of Lands and

Surveys considered the provisions
of the new Mining Bill?

(2) If so, what recommendations have
been made, and in Particular con-
eerning-
(a) clause 16 (3);
(b) clause 19 (5);
(c) clause 20;
(d) clause 24;
(e) clause 25;
(f) clause 25?

(3) What consideration has been
given, and what recommendations
have been made concerning-
(a) the benefit of retaining the

existing system of issuing a
miner's right or some other
form of registration;

(b) the need for control of pro-
spectors who wish to enter
Crown land leased for pas-
toral or other purposes, and
uncommitted Crown land, to
Inspect areas prior to applying
for tenements;

(c) the legal position of the ap-
plication of provisions of the
Mining Bill to Crown land
leased under sections 116 and
1l8 of the Land Act?

Mr RIDGE replied:-
(1) Yes, prior to Cabinet considera-

tion of draft Bim.
(2) and (3) Recommendations from

the department to the Mlinister
on matters relating to a Cabinet
decision are and will continue to
be confidential.

28. EDUCATION
Television Programmes

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) Are there limitations to the re-

cording of television programmes
by schools so that the recording
may be shown at a timne more
convenient to the school?

(2) If so. what are the details of
such limitations?

(3) Under the authority of which
Statute Cs) are the limitations
maintained?

(4) If the answer to (1) is in the
negative, will the Minister take
steps to see that principals of
schools are informed that they
have a right to record television
programmes for showing to
students?

(5) If the answer to (1) is in the
affirmative, will the Minister
take steps to remedy the situa-
tion and also Inquire as to
whether It Is a fact that the
problem has been overcome satis-
factorily in Queensland?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(1) No, provided the programme re-

corded is one that was intended
to be used for educational pur-
poses. Programmes scheduled
outside of school hours and not
designed for specific use in "a
phase of education" are not cov-
ered by the exemption of the
Copyright Act.

(2) See (1).
(3) Section 200 (2) of the Austra-

lian Copyright Act 1968.
(4) Principals of schools were In-

formed of the conditions for re-
cording of a sound broadcast or
of a television broadcast in the
Education Circular of July, 1975.
see page 155.

(5) Not applicable.

29. MUNDARING SHIRE COUNCIL
Letter to Mr K. K. Prater

Mr MOILER, to the Minister for
Urban Development and Town Plan-
ning:

In reference to question 22 of
Thursday, 2nd October and the
Minister's reply, will he table
copies of the letter forwarded to
the Mundaring Shire Council! and
that shire's reply?

Mr RUSHTON replied;
Yes.

The letters were tabled (see paper
No. 447).
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30. EAST VICTORIA PARK SCHOOL
Restng

Mr DAVIES, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Education:
(1) What is the current position re-

garding the East Victoria Park
Primary School being shifted
to make way for a shopping com-
plex?

(2) Is any likely change to the known
position being made in the fore-
seeable future?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(1) and (2) Negotiations with the

developer for the site are at a
standstill. -

31. EXPLOSIVES
Storage

Mr TAYLOR, to the Minister for
Mines:

With respect to the Explosives
Department's facility at Wood-
man Point-
(a) what quantity of explosives

was stored there for any
period during the year July.
1974 to June. 1975;

(b) what percentage of the
State's total importation of
explosives does this figure
represent;

(c) during the period in ques-
tion what percentages of the
total were received inwards
by-
Wi ship;

(ii) rail:
(iii) road;

(d) what was the main regional
destination of explosives leav-
ing the area during the
period in question;

Ce) what products and what
quantities of such products
were stored at the facility
during the period in ques-
tion:

(f) has the volume of explosivcs
received each Year into the
area been increasing or de-
creasing;

(g) what percentage of the
available storage space is
presently being utilised for
storing explosives?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(a) 806.9 tonnes.
(b) 41% based on 1974 imports.
(c) (1) Nil

(2) 11.3%
(3) 81.2%
(Note: 7.5% was received by

ship prior to the period mn
question.)

(d) Metropolitan and south
western.

(e) Explosives Tonnes
Blasting powders

(class 1) .... ... 0.5
Blasting agents

(class 2) .... .. 2 517.0
Dynamite (class 3

division 1) .. .... 480.4
Boosters and sets-

iiics (class 3 divi-
sion 2) .... .... 61.2

Ammunition and
safety fuse (class
6 division 1) .... 18.6

Detonating cord
(class 6 division
2) .... .... 86.6

Detonators (class 6
division 3) .... 56.4

Fireworks (class 7
division 2) ... 0.6

Ammonium nitrate 1 069.6

Total .... 4290.9

(f)

(g)

Increasing each year since
the year 1972.
33% (i.e., 363 tonnes).

32. ABORIGINAL HERITAGE SITES
Mining

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Cul-
tural Aff airs:
(1) In what manner are-

(a) Aboriginal sites;
(b) protected areas,
covered by the Aboriginal Heri-
tage Act recorded?

(2) Are all such known localities
marked-
(a) on appropriate topographi-

cal and cadastral maps held
by the WA Museum:

(b) on public plans accessible to
the public at the Lands Del
par tment:

(c) by notice at the actual site?
(3) By what means are prospectors

and miners readily able to deter-
mine whether tenements they
might peg or land they might
enter are-
(a) Aboriginal sites:
(b) protected areas?

(4) Does he know what recommenda-
tions have been made by the WA
Museum concerning any provi-
sions of the new Mining Bill?

(5) (a) Has consideration been given
to proposing that mining leg-
Islatlon be made subject to
the Aboriginal Heritage Act
as is Proposed for the En-
vironmental Protection Act
at clause 6 of the new Min-
Ing Bil?
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(b) If so, what recommendations
have been made?

Mr ORAYDEN replied:
(1) (a) Aboriginal sites are recorded

in a card index held in the
Department of Aboriginal
Sites at the Western Austra-
lian Museum, based on geo-
graphical location and in in-
dividual fles according to
the broad geographical
zone in which they are found.
Each file is provided with a
sequential number according
to the order in which it is
prepared. The record bank
is continually expanding as
additional sites are recorded,
Sacred sites are recorded on
separate files. All sites are
cross-referenced to field data
and photographic material.

(b) Protected areas are recorded
in special protected area
files in addition to the above.
The name, nature of the site,
geographical co-ordinates
and extent of area protected
are published in the Gov-
ernment Gazette after dec-
laration by the Governor by
Order-in-Council.

(2) (a) The card index held at the
Department of Aboriginal
Sites records sites according
to grid references which are
applicable to R502 series
1: 250 000 maps. A complete
set of such maps is held by
the Aboriginal Sites Depart-
ment, Western Australian
Museum, and is made avail-
able to anyone intending to
search or prospect in a given
area, subject to the depart-
ment exercising discretion
to prevent conflict with Abo-
riginal sacred beliefs and/or
damage by vandalism.

(b) No.
(c) Where appropriate, sites are

signposted. To date this has
been determined by (a) an
assessment of the vulnera-
bility of a site. (b) In the
case of sacred sites, accord-
ing to the wishes of the rele-
vant body of Aborigines, and
(c) limitations of staff and
finance.

(3) (a) See (2) (a) above. The De-
partment of Aboriginal Sites
at the Western Australian
Museum makes site location
information available to in-
dividuals on request. How-
ever, the Aboriginal Heritage
Act 1972 Sections 15 to
17 Plates the responsibility
On individuals to report sites,

and to obtain permission be-
fore disturbing such sites.
The department has worked
closely with a number of min-
ing and prospecting organi-
sations for the protection of
sites; this is viewed as a
major role of the depart-
ment.

(b) Details of protected areas
are published in the Gov-
erment Gazette; the ap-
propriate files are available
for perusal at the discretion
of the Department of Abori-
ginal Sites at the Western
Australian Museum; see (2)
(a) above.

(4) Yes.
(5) (a) Yes.

(b) An amendment was origi-
nally requested in 1973, and
following consultation with
Parliamentary Counsel was
worded as follows--

Clause 6.
Page 2, line 27-To re-
designate the clause as
subolause (1); and
To add a new subelause
to stand as subolause (2)
as follows-
(2) This Act shall be read

and construed subject
to the Aboriginal Heri-
tage Act, 1972, to the
Intent that any Abo-
riginal site, as that
expression is defined
in that Act, shall be
protected In accord-
ance with the provi-
sions of that Act and
in particular any min-
ing privilege shall be
suspended or forfeited
in accordance with any
order made by a court
of competent jurisdic-
tion under section 58
of that Act.

A similar amendment was re-
quested through the Minis-
ter for Community Welfare
in June, 1975.

33. ELECTORAL DISTRICTS AND
PRO VINCES
EnralmentS

Mr JAMvIESON. to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Justice:
(1) What was the enrolment for

each Legislative Assembly divi-
sion and each Legislative Coun-
cil province as at the 30th Septem-
ber, 1975?
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(2) (a) Are the figures now avail-
able for each of the three
defined areas under the re-
cent amendments to the Elec-
toral Districts Act?

(b,) If not when is it anticipated
that they will be available?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) The information is not yet avail-

able, but arrangements will be
made to have all figures tabled
in the House next week.

(2) (a) No.
(b) Subject to completion of all

processing, it is hoped these
figures also wml be available

V for tabling next week.

34. NORTH PARMELIA SCHOOL
Tenders

Mr TAYLOR, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Education:

Further to my question 55 of
Thursday, 2nd October, when is it
expected that-
(a) tenders will be called for

construction of a new cluster
at the North Parmelia Prim-
ary. School;

(b) work should commence on
such construction?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(a) and (b,) Tenders have closed

and discussions are now be-
ing held with the contractors.
It is expected that work
would commence within
seven days of the contract
being signed.

35. TEACHING HOSPITALS
Bed Cost

Dr DADOUR, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Health:

What was the cost per bed per
day on the 1st September, 1975,
at each of the teaching hospitals?

Mr RIDGE replied:
The cost of operating a hospital
per bed per day is calculated
over a specified period of time,
usually the financial Year. It is
not calculated for an individual
day for the reason that on any
one day there may be a great deal
of money paid and/or received,
or almost none.
It is not possible to give the cost
per bed per day at teaching hos-
pitals on 1st September, 1975.

The latest available figures are
for the 12 months ended 30th
June, 1975, and for the five teach-
ing hospitals these were-

Royal Perth Hospital
Sir Charles Gairdner

121.88

Hospital .. .... ... 118.74
Fremantle Hospital .... 121.78
Princess Margaret

Hospital .... .... 120.62
King Edward Memorial

Hospital .... .... 94.76
It must be realised that these fig-
ures are not necessarily compar-
able either with one another or
with those of any other hos-
pital because there is great varia-
tion among hospitals on such
matters as outpatient load and
the number and types of special-
ist departments.

36. LAPORTE TITANIUM
Effluent

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Industrial Development:
(1) Further to question on notice 32,

asked on 15th April, is it tine that
the Laporte Titanium oxide plant
at Sunbury has recently been ex-
tended and will now be capable of
doubling Production above that of,
say, 1972?

(2) If so, does this mean, as far as
mathematical theory is concerned,
that the volume of effluent, in-
cluding the amounts of ferrous
sulphate and sulphuric acid dis-
charged, will also about double?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) Current markets for pigment have

slowed down expansion of the
plant: when completed, the plant
would have a capacity somewhat
less than double the 1912 output.

(2) When the expanded Plant is in
full production discharge of fer-
rous sulphate and sulphuric will
not quite double. However, the
volume of effluent will increase
only slightly because of better
water economy. The company has
also had some success in selling
ferrous sulphiate (copperas).

37. ALCOHOL AND DRUG
AUTHORITY

Report: Tabling
Mr DAVIES. to the Minister represent-
ing the Minister for Health:

When can it be expected that the
first annual report of the Alcohol
and Drug Authority will be tabled?

Mr RIDlGE replied:
The report is nearing completion
and will be presented as soon as
possible.
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39. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Mineral Sands: Impact Study

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:
(1) Further to questions on notice 39,

39, 49 and 41, asked on the 9th
September, 1975, on what date was
the final draft of the Allied Ene-
abba, and Western Titanium
agreements received by the EPA
for comment?

(2> (a) Apart from the environmental
proposals, were either-
(I) full draft;
(it) only extracts from a

draft;
(III) full final;
Qiv) only extracts from the

final development pro-
posals, submitted by Al-
lied Eneabba to the Gov-
ernment, referred to the
EPA?

(b) on what dates were such re-
ferrals made?

(3) (a) Does the EPA consider that it
may have been advantageous
for it to have had made avail-
able to it.-
(1) any draft development

proposals or outline of
operations, which may
have been submitted to
the Government;

(it) any draft or interim re-
port relating to the en-
vironmental. review un-
dertaken by W. D. Scott
& Co.

when examining the draft
Allied Eneabba and/or West-
ern Titanium agreements;

(b) (i) did the EPA ever request
such information;

(ii) if so, on what dates and
what was the response;

(c) (U did the EPA ever suggest
that the execution of the
agreements should be de-
ferred until after it had
received and/or assessed
the environmental re-
view;

(ii) If so, on what dates and
what was the response?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) Allied Eneabba-Flrst draft, 19th

August, 1974; final draft, 14th
March, 1975.
Western Titanium-Farst draft,
30th August, 1974; final draft 14th
March, 1975.

(2) (a) and (b) Department of Indus-
trial Development referred to the
Department of Conservation and

Environment an abridged first
draft of the "approved project" on
21st November, 1974. A complete
second draft was submitted on
23rd May, 1975. A copy of the final
"approved project" was submitted
on 7th July, 1975.

(3) (a) to (c) The Environmental
Protection Authority is satisfied
with the liaison between the De-
partment of Industrial Develop-
ment and the Department of Con-
servation and Environment with
regard to the Projects.

39. PUBLIC SERVICE
.Ministerial Appoitnentwr

Mr ERYCE, to the Premier:
(1) What authority, other than execu-

tive prerogative, exists for the
making of "ministerial appoint-
ments"?

(2) How many such appointees are
there at present and in which de-
partments respectively are they
working?

(3) Generally, what is the reason for
which ministerial appointments
are made?

(4) How are the salaries of ministerial
appointees determined?

(5) How many of these appointees
have written contracts of employ-
ment?

(6) What is the most remote date of
expiry of any of the contracts of
employment which have been en-
tered into with ministerial ap-
pointees?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:.
(1) Section 74 of the Constitution Act

and, in some cases, other specific
Acts, e.g. Education Act, by dele-
gation of the Governor to the
Minister.

(2) to (6) The information required to
answer this part of the Member's
question will take some time to
collate.
As soon as all the information is
available, I shall advise the Memn-
ber of the answers.

40. PUBLIC SERVICE
Ministerial Appointments

Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
(1) How many ministerial appoint-

ments have been made which are
subject to the provisions of-
(a) any Ministerial Officers

(General) Salaries Agree-
ruents made pursuant to sec-
tion 12 of the Public Service
Arbitration Act, 1966;

3162
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(b) any Ministerial Officers (Ad-
ministrative and Clerical)
Salaries Agreements;

(c) any Ministerial Officers (Pro-
fessional) Salaries Agree-
ments?

(2) What are the departments and
the number of appointees respec-
tively, in which ministerial ap-
pointments covered by agreements
have been made?

(3) Of the ministerial appointments
made, how many were under the
authority vested-
(a) in the Governor-In-Council;

and
(b) in the Governor alone?

(4) In what manner and by whom
were the salaries of ministerial
appointees fixed?

(5) Why has it been considered neces-
sary to make ministerial appoint-
ments outside the Public Service
Act?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) to (5) The information required

to answer the Member's question
will take some time to collate.
As soon as all the information is
available, I shall advise the Mem-
ber of the answers to his question.

RAILWAYS
Midland Workshops: Moulding Loam

Mr SKIDMORE. tn the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Is the supply of moulding loam

suitable for the moulding of cast-
ings at the Midland workshops in
short supply?

(2) If so, has the shortage caused any
delays in casting work at the
workshop?

(3) How many tonnes of suitable
loam are contained in the pres-
ent deposits being worked by the
suppliers of loam to the depart-
mnent?

(4) How many tonnes of loam does
the department use each month?

(5) What price per tonne is paid by
the department for moulding
loam?

<6) Is there any alternative loam or
suitable product available to the
department?

(7) (a) Are supplies of loarn avail-
able from other States:

(b) if so, has the department
considered getting its sup-
plies from that source?

(8) What Is the cost per tonne of-
(a) overseas loam-if available:
(b) interstate loam-if available?

42.

C9) (a) Would any workers be re-
trenched If the loam supply
ceased:

(b) if so. how many workers
would be involved?

(10) Could they be employed on
other work within the workshop?

(11) What specific areas of casting
would be affected by a shortage
of loam?

Mr O'Neil (for Mr O'CONNOR) re-
plied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not to the present.
(3) Nil.
(4) 25 tonnes.
(5) $7 per tonne.
(6) No.
(7) and (8) These matters have not

been investigated to date because
of the obvious uneconomical fac-
tors involved.

(9) (a) and (b) Supplies of suitable
loam have already ceased but no
retrenchments have taken place
because Byford loam, which is con-
sidered unsuitable, is being used.
The use of Byford loam is not a
-long term solution.

(10) Answered by (9).
(11) All ferrous casting.

MINING BILL
Recommendations on Safeguards
Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
for Conservation and the Environment:

With respect to the Mining Bill
currently before the House, what
consideration has been given and
what recommendations have been
made concerning-
(a) the benefit of retaining the

existing system of issuing a
miner's right or some other
form of registration;

Cb) the need for control of per-
sons purporting to be pros-
pectors. entering the various
categories of reserved land,
and the conduct of such per-
sons while on that land;

(c) the need for reserve manage-
ment authorities to be noti-
fied of the intention of pros-
pectors to enter reserved
lands; and the need for re-
serve management authori-
ties to advise, guide and con-
trol such persons in their
entry and conduct, in order
that, for example-
(1) tlwtovhtftora cinnamomni

spread is minimised (in-
cluding In conservation
reserves);
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(it) fragile Plant communi- The activities have provided ex-
ties and rare fauna habi-
tats are not disturbed:

(III) scientific field studies and
trials (particularly long-
term ones) in progress are
not jeopardised;

(iv) feral animals are not
taken into conservation
reserves;

(v) Aboriginal artifacts and
store arrangements are
not inadvertently inter-
fered with',

(d) the need to apply the provi-
sions of clause 20, which re-
lates to Crown land, to the
situation relating to reserved
land concerning the need for
prospectors to utilise land,
vegetation and water for
camping purposes, and to
prospect and conduct tests to
determine suitable areas for
pegging; and to extract and
remove samples;

(e) the need for provisions simi-
lar to those in clauses 28 and
29 (relating to private land
and requiring a prospector to
obtain entry permission and
for the mining warden to be
satisfied that such entry was
lawful when a tenement is
applied for) to be clearly
stated in regard to reserved
land?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(a) to (e) I have received no

specific recommendations in
these matters.

43. OIL. EXPLORATION
Abrolhws Islands: Impact on Environment

Mr CARR, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:
(1) What studies have been under-

taken by his department to assess
the environmental implications
of drilling and other exploration
activities at the Abrolhos Islands?

(2) Will he assure the House that he
will insist on an environmental
impact study being conducted and
made public before any drilling
is permitted at the Abroihos
Islands?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) and (2) The need for a compre-

hensive environmental impact
statement will depend upon the
nature of the proposed explora-
tion and drilling Programme.
The department and the Depart-
ment of Fisheries and Wildlife
are aware of the past drilling and
other exploration activities in the
region of the Abrolhos Islands.

perience on which can be based
judgments if future exploration
proposals are presented to Govern-
ment.

44. OIL EXPLORATION
Abroihos Islands: Impact on Rock Lobsters

Mr CARR, to the Minister for
Fisheries and WildWile:

Will he please detail any and all
steps he and his department have
taken to assess what effect drill-
Ing and other exploration activi-
ties will have on the rock lobster
fishing industry at the Abrolhos
Islands?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:

notice paper.

QUARRYING45.
Darling Escarpment: Policy

Mr BARtNETT, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:

What is the Government's policy
on open quarrying in the Darling
escarpment which Is or will be
visible from the Bunbury High-
way?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
The Department of Conservation
and Environment is concerned at
such activities and has circulated
to local authorities an example of
the type of approach to such dev-
elopments which it considers these
authorities should seek.

46. HAMERSLEY RANGE NATIONAL
PARK

Excision of Land

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:
(1) Further to question on notice B,

asked on the 10th August, 1972,
has the WA National Parks Board
considered any proposals to have
land excised from the Hameraley
Range National Park?

(2) If so, would he supply details and
advise whether the board fav-
oured any such proposal?

(3) Does the WA National Parks
Hoard endorse the recommenda-
tions of the Conservation 'Through
Reserves Committee concerning
the Hamersley Range National
Park?

Mr
(1)

(2)
(3)

P. V. JONES replied:
No definite proposals have been
considered.
Answered by (1).
Yes.
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47. COCKBURN SOUND
Pollution: Report

Mr BARNETTr, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:

As the report on the latest study
into the effects of pollution in
Cockburn Sound was to have been
available in July would he please
advise-
(a) is the report now completed:
(b) if it is would he either table

it or provide me with access
to a copy of it;

(c) if it is not would he please
advise when it is expected
that it will be completed and
will he undertake to make it
available at that time?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(a) No. The consultants have

prepared a draft report and
are having discussions an
their findings with the En-
vironmental Protection Auth-
ority.

(b) Not applicable.
(c) The final report is now ex-

pected to be presented to the
Environmental Protection
Authority later this year. I
will not undertake to make
the final report available un-
til it has been reviewed by
the Environmental Protec-
tion Authority, and some pre-
liminary assessments under-
taken.

48. POTATOES
Rejections and inspections

Mr
for
(1)

H. D. EVANS, to the Minister
Agriculture:
What tonnage of potatons has
been inspected at-
'a) Kewdale;
(b) Fremantle,
in each month of 1975 to date?

(2) What tonnage of potatoes has
been rejected at each of the
centres referred to in each of
these months?

()What is the total percentage of
potatoes rejected at inspections
in both centres for 1975?

(4) who are the inspectors employed
at each of the centres?

(5) (a) Were there any requests for
re-inspection of rejected
consignments at either centre,
and if so, by wvhom;

b) were any of these requests
for re-inspection subsequently
reconsidered favourably?

(6) (a) What tonnage of potatoes has
been imported into WV.A. from
the Eastern States in 1975;

(b) were these potatoes inspected
by officers of his department:

(c) did the Agricultural Depart-
ment receive a fee for any
inspections provided, and who
paid any such fee?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) KEWDAI.E:

1975-
January-2 423 tonnes.
rebruary-2 718 tonnes.
March-2 756 tonnes.
April-4 067 tonnes.
May-3 598 tonnes.
June-S 342 tonnes.
July-2 936 tonnes.
August-2 677 tonnes.
To September 19th-i 923

tonnes.
FREMANTLE:
1975-

January-i 209 tonnes.
February-820 tonnes.
March-981 tonnes.
April-i 477 tonnes.
May-i 012 tonnes.
June-i 149 tonnes.
July-I 563 tonnes.
August-2 713 tonnes.
To September 19th-i 673

tonnes.
(2) KEWDALE:

January-isi tonnes.
February-452 tonnies.
March-154 tonnes.
April-11O tonnes.
May-154.5 tonnes.
June-OB tonnes.
July-172 tonnes.
August-240 tonnes.
To September l9th-203 tonnes.

FREMANTLE:
January-45 tonnes.
F'ebrusry-183 tonnes.
March-60 tonnes.
Aoril-102 tonnes.
May-80 tonnes.
June-197.5 tonnes.
July-204 tonnes.
August-364.5 tonnes.
To September l9th-320 tonnes.

(3)
(4)

8.6%.
KEW DALE:

C. D. Wood,
W. Daff,
L. Muirson,
H. Pedretti.

FRE MANTLE:
K. N. Lamont,
M. Turkich,
K. Symes,
H. Goldsplnk,
D. Muir.

(5) (a) Yes, but separate records of
these second Inspections of
consignments are not kept by
the Department of Agricul-
ture. However, since January
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1975 two or three requests for
second inspections following
rejection were received at
Kewdale. During the same
period requests for reinspec-
tion of rejected consignments
at Fremantle averaged about
six per month. Although not
all growers' names are avail-
able some of those involved
were-

Kewdale-L. & H. Tuia.
Fremantle-S. Roche; A.

Malolo, N. Peruch (2);
G. Smith; D. &s. A.
Hart; F. & T. Gran-
ucci; G. H. & H. V.
Barnsby: D. A. Booth;
N. 1. Babb; . Masters;
J. S. Fox & Son.

(b) Kewdale-None.
Fremantle-Two.

(a) 1 651 tonnes.
(b)
(c)

I Presume that the calls re-
ferred to were made in the
course of normal Police duties.
If the Leader of the Opposi-
tion prefers to think other-
wise and would refer to a
specific complaint or Incident,
I may be able to advise him
fur ther.

2.

Yes.
Yes. Debits have been raised
against the importers and fees
have been Paid or are In pro-
cess of collection. There are a
number of Importers involved
of which the principal ones
would be-

R. Pezzano. Shiam, .
Italiano, R. Rossi.

QUESTIONS (2): WITHOUT NOTICE
1. PROSTITUTION
Inquiry:, Interview with Supporters
Mr J. T. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Police:
(1) Why are police officers calling on

persons who have written letters
supporting an inquiry on prosti-
tution to the Premier and Cabinet
Ministers?

(2) How many such calls have already
been made?

(3) Is it intended that every person
who has written to a Minister of
the Government relating to pros-
titution wll be interviewed?

(4) How was the current police action
initiated?

Mr O'Neil (for Mr O'CONNOR)
replied:

I thank the Leader of the Oppo-
sition for giving me some notice of
his intention to ask this question.
The answer is as follows-
(1) to (4) 1 understand it is a

routine procedure for police
officers to carry out an in-
vestigation in respect of any
matters referred to them. In
doing so they very often con-
tact writers of letters to
ascertain whether they can
give them any assistance.

PROSTITUTION
Inqui ry: Interview with Supporters

Mr J. T. TONKIN, to the Minister
f or Police:

I would like to ask a further ques-
tion arising out of the last answer.
How would police officers know
who wrote the letters if they were
not written to the Police Depart-
ment?

Mr O'Neil (for Mr O'CONNOR)
replied:

I am afraid the Import of the
question escapes me, and I ask
the Leader of the Opposition to
repeat It.

Mr J. T1. TONKIN: The Minister said
that it is routine for police officers
to make inquiries into matters
which have been referred to them.
The letters to which I refer were
not written to the police at all;
they were written to the Premier
and Cabinet Ministers. So how
would Police officers know whom
they were to interview?

Mr O'Neil (for Mr O'CONNOR) re-
plied:

I mentioned before It certainly
seems to me to be a routine mat-
ter that if somebody writes to a
Minister to complain about some-
thing to do with the Police Force,
the matter is referred to the
Police Department. It seems to
me to be normal routine that
the Police Department would
carry out an investigation into
any matter referred to it. Many
people write to me as Minister
for Works, and I refer their
queries to the department.
People write to me. as the meme-
ber for East Melville, and I refer
the matters and, sometimes, the
letters to the relevant depart-
ments. To me. there is nothing
untoward about the fact that If a
letter complaining about prosti-
tution is written to a Minister,
that Minister should refer the
matter to the police for inquiry.

Mr J. TP. Tonkin There Is more to it
than that.

(6)
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BILLS (2): THIRD READING
1. Recording of Evidence Bill.
2. Auction Bales Act Amendment Bill.

Bills read a third time, on motions by
Mr O'Neil (Minister for Works),
and transmitted to the Council.

SECURITIES INDUSTRY BILL
Second Reading

MR O'NEIL, (East MelvIle-Minister for
Works) [5.02 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

The Hill now before the House is intended
to consolidate and amend the law relat-
ing to trading and dealing in securities, by
which term is meant debentures, shares,
stocks, bonds, unsecured notes, and also in-
terests within the meaning of section 76
of the Companies Act.

Before proceeding to explain the Bill
In any detail it is desirable to give mem-
bers some explanation of the history be-
hind the measure and the manner in which
its preparation developed.

For many years prior to 1973 a bod
known e.s the Standing Committee of At-
torneys-General, representative ofal
States and the Commonwealth, co-operated
in the formulation of many laws, including
company laws, and from the late 1960s
onwards, laws dealing with the securities
industry.

In 1970 in this State, and at approx-
imately the same time in the States of
New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria.
the first Securities Industry Acts were
passed, but those Acts were intended prin-
cipally as a measure to Implement some
licensing requirements.

It was intended that from the experi-
ence gained in the administration of that
Act a more sophisticated and effective
Securities Industry Act would be prepared
on a uniform basis for enactment through-
out Australia at a later stage.

By 1972 all States and the Common-
wealth had reached the stage of preparing
a further draft of much more extensive
securities industry legislation to be en-.
acted in all States and territories on a
uniform basis.

However, in 1973 the then Common-
wealth Attorney-General (Senator Mur-
phy) announced that the Commonwealth
Government intended to proceed unilater-
ally in the field of both company law and
securities industry law, and as members
know, the Commonwealth Government
proceeded to introduce a Bill known as the
Corporations and Securities Industry Bill
and withdrew from the working party on
securities industry legislation which had
been established by the Standing Com-
mittee of Attorneys-General.

The Commonwealth Bill is still before
the Senate and has been referred to a

Senate Select Commitee which Is still re-
ceiving and considering numerous sub-
missions made to it, including submissions
by State Governments.

It is the view of the Governments of
the four States which are members of the
Interstate Corporate Affairs Agreement-
that is, this State and the States of New
South Wales, Victoria and Queensland-
that the passage of the Commonwealth
Hill would have most serious consequences
to the commercial and business community
and the public generally.

At the outset there are substantial areas
in which the constitutional validity of the
Commonwealth Bill Is extremely doubtful,
and it is obvious that if the Bill were en-
acted, operated upon for any length of
time and then found to be invalid in any
substantial area of its application, the con-
sequences would be very rave.

Besides these constitutional difficulties,
the actual provisions of the Commonwealth
Corporations and Securities Industry Bill
have been the subject of considerable
valid criticism in many areas.

This Government and the Governments
of New South Wales, Victoria and Queens-
land, in their submission made to the
Senate Select Committee earlier this year,
again offered to co-operate with the Com-
monwealth on a Joint basis with a view
to having satisfactory securities industry
legislation enacted by all Governments to
operate in the States and territories of
the Commonwealth.

The offer made by the four States was
to develop a comprehensive co-operative
legislative and administrative scheme for
Australian company law, including securi-
ties industry law, but no response has
been received to the offer even though it
attracted Immediate support from some
areas of the business and commercial com-
munity.

In making their submission along these
lines the four States made reference to
the obvious benefits that had been ob-
tained from the co-operative approach be-
tween them achieved through the Inter-
state Corporate Affairs Agreement.

This State aind the States of New South
Wales, Victoria and Queensland have, as
I have already mentioned, recognised since
1970 that there is a real need for further
legislation to achieve better regulation of
the securities industry, particularly as a
prime purpose of that legislation is to
assure the Protection of the Investing pub-
lic. It was for that reason that a con-
siderable amount of work had been done
prior to 1973 on the preparation of a
completely new securities industry code.

Shortly after this State became a party
to the Interstate Corporate Affairs Agree-
ment the four States concerned set out
to complete the task of preparing new
securities industry legislation which had
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been abandoned temporarily when the The commissioner wml be authorised to
Commonwealth made its announcement in
1973.

The Bill now before the House repre-
sents the legislation which all four States
have agreed to introduce on a completely
uniform basis in the spring sessions of
their respective Parliaments.

I shall now proceed to explain the prin-
cipal provisions of the Bill, and in doing
so will, where appropriate, indicate major
extensions or changes from the present
Securities Industry Act, 1970, which the
Bill will repeal.

Under the Securities Industry Act, 1970,
dealers, dealers' representatives, invest-
ment advisers and investment advisers' re-
presentatives were required to be licensed
by the Registrar of Companies, who has
since been re-titled the Commissioner for
Corporate Affairs.

Members of the Perth Stock Exchange
and their servants were exempt from the
1970 licensing requirements but members
of a stuck exchange of another State and
their servants were not exempt if they
carried on business in this State. This
Bill proposes to extend the licensing re-
quirements to members of the Perth Stock
Exchange and their servants.

In furtherance of the principles of inter-
state recognition inherent in the Inter-
state Corporate Affairs Agreement, persons
licensed in a particular capacity-say, as
a dealer or dealers' representative In
another State which has Passed uniform
legislation corresponding with this legisla-
tion-will be treated as recognised licensees
and will not be required to obtain local
licenses.

Correspondingly, of course, a dealer
licensed under the Western Australian leg-
islation will be regarded in New South
Wales, Victoria or Queensland as a recog-
nised licensee and will not be required to
obtain a license under the law of that other
State to carry on similar business in that
State.

It is obvious that the creation of the
new concept of recognised licensees wml
obviate the need for multiple applications
and licensing and will effect considerable
savings in costs and administration both
to industry and to the respective corporate
affairs offices.

It is implicit in the Interstate Corporate
Affairs Agreement that the respective cor-
porate affairs offices will adopt common
standards for the consideration and grant-
ing of licenses, and in fact it is envisaged
that identical forms of application and,
to the greatest possible extent, common
conditions will be adopted in each State.

The legislation goes further than the
Securities Industry Act, 1970, in identifying
Particular conditions which may be in-
cluded in a license granted. These condi-
tions are designed to afford greater Pro-
tection to the investing public.

include in a license conditions relating to
the limitation of the liability which a
licensee may incur in connection with his
business of dealing in securities, conditions
relating to the incurring, and disclosure
to the commissioner, of personal liabilities
arising other than from his business of
dealing in securities, and finally, conditions
requiring the licensee to enter into a bond
in an amount not exceeding $20 000 deter-
mined by the commissioner.

As a protection against the commissioner
imposing unreasonably onerous conditions
in any particular case, the legislation con-
fers on an applicant for a license a right
to appeal to a court against any particular
condition which the commissioner is seek-
ing to impose, and this right is, of course,
additional to a similar right of appeal
against any refusal to grant, or any sus-
pension or revocation of a license.

Moreover, the Bill interposes an inter-
mediary step by which the commissioner
is obliged to afford a hearing to any per-
son where the commissioner proposes to
refuse to grant, revoke or impose a new
condition in a license, but this is in addi-
tion to and not in substitution for the
right of appeal to the court.

I turn now to the provisions of the Bill
dealing with the regulation of stock ex-
changes. As in the 1970 legislation, a
stock exchange may not be operated unless
it is a body corporate and unless it has
been approved by the Minister. The Perth
Stock Exchange already has been approved
under that legislation and It will not re-
quire further approval under this legisla-
tion to continue to operate as a stock
exchange; but no new exchange can com-
mence operations without ministerial
approval. There are, however, significant
changes in other aspects concerning both
the existing and any new stock exchange.

Any existing stock exchange will be re-
quired within two months of the com-
mencement of the legislation to submit its
listing rules to the Minister for approval
and the Minister will have a further period
of two months in which to disallow any
provisions of the listing rules which he
considers undesirable.

Thereafter, no alteration to the listing
rules of an approved stock exchange will
be effective until it has been submitted
to the Minister for his consideration and
the Minister has determined that the alter-
ation should not be disallowed. These pro-
visions will enable the Minister to prevent
the adoption by stock exchanges of listing
rules which appear to be contrary to the
interests of the investing public.

Another new provision in the Bill con-
cerning listing rules is a provision which, in
effect, gives to the listing rules a degree
of statutory recognition. Under th e Hill,
the commissioner, or any person aggrieved
by the failure of another to observe, en-
force or give effect to the listing rules of
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a stock exchange may apply to the Sup-
reme Court for an order to secure com-
pliance with the listing rules.

Another important change which the
Bill would make in relation to stock ex-
changes is to confer on the commissioner -a
right of full and free access to the trading
floor of the stock exchange and to all
books kept by a stock exchange or any
broker.

Moreover, the stock exchange is obliged
to provide such assistance to the commis-
sioner as he reasonably requires for the
performance of his powers and duties.
There are no corresponding provisions ift
the 1970 Act.

Part VIII of the Bill Is an innovation
in this State, although analogous provi-
sions have been in force in New South
Wales and Victoria for -some years.

That part requires every sole trader and
member firm of a stock exchange to lodge
a deposit with the stock exchange, the
quantum of the deposit being calculated
as a specified percentage of the balance
In his trust account over a preceding
Period. The stock exchange is under a duty
to invest the moneys so deposited with it
in the manner directed by the Bill, and the
income earned from that investment is,
in turn, to be Paid to the Stock Exchange
Fidelity Fund. These requirements are simi-
lar to those imposed under other legislation
upon legal Practitioners.

The Bill makes substantial alterations to
the 1970 provisions dealing with the fide-
lity fund required to be maintained by a
stock exchange.

Under the Bill sole traders or member
firns are required to make contributions
direct to the fidelity fund maintained by
the stock exchange In lieu of the present
practice whereby the stock exchange makes
the contributions out of membership fees
received from Its individual members.

The legislation also enables a stack
exchange to impose additional levies
directly on its members, to be paid direct
to the fidelity fund. The method of mak-
ing claims against the fidelity fund and
the persons to whom payments may be
made are generally similar to those already
In existence under the 19'70 Act.

It Is noted that the Bill requires a stock
exchange to keep full and proper accounts,
both of the deposits required to be made
from stockbrokers' trust accounts and of
the fidelity fund, and requires the stock
exchange to appoint a registered company
auditor to audit those accounts. C!opies
of the auditors' reports and of the balance
sheets to which the reports relate are
required to be furnished to the commis-
sioner.

I would now like to mention to members
the significant new provisions which apply
to persons dealing in securities.

The provisions of the Bill requiring
dealers to keep accounts are far more
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elaborate than those contained in the
1970 legislation. In addition, the Bill seeks
to strengthen the position of auditors
of dealers' accounts, firstly by conferring
on them greater protection against actions
for defamation in appropriate circuml-
stances; and, secondly, by providing that
a dealer may not dismiss an auditor with-
out the consent of the commissioner or
the court. The Bill also provides that an
auditor cannot resign without the consent
of the commissioner or the court.

It has long been accepted that stock-
brokers and other dealers dealing with
the public, and their representatives and
investment advisers, should be under an
obligation to disclose any pecuniary
interest or benefit which they are likely to
derive from dealings In securities with, or
their recommending of securities to, the
public.

Some provisions along those lines are
contained in the Securities Industry Act,
1970, but experience has since shown that
those provisions are inadequate. The Bill,
through a combination of its provisions,
will impose more stringent and further
reaching obligations than the 1970 Act.

Perhaps the most Important change Is
that a licensee in any capacity is not
merely obliged to disclose his own interest
to his client or the person to whom he
sends a letter or circular of recommenda-
tion of any particular securities, but he is
also required to disclose the interests of
any of his associates.

The circumstances in which a person is
deemed to be an associate of another per-
son are set out at length in clause 6 of
the Bill, and the circumstances In which
a person is deemed to have an interest in
securities are set out In clause 5.

It is the object of those two clauses to
ensure that the disclosure provisions can-
not be avoided by the establishment of
trusts, nominee companies, unwritten
arrangments or other devices by which
the licensee concerned might otherwise
hide his interest in any securities in which
he is dealing or which he is recommending
to the public.

The Bill also goes further than the 1970
legislation by preventing licensees from
having circulars and letters of recommen-
dation signed by other persons in order to
avoid disclosure, and prohibits a dealer
from causing or permitting a letter or cir-
cular to be sent out other than under his
own name or the name of one of his
partners, and in the case of a corporate
licensee, unless it is signed by a director,
manager or secretary of the corporation.

The Bill prohibits a dealer from charging
brokerage or commission of any kind when
he buys or sells securities in his own right
-that is, as principal-except where be Is
dealing as the management company of a
unit trust and the commission or brokerage
is charged in accordance with the trust
deed. This Is to accord with the general
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principle that an agency fee should never
be payable when the person purporting to
act as agent is in fact dealing with his
own property.

Another measure to better the position
of the investing public is the more exten-
sive provision made in the Bill in relation
to contract notes which is Intended to en-
sure that a person dealing with a dealer
Is fully aware of the rate of commission
or brokerage which he is being charged,
particularly in circumstances when the
rate of commission concerned is not that
fixed by a stock exchange, or where the
transaction is an off-market transaction.

The enforcement of these more elaborate
provisions, all of which are aimed at zie-
quiring full disclosure in cases where a
licensee's interests may be in conflict with
those of his clients are to be aided by
part VUI of the Bill, which requires the
maintenance by licensees and financial
journalists of a register of their interests
in securities.

Part X of the Bill Is the part which deals
with the most serious misconduct in con-
nection with trading and dealing in securi-
ties; namely, market rigging and manipu-
lation, insider trading, and similar ac-
tivities.

The followng activities are specifically
prohibited and are subject to severe pen-
aities-

(a) Creating a false or misleading
appearance of active trading in
securities on a stock market:

(b) creating a false or misleading
appearance with respect to the
market for or the price of securi-
ties on a stock market;

(c) inflating, depressing, or causing
fluctuations in the market price
of securities by means of fictitious
purchases or sales, that is to say.
purchases or sales in which there
is no actual change in beneficial
ownership;

(d) making false statements or dis-
seminating information which is
false or misleading in a material
particular likely to induce the
sale or purchase of securities by
other persons, if the person mak-
ing the statement or disseminat-
ing the Information does so either
without caring whether the state-
ment or information is true or
false, or when he knows or ought
reasonably to know that it is
false or misleading; and

(e) attempting to induce a person to
deal in securities by making a
misleading, false or deceptive
statement, promise or forecast, or
by dishonestly concealing material
f acts.

The penalty for each of those offences is
a fine of $10 000 or five years' imprison-
ment for an individual, or a fine of $50 000

where the offence is committed by a cor-
poration.

One of the most important subjects
dealt with in part X is insider trading
which, as members will know, may broadly
be described as dealing In securities at a
time when the person concerned is, by
virtue of his position in or in connection
with a company, in possession of confi-
dential market sensitive information not
yet made public, whereby he is in a posi-
tion of special advantage.

Insider trading was formerly dealt with
partly by section 124, but principally by
section 124A, of the Companies Act, and
it is proposed to repeal the latter section.
One of the deficiencies of section 124A of
the Companies Act is that It applies only
to officers of a corporation who were in
possession of confidential information, and
did not extend to persons who had been
officers of a corporation but had ceased
to be.

Nor did section 124A extend to persons
who took advantage for themselves of con-
fidential information given or sold to them
by officers of a corporation. The new
provisions are far more elaborate and are
designed to give the investing public much
greater protection than does section 124A.

Members may also note that not only
does the insider trading clause-clause 112
-create an offence punishable by a fine of
$10 000 or Imzprisornent for five years or
by a fine of $50 000 if the offence is com-
mitted by a company, but it also confers
specific civil remedies upon persons who
suffer loss from dealing in securities with
an insider trader.

It -should aiso be noted that similar
penalties and civil liability are imposed on
officers of the corporate affairs commis-
sion if they deal in securities while they
are in possession of market sensitive in-
formation which has not been made public
and which they obtained in the course of
their employment.

Part X also contains provisions designed
to ensure that licensees and their employees
do not get advantages over members of
the public who are their clients by first
of all requiring dealers to give priority to
their clients' orders over their own: and
secondly, by Imposing restrictions on the
way in which employees may deal in
securities and preventing their employers
from giving them credit for that purpose.

I feel confident that members will agree,
after perusing the Bill, that this State and
the States of New South Wales, Queens-
land, and Victoria have, in their co-
operative venture, succeeded in producing
a vastly improved legislative scheme for
the proper regulation and control of the
securities market.

I commend the Bill to members.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr

Bertram.
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COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL (No. 2)

Second Reading
MR. O'NEIL (East Melville-Minister for

Works) [5.26 p.m.]: 1 move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
On the 31st March, 1975, this State be-
came the fourth State to sign, and become
a party to, the Interstate Corporate Af-
fairs Agreement.

Following the signing of that agreement
on behalf of this State, the Companies
Act Amendment Act, 1975, was passed in
the previous sitting of this session of Par-
liament to effect the necessary changes to
the Companies Act to enable the necessary
reciprocity to) be accorded, particularly in
relation to the concept of recognised com-
panies.

The Companies Act Amendment Act,
1975, represented only the first step in the
achieving of the objects of the Interstate
Corporate Affairs Agreement.

That agreement recites as its first and
Principal intentlon-"to achieve greater
uniformity in the law relating to corn-
Panie... "-and the Bill now before the
House seeeks to achieve that intention.

Shortly after the Interstate Corporate
Affairs Agreement was first signed by the
States of New South Wales. Victoria, and
Queensland. a body known as the Inter-
state Corporate Affairs Commission was
established as contemplated by the agree-
menit to be the body to co-ordinate and
Implement the measures necessary to
achieve the objects of the agreement.

So for as the attaining of uniformity is
concerned, the commission, together with
the assistance of corporate aff airs offices
of the participating States who are Sig-
natories to the agreement, set about com-
paring and Identifying the differences be-
tween the Companies Acts of the respective
States. When Western Australia, became
a party to the agreement in March. 1975,
the same exercise was undertaken so as
to Identify the differences between the
Companies Act of Western Australia and
those of the other three States.

Once the task of identifying the dif-
ferences between the four Companies Acts
had been completed, the Interstate Cor-
porate Affairs Commission made recom-
mendations to the ministerial council.
which is composed of the four Ministers
in the respective States administering
Companies Acts, as to which State's provi-
sion ought to be adopted in each case
where a difference existed.

After the Ministers concerned had con-
sidered the recommendations of the com-
mission and reached agreement on the
manner in which those recommendations
should be dealt with, it was then possible
for each of the four States to prepare
amendments to Its Companies Act which,
if enacted, would result in the Companies
Act of that State being Identical in all

relevant aspects with the Companies Acts,
as similarly amended, of the other three
States.

There are, of course, some areas in
which total uniformity is not possible. One
instance is in relation to the protection
afforded to auditors against actions for
defamation. It is not possible to achieve
total uniformity in this area because the
law of defamation differs from State to
State, the greatest difference being between
the law in New South Wales and in the
other States; but even here uniformity was
possible at least between Victoria and this
State, the respective defamation laws of
those two States being sufficiently similar.

There are other differences of a more
technical or procedural kind which are
unavoidable because of differences which
exist in other Acts of the various States
which In turn affect the Companies Act.
The Evidence Acts, Land Acts and Strata
Titles Acts are some examples.

Although the Bill before the House is
a very lengthy one, by far the majority of
its provisions are concerned solely with
attaining uniformity in language, uni-
formity in section and subsection number-
lng, and the like. in most instances there
is, in fact, no change of any significance
Involved in the law.

Although it might be thought that at-
taining uniformity in language and in
numbering is purely a technical exercise
of little impact, it will, nevertheless, pro-
duce very worth-while benefits to the corn-
mutnity and to the corporate affairs offi-
cers charged with administering the Acts
In the four States.

There are obvious advantages in the at-
taining of uniform interpretation of the
various Acts and in the greater value of
future judicial decisions from the point of
view of precedent. Further, it will now
be possible for a person concerned with
a particular provision of the Companies
Act to identify immediately the corres-
ponding provision in the Acts of the other
three States, but, more importantly, it will
be possible for completely uniform regula-
tions, uniform forms, and uniform office
and commercial practices to be adopted
throughout the four States.

It is, in fact, envisaged that a single
set of forms will be prepared and printed
for use in any of the States, and it will
no longer be necessary for persons who are
lodging documents in more than one State
to procure the appropriate form for a par-
ticular State.

This will be particularly advantageous
for company secretaries and for legal and
accountancy firms who, on behalf of their
clients, are constantly preparing and lodg-
ing forms required by the Act.

I have already mentioned that the
majority of the provisions of the Bill ef-
fect no significant change In the law, and
I would now like to turn to such of the
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provisions of the Bill as will effect Sig-
nificant changes to the Companies Act in
Western Australia.

The first amendments of any real con-
sequence which I wish to explain to mem-
bers relate to fees and involve amend-
ments to section 7 and the substitution
of a new second schedule.

Members will be aware that as a con-
sequence of the adoption of the recognised
company concept earlier this year, forms
of annual return and other documents
which once were required to be lodged
in this State by foreign companies incor-
porated in New South Wales, Victoria, or
Queensland are no longer required to be
lodged here. Members may also recall
that the Bill passed earlier this year pro-
vides the procedure whereby companies
may reserve a name in one or more of
the participating States.

The States have agreed upon an ap-
portionment between them of parts of the
fees received for lodging annual returns.
to be effected by a division amongst them
of a component of the fees received on
the lodging of annual returns by companies
which have reserved names and carry on
business in other States, the division being
calculated according to the proportions
of respective numbers of foreign company
registrations In the States as at the 31st
December, 1973.

Fees received for reservations of names
in participating States and for searches
conducted In participating States will also
be divided in the manner set out in the
agreement.

This apportionment of fees will go a
long way towards compensating Western
Australia for the loss of revenue incurred
by the fact that New South Wales and
Victorian companies operating in this State
are no longer required to lodge annual re-
turns as foreign companies.

Members will appreciate that it Is im-
plicit in any fee-sharing arrangement that
changes in the stales of company fees must
hereafter be contemporaneous, at least in
respect of the fees liable to apportion-
ment. Accordingly, It seems to the Gov-
ernment to be desirable to provide that
the fees may also be altered by regulation
rather than only by amending the Act in
order to confer the necessary flexibility in
timing.

The next substantial change in the law
concerns the tenure of office of auditors.
There exist at the moment substantial
differences between the States on this sub-
ject, and the Bill seeks to bring the Com-
panies Act of Western Australia into line
with the Acts of Victoria and Queensland
In this regard. New South Wales has
agreed similarly to amend its Act.

Another amendment of some significance
is the repeal and re-enactmnent of section
6A of the principal Act. That section
specified the circumstances in which a

person was deemed to have an interest In
a share for the purposes of other provi-
sions of the Act dealing with the dis-
closure of substantial shareholdings, the
disclosure of directors' interests, and also
with takeover offers. The present section
6A applies a single set of rules for deter-
mining whether a person has an interest
in a share, and those rules apply equally
to the three different groups of provisions
which I have mentioned.

The New South Wales Companies Act
on the other hand, has taken a. different
approach by creating a concept of a rele-
vant interest and by applying different
rules for determining whether a person
has relevant interest according to the con-
text of the provisions in which the term
is used.

This Bill seeks to follow the New South
Wales approach, and accordingly members
will see from a perusal of proposed new
section 6A that the circumstances in which
a person is deemed to have a relevant
interest in a share will differ according to
whether the circumstances concerned arc
related to a takeover offer or to the obli-
gation of a director to disclose his Interests
or the disclosure of a substantial share-
holding. The States of Victoria and
Queensland have also agreed to mate
similar alterations. There are a good num-
ber of consequential alterations through-
out the Bill stemming from the enactment
of the new section 6A.

There is considerable divergence amongst
the Companies Acts of the four States on
the matter of discretionary powers. In
the Western Australian Act some powers
are conferred on the Governor-ln-Pbcecut-
ive-Council, some on the Minister, and
others on the commissioner. It seems
most desirable that in each State similar
powers ought to be exercisable by corres-
pondingly similar persons-

An examination was made of the context
of each discretionary power in the com-
panies Acts of the four States and it was
resolved that where the exercise of a dis-
cretionary power Is either fettered or
accompanied by conditions precedent or
guidelines, or alternatively, is subject to
review by a court, then the power con-
cerned could properly be vested in the
commissioner.

On the other hand, where there are no
guidelines or conditions precedent and
there Is no right of review conferred by
the Act on a court, it was recommended
by the Interstate Corporate Affairs Com-
mission that the power should be vested
in the Minister. The Eml provides accord-
ingly.

ThJLe Bill alters the present Act In rela-
tion to the term of office of auditors. At
present an auditor holds office until the
end of the fourth annual general meeting
of the company held after his appoint-
ment. Queensland and Victoria give an
auditor an indefinite term of office subject
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to removal or resignation, and New South
Wales has retained the original 1961 pro-
vision whereby an auditor is appointed from
year to year.

It is desirable in the interests of the
proper auditing of accounts of companies
that auditors should not be liable to be
removed at the whim of the company even
as infrequently as once every four years,
and the Bill provides that the office of
auditor becomes vacant only when, with
the approval of the Companies Auditors'
Board or the court, he resigns or is dis-
missed by the company or, of course, if
he dies or becomes disqualified for other
reasons.

The provisions of the present Act deal-
ing with inspections have been revised in
order to facilitate inspections of books and
documents in this State by persons hold-
ing office In corporate affairs offices of
other States. Similar rights will, of course,
be conferred by the Bills of the other
States upon corporate affairs officers from
this State.

At present there exist substantial differ-
ences between the New South Wales Com-
panies Act and the Companies Acts of this
State and Victoria and Queensland in re-
lation to prohibitions upon advertising,
offering, or calling attention to prospec-
tuses.

The provision In this State and in Vic-
toria and Queensland is contained in sec-
tion 40 of the respective Acts and is limited
in Its application to an advertisement
which offers or calls attention to an offer
of shares or debentures of a corporation.
The section, in effect, prohibits advertise-
ments of that kind from containing other
than very limited material by providing
that any advertisement which goes beyond
the prescribed limits is deemed to be a
prospectus.

In the New South Wales Act, on the
other hand, the equivalent sections extend
beyond advertisements to notices or circu-
lars which offer or call attention to an
offer of shares or debentures and, in addi-
tion, section 40A in New South Wales Pro-
hibits the dissemination of any written
material which might reasonably be ex-
pected to induce the making of applications
for shares or debentures at a time when
a prospectus in respect of an Issue of such
shares or debentures has been issued or
is in the course of preparation.

This Eml, with certain modifications
which are aiso to be adopted by New South
Wales as well as the other participating
States, will, in effect, adopt the general
approach of the former New South Wales
provisions.

it is to be noted that because of the
apparent breadth of the provisions, cer-
tain exceptions are provided, the principal
of which is a bona fide news report or news
comment. The new provisions thus con-
tinue to provide machinery whereby a

newspaper proprietor who might be con-
cerned that material he is asked to pub-
lih as an advertisement might infringe
the law, can get exemption from the sec-
tions by requiring the directors or pro-
motors of the company placing the adver-
tisement to give him a certificate acknowl-
edging that they are aware of the contents
of the advertisement and accept responsi-
bility for it. Such a certificate absolves the
publisher, but renders the directors liable
for the content of the advertisement.

Finally, there is one further amendment
contained in this Bill which I wish to
mention and it is an entirely new pro-
vision agreed to be included in the Com-
panies Acts of all four States.

The amendment concerned is the amend-
ment to section 125 dealing with the pro-
hibitions on company loans to directors.
The present section 125 generally prohibits
Only the making of loans by a company
to a director of the company or to a direc-
tor of another company that is related
to the first-mentioned company within the
meaning of subsection (5) of section 5 of
the Act. There is plenty of evidence to
suggest that the section so limited is un-
satisfactory. Its limitations were exposed
in the report of the United Kingdom Com-
pany Law Committee, and the 1913 United
Kingdom Companies Bill contains provi-
sions to extend the operation of the equiva-
lent section in the United Kingdom Act.

It would also appear that the making of
loans to relatives of directors and to com-
panies which are not related companies,
but are, nevertheless, connected with the
lending company, were a significant fea-
ture in the failure of the Barton group
of companies in New South Wales.

Accordingly, this Bill and the Bills of the
other three States seek to amend the sec-
tion to extend the prohibition firstly to
certain relatives of directors, and, secondly,
to prohibit the making of loans to directors
by companies in circumstances where the
director to whom the loan is sought to be
made is a director of the company in
which the lending company has more than
a 10 per cent shareholding. The section
does not, of course, apply to the activities
of exempt proprietory companies and there
are exceptions to cover the eases of genuine
company housing schemes and so forth.

The Government regards the introduc-
tion of this Bill and Bills to achieve similar
Purposes in the States of New South Wales,
Victoria and Queensland as a major
achievement which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of the operations of the Interstate
Corporate A-flairs Commission, and I com-
mend the Bill to members.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr
Bertram.

INVENTIONS BILL
Returned

Bill returned from the Council without
amendment.
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EVIDENCE ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(No. 2)

Second Reading
MR O'NEIL (East Melville-Minister for

Works) [5.44 pm.]: I move-
That the Hill be now read a second

time.
Sections 73B and 79 of the Evidence Act,
1906, as presently in force are both de-
signed to facilitate the proof of the incor-
poration of companies and the admissibilty
of copies of documents filed in relation to
companies.

Section 73B is applicable to documents
which have been in the custody of the
Registrar of Companies of this State, and
section '79 deals with certificates for in-
corporation and other documents relating
to companies registered outside the State.

In both instances the sections refer to
the officer certifying or having the cus-
tody or the documents as a Registrar of
Companies or an Assistant or Deputy
Registrar of Companies. The purpose of
this Bill is merely to recognise that in some
other States as well as in this State the
title "Registrar of Companies" has been
altered to "Commissioner of (or for) Cor-
porate Affairs", and that the titles of the
assistants and deputies have been similarly
altered. In addition, in New South Wales
the Corporate Affairs Commission is a
body corporate and certification of copies
of documents kept by that commission may
be given under the seal of the commission,
as distinct from under the band of the
commissioner.

Accordingly, the Bill is designed merely
to ensure that the purposes of sections
73SB and 79 can still be met, notwith-
standing the changes in titles which have
occurred in this and other States, and I
commend the Bill to members.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr
Bertram.

MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR GRAYDEN (South Perth-Minister

for Labour and Industry) [5.47 P.m.): I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This is a Hill to amend the Motor Vehicle
Dealers Act which was first passed by
Parliament in the latter part of 1973 and
came into effect early in 1974. Its provi-
sions In respect of the sale of both new
and second-hand vehicles required the
dealers, yard managers, and salesmen to
be licensed by a board established under
the Act and that dealings in the sales of
second-hand vehicles be regulated, with
the Bureau of Consumer Affairs having
an important brief in acting in the inter-
ests of the consumers.

The licensing requirements have been in
operation for over 12 months, the first
issue of yard managers' and salesmen's
licenses having expired on the 31st August,
1975, when those still in the trade were
required to be licensed. Dealers' licenses
initially issued expire for the first time on
the 31st December, 1975. It may be in-
teresting to mention that at the 30th
June the licenses current were-

Dlealers ... ... .. .... 559
Yard managers .... .... .... 424
Salesmen ... .... .1-. .... 1 295

A drop in numbers is evident from the
relicensing of yard managers and sales-
men, so far completed. It is interesting to
note that the Bureau of Consumer Affairs
has reported a fall-off in complaints from
consumers covering second-hand motor
vehicle purchases following the Introduc-
tion of the Act and its licensing system.

The amendments incorporated in this
Eml are the result of representations of
the Australian Automobile Dealers Associa-
tion (W.A. Division) and the Motor Vehicle
Dealers Licensing Board, all of which are
supported by the Commissioner for Con-
sumer Affairs. A brief explanation of the
main amendments follows.

Clause 3: The term "second-hand
vehicle" is altered to exclude a demon-
stration model car. As far as the trade is
concerned a demonstration model is still
sold as a new vehicle from the manufac-
turer under bis new vehicle warranty. In
regarding a demonstration model as a new
vehicle for the Purpose of the Act, it will
be conditional upon Its having been reg-
istered solely under one dealer's name and
still carrying a warranty which is better
than that required by the Act for the sale
of a second-hand vehicle.

Clauses 4 and 5: The amendment will
require a yard manager and a salesman,
when making application for a license or
renewal of license, to show that they are
or will be employed by a dealer. The board
considers that without this requirement an
inexperienced Person could acquire a
license as a yard manager and use it to
gain a position for which he is not experi-
enced and in which he is likely to cause
problems both to his employers and to
consumers. Although a salesman does not
bear the same degree of responsibility as
a yard manager, his employment in the
trade should be assured before a license
is granted.

Clause 6: The amendment in paragraph
(a) will overcome a provision, which was
appropriate at the introduction of the
Act, to stagger expiry dates as required
over a period of nine to 21 months. How-
ever, licenses now need to be issued for
less than nine months to the expiry date
and the altnration provides for this.

In paragraph (b) provision is made for
applications for renewal of licenses to be
made two months in advance, instead of
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one month, to assist in procedural work
to be carried out prior to Issue of the
licenses.

Clause 7: Section 20 deals with the rea-
sons for disqualification of licenses by the
licensing board and this clause adds an-
other provision; that is, failure to main-
tain premises at which the business Is
carried on by the dealer to a standard
required in the public interest and suit-
able for the purpose.

Clause 8 affects section 21 of the Act
which provides for premises in which deal-
ers may carry on business to be covered
by a certificate of suitability issued by
the board. However, the board has drawn
attention to situations in which a dealer
Is operating away from. his certificated
premises-for example, motor shows,
special occasions, etc.-in contravention
of section 21. Paragraph (b) of clause
8 will add further subsections (4) to (7)
to provide for the board to Issue a special
certificate for such occasions with condi-
tions which the board considers appro-
priate.

The board is required to be satisfied
that the applicant has complied with the
requirements of the Factories and Shops
Act for such occasion, inasmuch as-

(1) The place is registered by the oc-
cupier as a shop under section 21
of that Act or the occupier has
a temporary permit under section
30 of that Act to use the place as
a shop in an emergency; or

(2) that the place falls within section
9 of that Act; that is-

(a) shop registration provisions
mentioned in (1) above do
not apply if the place is a
show held by an agricul-
tural or horticultural
society; or

(b) if it is a bazaar or fair
where goods are sold in
order that the net proceeds
of the sales of the goods
are to be devoted solely to
religious, charitable, or
public purposes then noth-
ing In the Factories and
Shops Act applies; or

(3) the minister has issued an order
pursuant to section 7 of that Act
exempting that place from all or
any provisions of that Act for the
period for which the special cer-
tificate is sought.

The additional subsection (8) inserted by
clause 8 (b) requires an application by
a dealer to open additional premises to
be made one month before the opening
date, although it is realised the security
of tenancy and overhead for unopened
yards needs to be considered. At present
application is often made extremely late
and it happens that a yard may be in
opecration before a certificate can be issued
by the board.

Clause 9: This additional subsection will
require a dealer to display his license
number at his premises and In advertise-
ments, together with his business name.

clause 10: This alteration to section 22
adds a right of appeal to a Local Court
in the case of the board refusing to ap-
prove of inclusion in the license of a
change notified to it in the membership
of a firm or the Persons concerned In
the management and conduct of a body
corporate. Clause 12 also has reference
to this.

Clause 11: A new section 22A is included
to require a dealer to surrender his license
and certificate of registered premises to
the board when disqualification or cancel-
lation takes place or the dealer ceases
business.

Clause 12: The alteration to section 23
will allow the board to refuse, If it has
reason to do so, the inclusion in a license
of a change in the membership of a firm
or corporate body. Although a person may
be unacceptable, say because of past con-
duct, there is no provision in the Act for
not accepting the change. Clause 10, as
already mentioned, will provide for a
right of appeal.

Clause 13: This is consequential to the
amendment in clause 8, which has been
explained.

Clause 14: Section 32 is to be amended
so as to cause a dealer selling vehicles
at auction, when such vehicles have been
acquired by the dealer as a trade owner
or when they belong to another trade
owner, to comply with the obligations in
part M of the Act in respect of displaying
the particulars of the vehicle and provid-
ing a warranty in accordance with the
Act. The Act currently allows a dealer
to escape these obligations in part III when
conducting an auction. Other States have
found that in like manner trade auctions
have developoed rapidly, and their develop-
ment in this State is not to be encouraged.
The notice of particulars of the vehicle-
except the sale price-will have to be dis-
Played on the vehicle prior to the auction
and a warranty given to the buyer by the
dealer, the period of warranty being de-
pendent upon the price paid at auction.

Subsection (2) of section 32 does not at
present require a financier to comply with
obligations mentioned in part III when
selling a vehicle to a person direct or by
auction. A financier, being the owner of
a vehicle under a hire-purchase agree-
ment, has certain obligations under section
15 of the Hire-Purchase Act to protect the
financial interests of the hirer when selling
a repossessed vehicle and the onus lies
upon him to prove that he obtained the
best price which could be reasonably ob-
tained. The owner is entitled to deduct
reasonable expenses in disposing of the
goods which woulld include any warranty
costs which could be forthcoming up to
three months after disposal. It has there-
fore been decided not to alter the fin.-
ancier's Position, and this in turn will not
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confuse the hirer as to his own position
where repossession occurs.

Clause 15: The current requirement in
section 33 relating to displaying a form
4 showing particulars and sale price of
the vehicle is that it be affixed to the
windscreen. This infringes Road Traffic
Authority requirements, particularly if the
car is driven on roads for demonstration.
The alteration will allow the notice to be
placed inside the vehicle where It can be
clearly read through the windscreen.

Clause 16: In accordance with the
Justices Act, a Prosecution for an
offence must be commenced within six
months of the commission of the offence.
This period is insufficient in practice in
this field of work, and more so when com-
plaints are lodged towards the end of a
warranty period. This clause writes into
the Act a provision that proceedings may
be instituted within 12 months.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr

Skidmore.

ACTS AMENDMENT (WESTERN
AUSTRALIAN MEAT COMMISSION)

BILL
Second Reading

MR OLD (IKatanning-Minister for
Agriculture) [6.00 p.m.]. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

The Government has a continuing respon-
sibility In ensuring the economic well-being
and effective management of the two
Government abattoirs in the general in-
terests of the livestock industry of Wes-
tern Australia.

The Abattoirs Act established the Mdid-
land Junction Abattoir Board which con-
sists of three persons, one of whom is a
chartered accountant who shall have re-
gard to the interests of consumers of meat:
one of whom shall have regard to the in-
terests of butchers; ana one of whom shall
have regard to the interests of producers,
Subject to the Minister, the board Is re-
sponsible for the administration of the
Midland Junction Abattoir.

The West Australian Meat Export Works
is a State trading concern which operates
under the State Trading Concerns Act.
Section 6 of this Act provides that the
Minister shall be a body corporate with
perpetual succession.

The general manager is directly respon-
sible to the Minister, and there is no
board responsible for the overall adminis-
tration of the works. That the works have
operated successfully on this basis is un-
doubtedly a tribute to management.

During the past 12 months the com-
bined effect of very substantial wage in-
creases, coinciding with reduced through-
put, placed many abattoirs throughout
Australia in a difficult financial position.
Members will recollect that the export

aba ttoir at Geraldton was forced to close
earlier this year. The degree of financial
loss sustained by the Midland Junction
Abattoir during 1974-75 was very sub-
stantial.

By contrast, the West Australian Meat
Export Works were able to operate vir-
tually on a break-even basis for the greater
part of the same financial year, since they
were able to achieve a higher percentage
throughput in relation to slaughtering
capacity than was possible at Midland
Junction Abattoir.

Midland's problems stem substantially
from its commitment as a service works
which needs to be geared to meet periodic
peaks in demand for killng capacity. It
was expanded in 1970 in order to over-
come a chronic short-fall in slaughtering
capacity at that time.

In the meantime, increased capacity in
other export works and the virtual closure
of some important overseas meat markets
resulted in a major fall in throughput;,
there is no doubt therefore that utiliation
of capacity is the key to the economical
operation of this abattoir.

Members will remember that the Meat
Industry Advisory Committee, In its re-
port to the Government earlier this year,
recommended that the management of the
Midland Junction Abattoir and the West
Australian Meat Export Works be placed
under the control of a single board to be
known as the Western Australian meat
commission. The matter was considered
under the section of the report headed,
"Organisation of Marketing", and the com-
mittee concluded that-

In the interests of the meat Indus-
try, an effective State meat Trading
Organisation, i.e. a W.A. Meat Com-
mission, could compete with private
enterprise and develop markets for
Western Australian meat that might
be unattractive to private enterprise.

It then recommended that the interests of
the meat industry in Western Australia
would be advanced by-

The setting up of a W.A. Meat Com-
mission with trading Powers. The
Commission would also assume
responsibility for the overall manage-
ment of the existing State abattoirs-
which already have powers to trade-
in the interests of safeguarding Gov-
ernmnrt investment as welt as ensur-
ing better co-ordinated and rational
development between the two works.
The Composition of the Commission
would, in view of its wider responsi-
bilities, be different from that of the
existing Midland Junction Abattoir
Board which it would replace.

It is my belief that cost savings will be
able to be achieved by co-ordinating the
operations of the two works, particularly
during the off-season, and by the amalga-
mation of such functions as accounts, sales
and other administrative activities.
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I consider also that the establishment of
a single board responsible for the admin-
istration of both abattoirs would greatly
enhance their operating ability.

Mr Jamieson: A little bit of socialist
centralisation coming in here.

Mr OLD: This would have particular
application to capital investment and the
most efficient utilisation of facilities. It
is proposed therefore to restructure the
Midland Junction Abattoir Board-to be
titled "The Western Australian Meat
Commission-and the commission will
continue to have the trading powers cur-
rently available to both abattoirs.

The Bill before the House gives effect to
this intention by amending the Abattoirs
Act so as to constitute a Western Aus-
tralian meat commission in clause 18. The
commission is also given responsibility for
administering the Government Stock
Saleyards Act-which is to be repealed-
and for this purpose the provisions of that
Act have been incorporated in the amend-
ing legislation.

The composition of the proposed com-
mission, which consists of six persons, is
set out in clause 18. It has a wider range
of representation than the Midland Junc-
tion Abattoir Board and is as follows,-

(a) one shall be a person having rele-
vant marketing experience;

(b) one shall be a person having rele-
vant experience in financial man-
agement;

(c) one shall be a person having ex-
tensive and relevant experience in
the meat industry;

(d) two shall be persons appointed to
represent the interests of pro-
ducers of meat; and

(e) one shall be a person appointed to
represent the interests of the
Government of the State.

Mr Davies: Would you hope to appoint
those from existing members?

Mr OLD: It would be a matter of rep-
resentation.

The term of office of members has been
altered from five years to four years, the
shorter term being considered to offer more
flexibility when appointments are being
made.

The functions of the commission are set
out In clause 21 (b) (v) as follows--

(vii) to engage in trade in meat, meat
products and livestock;

(viii) to assume responsibility for and
manage saleyards; and

(ix) to do such other things as are in
the opinion of the Minister neces-
sary in the public Interest in re-
lation to the meat industry:

Certain other additional and minor
amendments to the Act are also proposed.

Clause 5 deletes the term "Controller";
that is, the Controller of Abattoirs. This
Position is currently held by a senior
departmental officer but it is considered
that with the establishment of the com-
mission there is no necessity to have a
controller nominally responsible for en-
suring the administration of the Act, but
that the commission should be directly
responsible to the Minister in this respect.

Since the Controller of Abattoirs is also
the Controller of Saleyards, reference to
the latter has also been deleted from the
amendments in clause 12 relating to the
establishment, maintenance and control of
Government saleyards. Similarly since the
Controller of Abattoirs administers the
Marking of Lamb and Hogget Act the
Director of Agriculture now becomes the
responsible officer for administering this
Act.

Clause 5 also varies the interpretation
of "Disease" by permitting the Governor
to declare any disease, as necessary. In
this respect several of the diseases now
listed in the schedule to the Act are either
not present in Western Australia or need
updating in terms of nomenclature. Re-
levant diseases at this time, at export abat-
toirs, are those categorised by the Comn-
monwealth Department of Agriculture.

The new definition of "Stock" in clause
5 is also considered to be more appropri-
ate than the previous definition.

Clause 11 provides for the repeal of
section 5A. This section, which states that
"No Person shall knock down cattle unless
appointed by the minister In a district to
which the Act applies", is no longer ap-
plicable in terms of current abattoir prac-
tice.

Proposed new Paragraph (bl) in clause
14 (b) clarifies the existing Powers of the
Government Saleyards Act in relation to
the numbers of stock which may be yarded
at Midland saleyards. Members will re-
collect that this power was last used in
1971 to control the excessive numbers of
sheep being yarded so that the abattoir
could handle sheep in relation to slaugh-
tering capacity.

Clause 14 extends Paragraph (c2) of
section 6 of the Act by inserting in lieu
of the words "the grading and branding of
earcases", the passage "the grading, clas-
sification and branding of caresses". This
is considered desirable since It is ex-
pected that meat classification will be in-
troduced by the Australian Meat Board
in the not-too-distant future.

Clause 21 (b) (vi) permits the commis-
sion to enter into contracts to acquire
plant and equipment to the extent of
$10 000 rather than $2 000, as at present.
This is considered to be reasonable in view
of the inflationary trends in recent Years.

I commend the Hill to the House.
Mr Jamieson: Good socialism.
Mr OLD: Good management.
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Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr H.
D. Evans.

BILLS (4): MESSAGES
Appropriations

Messages from the Lieutenant-Governor
received and read recommending appro-
priations for the Purposes of the following
Bills-

1. Main Roads Act Amendment Bill.
2. Acts Amendment (Western Australian

Meat Commission) Bill.
3. Securities Industry Bill.
4. Companies Act Amendment Hill (No.

2).

WORKERS' COMPENSATION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 2nd October.
MR SKIDMORE (Swan) [6.12 p.m.]:

The amendments proposed to be made
to the Workers' Compensation Act by the
introduction of this Bill seek in the words
of the Minister to clarify the meaning of
a worker's entitlement to compensation in
so far as his weekly rate is concerned. I
find it rather strange that the Minister
should Place emphasis upon the matter of
whether or not this needs to be clarified;
that is, what a worker is entitled to re-
ceive when he is on workers' compensation.
As I understand the situation this matter
was determined by the Workers' Compen-
sation Board during the hearing and deter-
mination of the case of Kezich v. Leighton
Contractors.

The board brought down a determination
which stated in effect that because the
worker had contracted to work for a period
of time in the north-west at a wage that
would include Payment for 20 hours' over-
time for which he would receive an amount
of $X, it was of the opinion that the
worker had contracted for a weekly
wage which involved and included over-
time. The worker did not at any time seek
to move outside his award: at all times
he abided by the tenets of the Industrial
Arbitration Act which make it a grievous
sin for a worker to work outside the terms
of his award.
Sitting, suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr SKIDMORE: Before the tea sus-
pension I was developing the line of
thought that in the case of Kezich v.
Leighton Contractors there were valid
reasons for the board when it determined
the issue to have arrived at that conclu-
sion; a conclusion which in my opinion
was properly made in law that Kezich was
rightly entitled to be considered to have
worked the ordinary hours notwithstand-
ing that they were overtime hours. This
may be rather strange and hard to prove,
but I do not intend to develop that at this
time, because the decision of the court
will clearly illustrate that this was so.

An appeal was taken against that de-
cision to the State Full Court which re-
versed the decision of the board. A further
appeal was made to the High Court of
Australia which upheld that decision. It
stated simply that it upheld the board's
determination and said the deliberations
It had made should include in this
instance that the workers had gained these
overtime rates.

I will come back to that aspect a little
later, perhaps in the Committee stage,
when I will develop the matter further.

I would point out that the Minister's
second reading speech made mention of
this fact that Kezich was awarded by the
High Court of Australia a sum of $167.50
per week as against the award weekly rate
of $91.40. So it would have meant a con-
siderable loss to Kezich if he had been
disadvantaged by the finding and had the
amount reduced to $91.40 a week. How-
ever, that was not to be so and the higher
rate prevailed.

In this instance justice was not only
seen to be done but it was done.

nut now the Minister and the Govern-
ment come along and say the only thing
tey are seeking to do is to clarify the

Question as to whether there is a need for
an interpretation of the meaning of ordin-
ary hours of work as it applies to the comn-
pensation level to which a worker is en-
titled in so far as his weekly rate is con-
cerned.

The only clarification that is necessary
In my view is to assist the insured, but
the Government seems to align itself at
all times with people who have a profit
motive-in this case, the insurer. The
insurers are not blameless when it comes
to a computation of the rates that would
be paid to employees and how they should
be made up. They have a method avail-
able to them under the Act Tor the pur-
poses of arriving at what would be the
rate employers should pay.

So, in essence, the Bill seeks to clarify
the meaning of weekly earnings. It seeks
to reduce the financial impact on insurers
in the instance where weekly compensa-
tion includes an element for overtime and
other allowances in accordance with the
High Court decision in the case of Kezich
v. Leighton Contractors.

It also seeks to allov* insurers to con-
tinue to operate within the market by re-
ducing the level of weekly payments to
an amount which it is alleged the premium
funds will finance. The Minister's speech
also said that the purpose of the Bill was
to re-present the wording to provide a
weekly level of compensation equated to
some award for workers in different types
of industry and different situations such as
piece and part-time workers and those
operating under concurrent contracts.

The propositions I have stated are a
contradiction in my opinion as, on the
one hand, the expressed intention is to
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clarify the meaning of weekly earnings.
even though it is recognised that the
Kezich case had already clarified the
liability of the employer with respect to
the amount of compensation payable. In-
deed, from the point of view of interpre-
tation there would not appear to be any
need to amend clause 2 of the schedule
at all.

It is quite wrong in my mind, and quite
incorrect for the Government, through the
Minister for Labour and industry, to come
to this House and say that clarity was
needed on this issue, because it has already
been determined by the board, by the Full
Court of Western Australia, and the High
Court of Australia. What more clarity
do we want on the question of interpre-
tation of this Act?

I would like to quote from the Act as
it stands at present to illustrate the shier
simplicity of clause 2 of the first schedule
which states--

For the purposes of this Act, "weekly
earnings" means the amount of the
ordinary wage or salary (including
any over award payment) the worker
would have received for the ordinary
hours he would have worked, if he
were not incapacitated for wvork as
a result of the injury.

Mr Grayden: Not overtime.

Mr SKIDMORE: The Minister will have
his opportunity to speak at a later stage.
One may -therefore conclude that the real
intent is to increase the margin between
premium Income and claim payments for
the benefit of insurance companies under-
writing the business, even though the
system in operation for the calculation of
premiums is based upon a formula allow-
ing a margin of 30 per cent between
claims and Payments. So 30 per cent is
allowed to insurers between claims and
payments for the purpose of aking up
the necessary amount so that they can
stay in the business of workers' compensa-
tion.

This Is in the Act. Section 30 of the
Act provides the method by which the
Premium Rates Committee will determine
the manner In which the premiums pay-
able to insurance companies are arrived
at. The Premium Rates Committee is
composed of the Auditor-General as chair-
man, the three members of the Workers'
Compensation Board, the General Manager
of the State Government Insurance Oice,
a person who shall be nominated by all
other insurers approved by the Minister,
and a person who shall be nominated b
the non-tariff companies.

when one looks at the question of who
determines the rates it Is obvious that the
worker and the employer have no way of
entering into deliberations on what shall
be the premiums Paid. I certainly do not
quarrel with that. I feel it is fair for
this to be done between the employer and
the insurance company concerned.

Premiums are calculated on the basis of
returns submitted to the Workers' Com-
pensation Board by insurance underwriters
and approved self-insurers, and provide
for a declaration as to the premiums re-
ceived, claims paid, and outstanding
claims. In other words, the Act does pro-
vide for a company to undertake its own
self-insurance. For example, Wesfarmers
which employs shop assistants has its own
insurance company, and it can become a
self-insurer under the Act.

AS there is a clear relationship between
premium income and claim payments and
outstanding liabilities, the 30 per cent
margin should remain unaffected regard-
less of the level at which Payments are
made. If this be not so, then insurers
are perhaps the authors of their own mis-
fortune by the failure to assess adequately
the value of continuing liabilities in the
form of outstanding claims. What I am
sa~ ing is that if insurance companies want
t0 operate in this manner and there are
workers entitled to compensation for in-
juries received up to five, six, or even 10
years ago they have a moral obligation
on bsh~f of their shareboldrs, if there
are any, or in the case of other insurance
comnpanics 'In regard to their holdings, to
vodate their own linbilitkcs and respons-
ibilities.

Whby does the Government say that the
worker has to pay for the inability of the
Insurance companies to update the pre-
miums they shall pay? They are well
aware of their payments, and they appear
t~o do everything to ensure that this mat-
ter i-s brought to hand. It could be that
a worker has an injury that hand'cars him
for life, and he has a permanent payment
of compensation. For Instance, a niersoa
suffering from pnecumoconlosls would be in
the nosition of a worker having a con-
tinuing entitlement. Surely insu1ranc2
companies are not so stupid in their ad-
ministration that they do not know they
should take care of that situation whic.h
is to continue for the lifetime of the
worker.

The returns of which I spoke are sub-
mitted to the board once a Year or as
otherwise directed, and usually for the
period ended the 30th June each year.
Hence, all outstanding claims should be
reassessed at that date and the increased
liabilities taken Into account for consid-
eration for striking a new premium rate if
the 30 per cent margin between claims
and premiums becomes distorted. Thus
the insurer is to some extent indemnified
for the liability of tail-end claims, pro-
vided the insurer continues to underwrite
the business. He could elect to opt out.
No-one tells him he must stay in.

It has been brought to my notice that
some insurers are getting out of workers,
compensation. They are not underwriting
new business: indeed, they are not under-
writing the old business. I wonder why
some of them elect to do this? I do not
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believe it Is because they are not prepared
at this time to open their blinkers and do
something about tail-end claims. In other
words, if the insurance company accepts
its responsibility and liability for a
worker's injury after it opts out, then it
would contIhue to make payments with no
premium income. That is their worry.
Yet they want the worker to be responsible
for the payment of that amount of money.
is It envisaged that the worker will suffer
the loss because the company has decided
to opt out of workers' compensation insur-
ance liability? If that is the attitude of
the Government, no wonder we oppose this
amending Bill.

Mr Grayden: That is not the Govern-
ment's attitude.

Mr SKIDMORE: Whether or not the
Minister likes it, that is the effect under
the Bill and also the existing Act. It is
a, reflection on the amendment that same
insurers are opting out of workers' com-
pensation insurance because they cannot
afford to carry on the insurance or to
indemnify the employer. In one case It
was established the payment was $170 per
week, as against $90 in another case.

Mr Grayden: That has nothing to do
with the present position.

Mr SKIDMORE: I understand that.
from the Minister's second reading speech.

Mr Grayden: You have misunderstood
my remarks.

Mr SKIDMORE,. In his second reading
speech the Minister said-

'*,it is considered necessary to
amend the Act to clarify the position
which could cause insurers to fail to
be able to underwrite workers' com-
pensation if the compensable amount
of weekly earnings is not immediately
brought within the limits which
premium funds will finance.

If that is not exactly what I have said is
taking place then I have misunderstood
the minister's remarks.

It Is pleasing to see that some attempt
has been made to have regard for the
position of the worker injured in part-
time employment, as a result of which he
is precluded from engaging in his full-
time occupation: but there seems to be no
reason the position should not revert to
that which applied prior to the amend-
ments of December, 1973.

I would like to quote the sheer sim-
plicity of the provision In the Act to which
I refer. This was invoked prior to the
amendments of 1913. and it was quite a
simple provision to overcome the objec-
tionable wording contained In the amend-
ments In the Bill. I refer to the provision
in clause 2 (b) of the Bill which states--

(b) Where the worker had entered
into concurrent contracts of ser-
vice with two or more employers
under which he worked at one

time for one such employer and
at another time for another such
employer, his average weekly
earnings shall be computed as if
his earnings under all such con-
tracts were earnings in the em-
ployment of the employer for
whom he was working at the time
of the accident.

That is a simple provision which would
make it much easier to take care of the
worker who is not covered by workers'
compensation and who contracts for ser-
vices rendered, as against workers who are
employed on a contract of service.

At this point of time we have been quar-
relling with the Minister's wording. He
said I was not aware of what he had said In
his second reading speech. I hope he will
turn to the section of his speech that I
have mentioned.

Mr Grayden: It will not make any dif-
f erence.

Mr SKIDMORE: The Kezich case is one
in isolation. No useful purpose is served
by the Government, through its Minister,
trying to convince me that the reference
to one case only should be sufficient rea-
son to amend the Act to take care of the
situation. In that case the amount in-
volved would be unusual. in these days
very few contracts are written In such
terms. This was a contract entered into
between the employer and the contractor
for the payment of overtime as ordinary
wages. So this case is one in isolation, and
is not one which normally prevails.

However, I would be dishonest if I did
not agree that there are workers who are
obligated under the terms of their em-
ployment in industry in the north of the
State to work eight hours' overtime per
week, or else they do not get the job.
It is part of their award conditions.

Mr T. H. Jones: They would not be
starters If they did not agree to work that
overtime.

Mr SKIDMORE: That is right. I refer
the Minister to the iron ore Industry, in
which the workers have to accept as a
condition of employment the working of
48 hours a week on shift; and the shifts
might be day, afternoon, or night shifts.
However, some of these people are em-
ployed on day shifts only, but they are
in the towns engaged on maintenance.

So, If the amendment in the Bill is
passed, a worker covered by this legis-
lation could be faced with a ioss of eight
hours at overtime rate, because if he does
not agree to work overtime he does not
get the Job. I refer to the conditions on
the work site; the conditions under which
these workers in the iron ore projects are
required to work are such that the work-
ers should be recomoensed for the dis-
abilities they suffer. That is the purpose
of the additional hours.

It muct be remembered that the
companies are not losing out In regard to
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overtime, because it is far cheaper to con-
tinue employing a worker on overtime as
this does not affect the premium rate for
workers' compensation. We can have
workers employed on thousands of hours
of overtime, but that does not make any
difference to the premium paid by the in-
surer. The workers in the north will Buf-
fer a great deal in losing in compen-
sation payments the amount equivalent
to eight hours of overtime. Not only that,
but the workers will also lose their bene-
fits which are part and parcel of their
working conditions, and which this Gov-
ernment wants to take away from them.

I am reminded of a statement attributed
to the Premier when he opened the Liberal
Party campaign for the Greenough by-
election, or on some subsequent occasion.
I understand he stated that he felt Gov-
ernments were interfering far too much
in the affairs of the people by regulations
and by legislation, and he felt that was
wrong. He felt Governments should not do
that.

Let me put this to the Premier: here Is
the Government which is led by him and
which now says, "Notwithstanding what
the Premier has said in the Greenough by-
election campaign we will now interfere
with the people's court-the highest court
available to the workers of Western Aus-
tralia, we will interfere with the deci-
sion made by the Workers' Compensation
Board which is the court of Appeal avail-
able to the worker who thinks he is en-
titled to compensation. We will not take
any notice of the fact that the State Full
Court has upheld the appeal." In other
words, overtime will not be included. The
Government is not prepared to accept the
findings of the High Court.

Yet the Premier said at the Greenough
by-election campaign that his Government
did not want to interfere with the affairs
of the people. I believe what be said was
sheer hypocrisy, because he is adopting
such a different line so shortly after he
made that statement.

Mr Carr: The Premier also said other
things at that meeting.

Mr SKIDMORE: I draw attention to
what the Minister said in his second read-
ing speech-

The Select Committee of 1973 in its
report stated-

It is strongly recommended by
Your Committee therefore that a
small expert Committee should be
set up to clarify and adjust the
Act. In short, to rewrite It...

Clause 2 of the Bill deletes and re-
inserts a new clause 2 of the first
schedule.

I want to emuphasise the following words
used by the Minister-

it attempts reasonably to pro-
vide across-the-board cover for
workers in different types of In-
dustry, Piece workers, workers

Mr
does.

with concurrent contracts, part-
time workers and the like so that
an appropriate award can be fairly
applied to assess a weekly rate to
compensate equitably a worker in-
capacitated by injury or industrial
disease.

Grayden: That is exactly what it

Mr SKIDMORE: floes the Minister say
It Is equitable for a worker on the iron
ore projects to lose eight hours' overtime
per week for each week that he works
in the year? The Minister is now saying
that the worker will not lose it, because
of the amendment; but I say the worker
will surely lose it, because the Minister
has indicated the award will be for 40
hours a week. As I understand the position
the Minister wants to pay the worker for
the 40 hours of the week.

Mr Grayden: You are talking about a
60-hour week, when the award provides
for a 40-hour week.

Mr SKIDMORE: The award does not
Provide for a 40-hour week. The industrial
agreement provides that the workers shall
work reasonable overtime. Just let a
worker try to avoid working overtime in
same of these industries, and see how long
he lasts!

Mr Grayden: You are talking about a
60-hour week.

Mr SKIDMORE: The Minister is part
of a Government which in its early his-
tory established big mining ventures. in
the north. The encouragement to workers
to undertake employment on those pro-
jects was not based on a 40-hour week;
it was an award for a 54-hour week.

Mr Grayden: It is a 40-hour week now.
Mr SKIDMORE: It is niot In the mining

Industry. If a person went north and
offered his services on a 40-hour week
basis,' he might as well catch the next plane
back to Perth.

Mr Grayden: The award provides for a
40-hour week, but this is an agreement for
a 60-hour week.

Mr SKID2MORE: I simply say the Min-
ister is not aware of the situation. Either
that, or he Is too pigheaded to admit what
I have said is right. Perhaps he should
clarify this point later in the debate.

We have the situation where the workers
in this industry are disadvantaged, but In
his second reading speech the Minister
said-

... so that an appropriate award
can be fairly applied to assess a weekly
rate to compensate equitably a worker
incapacitated by injury or industrial
disease.

What equity is there in a worker while
receiving Compensation losing part of the
wages he had received each week that he
worked in the year? Does that protect
the worker?
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Mr Grayden: The Commonwealth Gov-
ernment was going to cut it down to 85
per cent under its National Compensation
Bill.

Mr SKIDMORE: Uf the Minister wants
to debate the Acts and the rates applying
In the other States I am quite happy to
accommodate him.

Mr Grayden: Tell us about the situa-
tion in New South Wales.

Mr SKIDMORE: The Minister has said
consistently that In New South Wales 85
per cent is paid.

Mr Grayden: Less overtime.
Mr SKIDMORE; I am not greatly con-

cerned with what happens in New South
Wales. Perhaps I could turn to South
Australia and relate what happens there.
In that State 100 per cent of the weekly
earnings is paid, and other benefits are
thrown In.

I shall not enumerate all the benefits,
but I could. However, it is an exercise in
which this Government has indulged on
every occasion it seeks to amend the in-
dustrial legislation. On this occasion the
position is worse, because the Government
proposes to take a backward step, to the
detriment of the workers who are in no
doubt at all that they will lose money
when they go on workers' compensation.

What is the purpose of the Workers'
Compensation Act? As I understand it, it is
an Act for the compensation of workers.
It says, in essence, that a worker who is
injured at work is entitled to be compen-
sated for his loss of earnings. That is
right. It does not take into consideration
the loss of faculties, or the question of
pain and suffering, or Inconvenience. How-
ever, in an effort to ensure that a worker
does not suffer greatly from his injury the
Act Provides that he shall be compensated
for the amount he would have earned had
he been working. That is the purpose of
the Act, in a simplified form.

The Government now proposes to amend
the Act to ensure that a worker will not
receive the full amount to which he is
entitled simply because some insurance
companies have not been prepared to look
ahead and update their administration.
Those insurance companies are not pre-
pared to accept that cases for compensa-
tion are their responsibility, and they are
not prepared to pay out in accordance with
the terms of the compensation Act. That
is the reason.

The Government is attempting to con-
vince members from this side of the House
that such a proposal is fair and equitable,
but that is a very sad state of affairs. A
worker on the job does not deliberately
injure himself. He does not fall over a
wheelbarrow, or down a pit, or walk into
a flywheel. He does not get his fingers
cut off purposely. In the main, accidents
are caused by the negligence of the em-
ployers, or because the employee might be

tired at the time of the accident. How-
ever, the accident is not deliberate and It
usually occurs at a time when a worker
has very little possibility of avoiding it.

I could quote many instances and give
the history of cases which show that
workers would have been injured no matter
what precautions were taken. Surely
workers should not suffer any loss of in-
come mn those circumstances. A worker
who is ready, willing, and able to work,
and who is injured, could have been work-
ing in the same occupation for years but
all of a sudden he is caught. Then there
is a great flurry,

I am aware of a worker who had a
finger cut off by a bacon-slicing machine.
I was an engineer working for the par-
ticular firm, which had five other factories,
and before anyone could say "Jack Robin-
son" I had a look at the bacon cutter in-
volved and found that a guard had been
removed by the owner of the factory on the
ground that he could not get the bacon cut
quickly enough. As a result, a worker lost a
finger. Whose fault was that? Members can
examine the report of that accident where
they will see what happened. It was not
the worker's fault, and surely on that
occasion the worker should not have suf-
fered loss.

Workers suffer not only the disability
caused by the injury, but they also suffer
because of the additional expenses involved
when baby-sitters have to be employed
and fares for travelling to and from hos-
pital have to be paid. However, this Goy-
ermnent. says that is quite all right and
the rates will be reduced. This Govern-
ment is not concerned with the worker:
it wants to look after the insurance com-
panies.

I want to speak briefly to the question
of rates and allowances, and I will deal
with this matter in more depth during the
Committee stage. The Government
through the Minister, has said it wants
to delete all reference to certain rates and
allowances. Paragraph (d) of proposed
new clause 2 of the first schedule to the
principal Act reads--

(d) any bonus or incentive (except
over award payment), shift allow-
ance, week-end or public holiday
penalty allowance, district allow-
ance, industry allowance, meal
allowance, living allowance, cloth-
ing allowance, travelling allowance,
or other allowance.

Those allowances will be deleted from the
Act. I want to emphasise to the Minister
that meal and living allowances will be
deleted. I will elaborate further on this
point during the Committee stage.

It Is quite wrong to assume that shift
workers are not entitled to shift rates of
Pay when they are injured, because the
shift rates become Part and Parcel of their
economic life. The provision is included
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because the workers are employed on per-
manent shifts and surely they are entitled
to receive shift allowances when they are
injured. Penalty rates have been part and
parcel of 40-hour conditions, for many
years.

I wish to refer to one particular section
of workers who are covered by the Fed-
eral pastoral industry award-the shear-
ing industry. Clause 14 of the award re-
fers to rates for shearers; clause 15, rates
for crutching; clause 16, rates for shed
hands, and clause 17, rates for wool pres-
sers. Each class in the shearing industry
is paid basically the same rate, with the
exception of those I have just mentioned,
for obvious reasons. I wish to bring to
the attention of the Minister that para-
graph (d) of clause 17 of the award states
that the minimum rate to be paid for wool
pressing shall be, not found, $159.95 per
week and, found, $137.10 per week.

The SPEAKER: The member has five
minutes.

Mr SKlIDMORE: In the brief time still
available to me I want to try to analyse,
for the benefit of the Minister, what that
means. In the case where all is found-
board and lodging, living allowance, and
meal allowance-accommodation is pro-
vided for the shearer on the farm or the
pastoral property. If all is found a presser
receives $131.18. If a worker opts to work
and not be provided with all those facil-
ities, he receives $159.95. The difference
in wages, received by the two workers,
Is $22.77 in allowances. A worker will
not receive that amount if he goes off on
workers' compensation. Not only will he
not receive the difference of $22.71, but
the Minister now states he will find his
own board and lodging, his own fare to
Perth, and be inconvenienced accordingly.

Mr Grayden: You misunderstand the
Bill.

Mr SKIDMORE: A worker in that situa-
tion will have to pay his own fare to
Perth and find his own accommodation
and the Minister claims that is fair and
equitable.

There is very little more I want to say
at this stage. However, I will speak to
the measure again during the Committee
debate. I believe the Bill has no place here.
I do not agree that in certain instances
workers are not entitled to overtime pay-
ment because I firmly believe they are
committed to overtime when they com-
mence work in some Industries. It is part
and parcel of their employment, whether
they like it or not. Because of that, the
provision should not be deleted from the
Act. The Act should remain as it is at
present so that a worker will receive com-
pensation. I will deal with other matters
in Committee.

MR T. 11, JONES (Collie) [8.10 p.m.]: I
rise to support the statements made by
the member for Swan, and oppose, very

strongly, the measure now before us, Since
I entered Parliament I have been of the
firm opinion that workers should be com-
pensated for their full loss of earnings. I
was of that opinion before the present pro-
vision was inserted in the Act, and I still
hold that view.

As has been stated previously, it could
be argued that some people malinger. How-
ever, I know of many hundreds of cases
where men working in the mining and
other dangerous industries have been in-
jured simply because of the type of work
they do. Members on the other side of
the House cannot deny that statement.
Workers should not be deprived of thefr
usual weekly or fortnightly rate of pay,
but should be compensated at their pre-
accident rate of pay.

Perhaps the mining industry is the best
example to quote. In that Industry a fall
of earth could injure a dozen or 30 men,
Perhaps such an Incident could be termed
"an act of God' but many of those workers
could be incapacitated, and under the pro-
visions in this Bill such workers will be
denied their pre-accident rate of pay.

I will not traverse the ground already
covered by the member for Swan with re-
gard to the question of overtime. In the
northern part of the State many workers
work for 60 hours per week, and those
hours for Payment of compensation have
been agreed to by the Workers' Compensa-
tion Board. The State Pull Court reversed
the decision but the High Court upheld the
appeal by the Workers' Compensation
Board.

If the Minister cares to make some in-
quiries regarding the number of workers in
Western Australia who are forced to work
overtime, he will be surprised. As an ex-
ample, I will quote the coalrnlning industry.
In that industry, in Western Australia, fit-
ters are required to work reasonable over-
time. An approach with regard to overtime
to be worked by engineers was made to the
court by the employers and the court found
in favour of the employers. It was decided
that the workers would have to work a
reasonable amount of overtime.

It is necessary for some workers to carry
out maintenance on equipment, and the
open-cut mining industry is the best ex-
ample to Quote in this instance. Men
operating excavators, and other types of
earthmoving equipment, are required to
start work earlier. This is not something
which occurs occasionally; it has become
part of the normal duties of those em-
ployees. I fall to see how the Minister
can argue that overtime, in that instance,
does not form part of the normal hours
of work. If the Minister cares to check
my statement he will find that what I
have said is true. How on earth can an
industrial authority determine that a
worker must work overtime, and yet it is
claimed that the same worker should not
be paid compensation which includes his
overtime rate? I cannot see any reason for
this amendment to the Act?
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The member for Swan pointed out the
position of a person applying for a job
in the wining industry in the north, and
saying that he would not work overtime.
I know how far such an applicant would
get--he would not get as far as the plane
taking him to the place of employment.
It is a requisite of the iron ore industry
that reasonable overtime must be worked.
I think the Minister will appreciate this
Point because Ministers are used to a
normal way of life and to a certain pay
packet each fortnight. We know there
is no workers' compensation coverage for
members, but bow would the Minister like
it if he did not receive his allowances in
his pay packet when he is off ill? Would
he accept that proposition? I am sure he
would not. Very few members of this
House would support such a proposal.

If I suggested to members on the other
side of the House that they would not be
paid their district allowances and travel-
ling expenses when they are off sick, how
many of them would go along with that
proposition? Of course none of them
would, because they are used to living at
a certain standard. This is what hap-
pens when men work regular overtime.

of course, what we should be doing
with this parent Act is amending It to
provide some compensation for pain and
suffering. As 'you would know, Mr Speaker,
when action is taken at common law for
compensation for an injury, provision is
made for pain and suffering, loss of en-
joyment of life, and other simple con-
tingencies. However, under the normal
coverage of the Workers' Compensation
Act, a worker is not compensated for any
pain and suffering he sustains as a result
of an injury that occurred at work. We
should be looking at this matter so that
an injured worker is fully compensated,
rather than reducing his average wage.

The Minister, with his experience of life,
would know of many instances where men
working in industry receive some type of
injury to their backs. The result of a
back injury is often severe pain and In-
somia. I believe all Government mem-
bers will agree with this statement. So
rather than reducing the living standard
of workers ont regular overtime, we should
be saying to the workers of Western Aus-
tralia, "We will compensate you for any
pain and suffering occasioned as a result
of an injury at work."

The Minister referred to the situation
In New South Wales and other States. We
are not wonted about New South Wales--
let us be the leaders for the whole of Aus-
tralia so far as compensation is concerned.

One case referred to was that of a worker
in the north-west who received $167.50 as
his. normal regular weekly wage. This man
was required to work overtime on a perm-
anent basis. However, whilst he Is on work-
ers' compensation, his weekly rate will be
reduced to $91.40. The Minister must ap-
preciate the difficulties the worker will

face in meeting his commitments. What
average worker in Western Australia today
does not have some financial commitments
on a weekly or fortnightly basis? It will be
very difficult for a worker who is off work
for a long period to meet the commitments
he entered into prior to suffering an in-
jury. This is something we should take in-
to account when we are considering the
amendment to reduce the amount payable
to a worker on workers' compensation.

The member for Swan referred to other
matters, and no doubt we will have an op-
portunity to mention these during the Com-
mittee debate. If this Bill is passed, and
no doubt it will be passed-after all, it is
a numbers game-shift allowances will no
longer be considered part of an average
wage. Let us consider some of the men em-
ployed by the Railways Department. Mlen
who clean the carriages and other equip-
ment for the railways are on regular night
shift. They work permanently from 11.00
Pin, to 5.00 a,m. It is true that they receive
a shift allowance, but it becomes part of
their normal wage.

Mr Skidmnore, The award says it is part
of their ordinary wage.

Mr T. H. JONES: That is right; the
award goes a stage further and states that
It is part of their ordinary wage. These
men do not receive this additional money
because the employers want to pay it, but
because it is part of their normnal wage. For
example, a carriage cleaner or a porter
working permanent night shift receives an
additional $18.55 a week for night shift and
an extra $11.05 for Saturday work, making
a total of $29.60. However, with the passage
of this legislation, these workers will be
denied the additional money if they are off
work on workers' compensation.

No-one can deny that the normal wage
earned by these men includes the allow-
ances. The workers are engaged perman-
ently to clean carriages at night. The take-
home pay does not fluctuate, and in fact
the only fluctuation Is the result of arbitra-
tion.

It can be seen that we on this side of
the House are very concerned about the
Impact and effect of this measure on the
workers of Western Australia. I do not
think you would deny, Mr Speaker, in
the cases I have Instanced of workers
who are required to work permanent over-
time, that this overtime payment becomes
part of their regular wage. 'No-one can
deny that. I would like to hear any mem-
ber from the other side of the House stand
Up to deny it.

The Western Australian Coal Industry
Tribunal has already determined that
where a man is forced to work regular
overtime-as he is in the coalmining in-
dustry-his additional earnings form part
of his ordinary wage. I know some greasers
work one hour extra a day six days a week.
This is a regular six hours overtime per
week, and no-one will argue that the
remuneration for this overtime docs not
form part of their normal wage packet
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Of course, when a greaser is on workers'
compensation now, he will not receive his
normal wage. Perhaps this proposition is
not surprising, because we see from the
Minister's second reading speech that he
was approached by employer groups in
Western Australia about this very point.
However, I wonder what would happen to
a worker who applied for work In the
northern part of the State or for employ-
ment in an industry where regular over-
time is a practice and who said to his em-
ployer, "I will accept the position but there
will be no overtime worked by me." How
many such applicants will be engaged? The
Minister well knows, through his contact
with the Department of Labour vnd In-
dustry-

Mr Jamieson: Here comes the rifleman;
watch out!1

Mr T. H. JONES: The rifleman can
have his say when I resume my seat, and
no doubt he will. The Minister knows
through his own knowledge and the In-
formation obtained through the Depart-
ment of Labour and Industry that tegular
overtime is the practice in many industries
in Western Australia and it forms part of
the consistent weekly pay packets of the
workers concerned,

I do not want to hammer the point any
further. We will have a great deal more
to say during the Committee stage, Surely
the Minister cannot deny the truth of the
statements made by the member for Swan
and me tonight. I would like to hear him
if he can deny it. He knows it is a fact,
and he can refer to the decisions of the
Western Australian Coal Industry Thi-
bunal where it was stated that the fitters
In the coalmining industry in Collie must
work regular overtime and the remunera-
tion for the overtime becomes part of their
average earnings. I fall to see the need for
this amendment, and I oppose It strongly
on behalf of the workers of Western Aus-
tralia.

MR GRAYDEN (South Perth-Minister
for Labour and industry) (8.24 p.m.]: I
cannot help but believe that the tears shed
by members of the Opposition in regard
to this Bill are in the category of croco-
dile tears.

Mr Skidmore: We are not shedding any
tears.

Mr GRAYDEN: I think most of the
criticism was made for political reasons,
and for political reasons only.

Mr T'. H4. Jones: You have not blamed
the Australian Government yet. When will
you get to that?

Mr GRAYDEN: Opposition speakers
have misrepresented the Bill. Whether or
not they did this intentionally I do not
know. If they did not do it Intentionally,
they simply do not understand the BIll. It
is as simple and as cut and dried as that.

In criticising the Bill the other night,
the member for Boulder-Dundas said he

knew a very competent stenographer who
had accepted a job with an individual, and
f or two hours a night, five days a week,
she was paid $100. He went on to say
that if this lady were injured on her way
to work she would receive only one-fourth
of a stenographer's wage of $118. This is
an example of how Opposition members
are misrepresenting the Bill, or alternat-
ively, failing to understand it. The actual
position is that if the lady had two jobs--
that is, if she were employed during the
day and at night accepted this extra 10
hours work a week for $l00-she would
receive 100 per cent of a stenographer's
wage of $118 if she were injured. She
would receive that $118 every week.

Other members have referred to the
situation in the iron ore industry. They
pointed out that many individuals in that
industry work a 60-hour week, and that
they reached an agreement with the Iron
ore companies to work this 60-hour week.
However, the award is for 40 hours, and
the difference between 40 and 60 is-

Mr T. H. Jones: Twenty!
Mr ORAYDEN: Yes, 20 hours, and that

is paid at overtime rates. It Would seem
almost that members of the Opposition are
advocating a 80-hour week, and yet the
Australian Labor Party strived for many
years for a 40-hour week. Periodically we
have heard arguments for a 35-hour week,
and even for a 30-hour week. Here we
have Opposition members saying that an
individual who is injured must be comn-
pensated on the basis of a 00-hour week
when the award provides for a 40-hour
week.

Mr Skidmore: Let the Minister and the
House understand that as far as I am
concerned I do not advocate that at all.
I am saying that workers have to work
60 hours a week.

Mr GRAYDRN: Goodness gracious me!
These men sign an agreement with the
iron ore companies to make jobs more
attractive for themselves. This is to en-
courage workers to isolated places. A
representative of an iron ore company says,
"You can work 60 hours a week in this

job."
Let us look at how the member for Swan

misrepresents the situation. He said that
the travelling allowance component will be
abolished from compensation with the
passage of the Bill.

Mr Skidmore: You jump in with both
feet. I will show you how later!

Mr GRAYDEN: The member for Swan
said he will show me later. He referred to
new clause 2 (d) of the first schedule.
He said that workers in the north-west
who were injured would not be able to
come to Perth for treatment for their in-
Juries. if he knew what he was talking
about, or was not trying to misrepresent
the Bill, he would know that the travelling
allowance referred to has nothing to do
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with travelling to Perth for treatment.
That is covered by other Acts of Parlia-
ment. An injured worker could still travel
to Perth for treatment.

Ur T. H. Jones: He knows the Act better
than you do.

Mr GRAYDEN: Obviously he does not
know what he is talking about.

Mr T. H. Jones; He knows it backwards.
Mr GRAYDEN: That particular item is

for travelling between districts and not
travelling to Perth to seek treatment f or
injuries. I have quoted these examples
to illustrate that members are deliberately
misrepresenting the provisions in the mea-
sure, or they do not understand thema. We
all know the workers' compensation situa-
tion in Western Australia at the present
time-it is chaotic! Last year the State
Government Insurance Office lost $6 596 882
on workers' compensation.

Mr Skidmore: Why do they not get it
from the employer?

Mr GRAYDEN: This was in respect of
an increase of unfinalised claims. So, the
figure went from $3.575 million to $l0.906
million in one year. 1974-75. Insurance
companies in Western Australia and
throughout Australia where they have a
similar set-up to that operating here are
pulling out of workers' compensation just
as they are pulling out of third party in-
surance. Businesses are going broke
because of workers' compensation.

Mr H. D. Evans: But how much will
they be getting from Medibank?

Mr GRAYDEN: We have one example
in Perth where a company-by no means
the largest-has been Paying approximately
$360 000 a year in premiums for workers'
compensation insurance. But this year its
annual premiums will rise to $1.3 million,
and that is without the overtime and all1ow-
ances about which so many members of
the Opposition have spoken.

Mr Blalkie: I think you should repeat
those figures.

Mr GRAYDEN: Businesses are going
broke because of workers' compensation.
The insurance companies are not going
broke because they are getting out of the
business; obviously, they cannot stay in it.

Mr H. D. Evans: How much will they
receive from Medibank?

Mr GRAYDEN: Something must be done
about workers' compensation. We know
precisely what the Legislative Council in-
tended when it wrote amendments into the
Workers' Compensation Act in 1973. The
Labor Government of the day Put forward
certain amendments to the Act and when
the legislation reached the Legislative
Council it was referred to a Select Coin-
mittee composed of members from all
Parties. of course, the Labor Party was
represented on that Select Committee.

Mr T. H. Jones: Who had the majority
on that Committee?

Mr GRAYDEN: Does it really matter?
The Labor Party was represented.

Mr T. H. Jones: Of course it does.
Mr GRAYDEN: According to the mem-

ber for Collie, it matters. But the coin-
mittee brought down a unanimous report!
The member for Collie is trying to deceive
the House by giving members the impres-
sion that because the Labor Party bad
only one member on that committee, and
that the Liberal and Country Parties each
had one member, the Labor member was
outvoted and that he dissented, or some-
thing of that nature. But that was not
the situation.

Mr T. H. Jones: I did not say that; I
just asked you how many were on the
committee.

Mr GRAYDEN: The committee brought
down a unanimous report. Paragraph (k)
of that report states-

This is another key clause in the
amending Bill. It covers the definition
of "weekly earnings".

Your Committee has been convinced
that the weekly earnings should be in-
creased to the award rate of the em-
ployee at the time of his injury.

As over-award payments have come
to be regarded as part of that wage,
it is recommended that these be in-
cluded.

Your Committee also recommends
that no other bonuses, allowances, or
overtime, should be taken into a calcu-
lation of weekly earnings.

The committee went out of Its way to say
that no other bonuses, allowances, or over-
time should be taken into a calculation of
weekly earnings. So, the Legislative Council
passed amendments put forward as a res-
ult of and based on this report. Evcrybcdy
was under the impression that the Council's
amendments simply provided far the pay-
ment of compensation based on ordinary
awards, plus over-award payments.

Mr Hlartrey: Because they could not un-
derstand the meaning of the word, "ordin-
ary.

Mr GRAYDEN; There are also many
other people who cannot understand It;
in fact, the State Pull Court held that
what the Legislative Council intended was
In fact so.

Mr T. H. Jones: What about the High
Court?

Mr GRAYDEN: The High Court of Aus-
tralia reversed the decision, but there could
well be an appeal to the Privy Council, and
that body may reverse the decision oI the
High Court; the situation is as silly as that,
and it is very foolish of members of the
Opposition to say that there cannot be
any misunderstanding about what has
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been written into the Act. The State Full
Court upheld the intention of the Legis-
lative Council.

Mr Skidmore: But your Government re-
Jected that attitude.

Mr GRAYDEN: The member for Swan
knows perfectly well that this House and
another place supported amendments based
on the recommendations of the 1973 com-
mittee. What this Government is doing
now is clarifying the wording of the Act
to give expression to the amendments of
1973.

We Intend to ensure that all working
men and women in this State who are In-
jured during the course of employment
will receive 100 per cent of their ordinary
wage, plus over-award payments, but ex-
cluding overtime and allowances. The situ-
ation is as simple as that; that is what
they have been receiving in Western Aus-
tralia, and that is what they will continue
to receive; there will be no alteration in
that respect.

The great majority of workers in West-
ern Australia, in a huge number of i"ndus-
tries, do not work overtime or receive al-
lowances. Let us take as an example the
shop assistants, about 40 000 of whom are
employed in the tnetropolitan area alone.
They receive the basic wage and any over-
award payments and margins that may be
paid. The same applies to many other
people in other industries. Un-der this leg-
islation, they will receive what they have
been receiving to date: namely, 100 :per
cent of that amount.

Of course, there will be an alteration
In respect of some industries such as the
mining industry, or If the employees are
employed on piece work or are receiving
bonuses which are provided as an in-
centive for production.

Mr Hartrey: You will provide no incen-
tive at all for people to work.

Mr ORAYDEN: But these employees will
receive 100 per cent of their normal pay,
plus over-award payments.

Mr T. H. Jones: What about the regular
overtime the workers have no alternative
but to work?

Mr GRAYDEN: They will receive 100
per cent of their normal weekly wage, plus
over-award payments. As a mnatter of
fact, we know what the Commonwealth
Government was going to do in its national
compensation legislation.

Mr B, T. Burke: That is a weak argu-
ment.

Mr GRAYDEN: These were proposals
put forward by a Labor Government. The
Bill recently before the Commonwealth
Parliament intended to provide workers'
compensation of 85 per cent of the per-
son's normal weekly wage. Members op-
posite should not be critical of this Bill

which will continue the present situation
where workers in industry-

Mr Hartrey: It does not continue the
present situation.

Mr GRAYDEN: -with the exception of
a handful of industries receive 100 per
cent of their normal wage by way of com-
pensation.

Mr Skidmore: The Minister describes
the greatest export earning industry in
Western Australia as, "a handful of indus-
tries"!

Mr GRAYDEN; Certainly, mineworkers.
will not be paid overtime and allowances,
but that situation has applied in
the past and will continue to apply
throughout Western Australia. I re-
ject the criticism levelled at this
Bill by members opposite. The leg-
;islation will stabilise the situation. As I
have emphasised, It is designed only as an
interim measure, as a Judicial inquiry will
be appointed into the whole field of work-
ers' compensation. When we receive that
report, we will be in a position to legis-
late in the long term.

Mr Hartrey: Why not wait until that
report? Why proceed with this legisla-
tion now?

Mr GRAYDEN: This measure will not
alter the situation except to clarify the
legislation. The Bill seeks merely to con-
firm an arrangement which has existed to
date; namely, that workers receive com-
pensation amounting to their normal
weekly wage, Pius over-award payments.
What do members opposite think workers
in the iron ore industry have been re-
ceiving to date by way of workers' comn-
pensation? They have been receiving
exactly what they will continue to receive
under this legislation,

Mr Skidmore: What-for a 40-hour
week?

Mr GRAYDEN: It Is an idiotic criticism
for the Opposition to say the Govern-
ment is discriminating against the mining
industry. I reject the criticism of mem-
bers opposite.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result--

Ayes-O
Mr 3152kie Mr Old
Sir Charles Court Mr 0 Nel
Mr Cowan Mr Ridge
Mr Coyne Mir Rushton

Mr Orayden Mr Sibson
Mr P. V. Jones Mr Sodeman
Mr Laurance Mr Stephens
Mr Mo~hs rln Mr Thompson
Mr Mensarm Mr Watt
Mr Nanovich Mr Clarto

(Teller)

Mr Bateman
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr H. D. FZvan
Mr T1. D. Evans
Mdr Fletcher
Mr Hartrey

Noes-is
Mr Jamieson
Mr T. H. Jones
Mr Skidmore

Mr J. T. Tonkin
Mr Uoller

(Teller)
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AyeS
Ur O'Connor
Mr Grear
Dr Dadour
Mr Shalders
Mrs Craig
M1r Young
Mr Crane

Pairs
No

Mr McIver
Mr Elarman
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr Barnett
Mr Bryce
Mr Bertram
Mr May

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr

Thompson) in the Chair; Mr Grayden
(Minister for Labour and Industry) in
charge of the Bill.

Clause 1 put and passed.
Clause 2: First Schedule amended-
Mr GRAYDEN: I move an amendment-

Page 2, line 30-Delete the word
"payable" and substitute the words
"that is".

The clause could be left as it is, but Par-
liamentary Counsel has suggested that it
be amended although the words do not
alter the tenor of the clause. However,
it is considered that the amendment will
make the clause more grammatical and
thus make for better reading.

Amendment Put and passed.
Mr SKIDMORE: I want to deal with

subelause 2 (a) and I rise at this time
in case you may rule that I will not be
able to come back to deal with the clause.

The CHAIRMAN: The whole clause Is
before the Committee, but you would not
be able to move to amend any part of the
clause prior to the deletion of the word
".payable" and the Insertion of the words
"that is". That insertion will be made in
line 30 on page 2. Unfortunately the
lines are not numbered.

Mr SKIDMORE* One may perhaps deal
with the degree of co-operation that should
exist among members In Committee. Surely
it is not unreasonable for a member to
seek some guidance on procedure.

The CHAIRMAN: It is not unreasonable.
Mr SKIDMORE: It would appear that

some members seem to think so. In his
reply to the second reading debate the
Minister suggested that we are unreason-
able when it comes to a question of look-
ing at aL worker's entitlement to certain
shift allowances and other benefits. I
draw the attention of the Committee to
the wording contained in proposed new
clause 2 (a) of the first schedule which
appears on page 2 of the Bill, and I ask:
What is meant by the words "can be fairly
applied"? Who will determine if some-
thing can be fairly applied? Does it leave
an area of disputation that should not
be permitted to exist In an amending Bill?

Mr Cirayden: That Is only if there is
no award.

Mr SKIDMORE: I know what I am talk-
ing about. Where an award is not in
existence it Is suggested that a relevant
industrial award or industrial agreement
pertaining to a particular type of work
can be fairly applied.

Mir Grayden: Reasonably applied.
Mr SKIDMORE: That is not what this

proposed subelause says.
Mr Cirayden: It is said in a different

Way.
Mr SKIIDMORE: It can be said in 100

different ways. I want to know what is
meant by "can be fairly applied".

Mr Hartrey: The honourable member
may be stupid, but he is not reasonably
stupld.

Mr SKEMORE: I do not know whether
I should let that Interjection take care of
the objection I wish to raise.

Mr Clarko: We would enjoy it more.
Mr SK3IDMORE: I also draw the atten-

tion of the members of the Committee to
proposed clause 2 (b) of the first schedule,
because I am concerned with that para-
graph also. The pertinent words are at
the end of the paragraph. They read as
follows-

I . I if there is no industrial award
or industrial agreement so relevant,
under a relevant industrial award or
industrial agreement pertaining to
that type of work which can be fairly
applied,..

What does that mean?
Mr Orayden: What It says.
Mr SKIDMORE: Where a worker is

working under an agreement to perform
a specified quantity of work for a specified
sum does this paragraph mean that a
relevant industrial award would establish
the amount that worker will receive not-
withstanding that there is no award cover-
ing that type of work? The worker may
contract to erect a fence for $X which may
be well In excess of the rate laid down in
an award. However, if there is no award
covering that worker, somebody may look
at the building industry award and say,
"That award can be fairly applied to this
work and so, according to the base rate,
I will grant him $90 a week." Is that
fair? What about those subcontractors
upon whom the building industry relies at
the present time? They may find them-
selves in a situation where they will be
unable to meet their commitments and
so be forced out of the industry.

Who is weeping crocodile tears now?
The Government is apparently anxious to
force these men out of the Industry be-
cause it will not give them a fair deal as
there does not appear to be a relevant
award that could be applied to them.

Mr Grayden: If there is no award per-
taining to that particular job you take a
comparable Job and say that will be the
rate that will apply.
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Mr SKIDMORE: That is excellent!
What the Minister suggests is that he will
not take any notice of a worker who, by
his desire to better himself, although not
covered by an award, performs a job effi-
ciently and so considers he is entitled to
a little over the base rate. For example.
for erecting a fence he may expect to
receive $150 a week. He will not get
that amount when he goes on compensa-
tion, because this proposed clause to the
first schedule will provide that the rele-
vant section can be fairly applied, and so
this fence worker under some obscure
award 'will receive $90 a week according
to the base rate in the award that will be
applied. However, that amount will not
be what the worker is entitled to.

Therefore I hope the Minister will
satisfy me that that is not what is meant
by this clause. If he is prepared to say
to the Committee that it is not the in-
tention of the clause that an award will
apply in those circumstances I will accept
that as a statement of fact and that it will
not take place. However, I wonder 'what
will happen when we go into the world
of commerce and ask the Workers' Com-
pensation Hoard for an Interpretation of
the words "can be fairly applied". The
minister and the Government, by this
Bill, will forget all about the Industrial
Arbitration Act, Will say that It has
nothing to do with the employment of
workers and that it will ettabllsh new
criteria. It will simply say, "You are
going to get what we think you are en-
titled to according to some obscure award."

If that is the Minister's intention I am
surprised, and it is no wonder that we on
this side of the Chamber oppose this
amending legislation.

The Minister referred to the question of
shift allowances and I believe my colleague,
the member for Collie, very adequately
covered that question when he referred to
those men who work night shift perman-
ently on the railways. As I understand it,
and I am speaking f romn memory, that is
part and parcel of their ordinary working
hours. Is the Minister going to say to
those men that they will not receive their
night shift rate? Apparently It is to be
taken from them and all they will receive
is the base rate of pay. If the Minister
calls that fair I cannot agree with him. I
know some workers who work day shift
and afternoon shift and they receive an
allowance for those two shifts.

Mr Grayden: They will get a shift allow-
ance.

Mr SKIDMORE: A shif t allowance is
part and parcel of a worker's ordinary wage
which allows him to purchase his
home or meet his hire-purchase commit-
ments.

Mr Sibson: i-re-purchase companies
will not take any notice of the fact that
a worker is receiving a shift allowance.

Mr SKIDMORE: I will take the honour-
able member up on that.

The CHAIRMAN:, The member for Bun-
bury is interjecting and it is Impossible for
Hansard to record the interjections,
because it is difficult to hear him, but the
member for Swan is answering the inter-
jections.

Mr SKIDMORE: It was a fairly inane
interjection so I will not bother to answer
it.

Mr Grayden: I think it was relevant.
Mr SKIDMORE: If the Minister con-

siders it to be relevant, I Will take it up.
I understood the member for Bunbury to
say that hire-purchase companies would
take no notice of the fact that a worker
is receiving a shift allowance.

Mr Sibson: What I said was that when
asseessing a Purchaser's ability to repay,
they do not take into consideration any of
those payments over and above the normal
wage.

The CHAIRMAN: The honourable mem-
ber has three minutes remaining.

Mr SKIDMORE: I cannot see the rele-
vance of that remark because I am not
suggesting they should. I am merely say-
ing a worker should receive an income
which is the same as he would receive if
he were at work. These payments are
part of his income. Whether the hire-
purchase companies accept them is not
germnane-if I may use that term-to the
argument I am submitting. I am saying
that the worker concerned does receive
that wage every week unless he is on
annual leave.

]Incidentally, I can refer to the flour
milling industry in which not only is a
shift loading payable on annual leave,
but also when the workers go on
annual leave they get another i171 per cent
loading as well. Is that to be taken from
them?

Bearing in mind that my time has prob-
ably almost expired, I will leave any further
comments to another stage of the Com-
mittee debate.

Mr HARTREY: I would like to address
myself to the word "fairly" in new clause
2 (b) on page 2. I do not know how it
can be suggested that when a Person is
working under an agreement to perform
a specific quantity of work for a specific
sum, or a contract on piece rates or com-
mission, or is working under any other
system of payment, he can be "fairly"
given something else he did not contract
for and his employer did not contract to
give him. This is ridiculous. The word
"fairly" makes a farce Of the legislation.

What we lose sight of too often when
handling compensation cases-and this
Includes myself, union leaders, insurance
people, and even employers--is that the
Workers' Compensation Act concerns two
parties in law; that is, the worker and
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the employer. The insurance companies
have no standing at all and yet everyone
thinks that if a worker cannot get his

compensation from an insurance company
he cannot get it at all so therefore he must
take whatever the insurance company says
is fair. So the insurance companies will
be the ones to decide whether or not It
is fairly applicable to the contract.

Surely it is not the object of the Min-
later or the Government to override con-
tracts freely entered into between em-
ployers and employees for the payment of
a certain remuneration for a certain task
of work so that when a6 worker finds he
must be compensated for the loss of earn-
ings under such a contract as a result of
an accident involved in his employ-
ment, he does not get anything resembl-
ing the contract he had with the employer.
it is not the employer repudiating it, nor
the worker; but a Government Statute.
That is the most astounding thing I have
ever heard, but this is supposed to be
"fairly" done.

I cannot understand how the repudia-
tion of a contract made between an em-
ployer and an employee can be described
by the word "ar".A contract has been

enteed ntoand is enforced by law if
either party tries to get out of it; but
when both parties want to support the

contract and are agreeable to do so. there
is no law to Stop Parliament breaking the

contract or destroying it. There ought to
be some ethical Principle or commercial
integrity in a Government facing a prob-
lem of an industrial nature like this which
would restrain it fromn repudiating con-
tracts validly entered into in accordance
with the law of this country between em-
ployer and employee.

Therefore I ask that the word "fairly"
be taken out as a caricature and let us
carry on without it because its inclusion
is a farce. The idea that anything about
this Act is fair surprises me, and nause-
ates me.

I do not think I need to stress the point
further.

Mr T. H. JONES: During my second
reading speech I asked the Minister a
question concerning the working of over-
time when an industrial authority has de-
termined it shall be worked on a regular
basis and as a consequence it forms a
part of that worker's regular hours of
work. The Minister purposely refrained
from answering the query, but from his
experience in the Department of Labour
and Industry he knows that such deter-
minations have been made by various in-
dustrial authoritlies. Surely If industrial
authorities had determined that hours in
certain industries must be worked, they
must then form Part of that worker's
normal hours of work.

As I mentioned, the coal tribunal has
determined on many occasions that rea-
sonable overtime shall be worked. The

Minister cannot argue both ways. He can-
not then say that such hours do not form
part of the usual hours of a worker.

Another point concerns me. I have not
checked it, but I understand that one of
the railway awards states that district al-
lowances shall be paid to workers as part
of their ordinary weekly wage. However,
in paragraph (d) on page 3 of the Bill
these are being excluded and I cannot
understand why.

The Minister is aware of these facts.
It is no good his nodding his head. I
have a copy of the railway award here and
it clearly illustrates what I have Just
stated. Yet in paragraph (d) such al-
lowances are being excluded. I would like
to hear the Minister on those two points.

Mr SKIDMORE: it appears that again
we are to have no response from the Min-
ister so it seems we will just have to
undertake an exercise in futility.

Mr 'T. H. Jones: He either does not
know or will not answer.

Mr Grayden: I am not getting an op-
portunity.

Mr T. H. Jones: You had the oppor-
tunity when I resumed my seat.

The CHAIRMAN: order!

Mr SKIDMORE: I suggest the Minister
is reluctant to do anything about the Bill
at this stage despite the fact that he
has been told In no uncertain fashion by
members on this side that it is a Bill
which Is untenable to workers generally
because of what it will do to them. AS
a layman I tried to point out the legal
problems which would be faced by some-
one trying to interpret what is meant by
the term "fairly applied". I was ably as-
sisted by my colleague, the member for
Boulder-Dundas, who, in a legal way, was
able to show exactly the result of the
clause remaining in its present form.

I want to ask the Minister a question
concerning a statement he made during
his second reading speech and I hope he
will answer me. As I understand it, he
said that the insurers have not requested
a premium increase because they were not
prepared to make the employer pay more.
In other words, the insurance companies
have said, "We will not increase the pre-
mium, nor ask for an increase. We will
carry it and then go crying to Parliament
to tell it we are losing money." The Act
provides for a 30 per cent margin between
claims and premiums, but the insurance
companies do not want to avail themselves
of it.

The Minister tells us we should accept
that as justice to the workers concerned
when the insurance companies deliberately
refrain from Undertaking an exercise to
recover their losses under the Act as It
stands at present.

In the time available to me on this oc-
casion I would like to refer to some other
aspects which the Minister has failed to
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recgnie.The main argument of the

employers for a reduction in the present
level of payments1 is that the present level
provides no inducement for the workers
to return to work. These allegations are
not sustained.

A statement I made earlier must be
borne in mind. I consider that we have
not been given a reflection of the true
Position. We have been told that there
has been an approximate 8 per cent in-
crease in claims since 100 per cent in-
surance came into being in Western Aus-
tralia. However, I wonder whether this
increase has not been brought about be-
cause originally workers would have re-
turned to work much quicker because they
were receiving only a pittance while on
compensation. Now, because the com-
pensation is more, they are able to stay
away longer and thus be in a position to
return to work fully recovered from their
injuries and whatever suffering they faced.
Under the old system they returned too
soon because of the low payments they
received. In those days they were given
a part-time job until they were fit.

It now appears that the insurer has
finally had to wake up to the realisation
that the injury to the worker was not his
fault, This is so in the great majority of
compensation cases. The injuries have
been the fault of the employer in one way
or another and the worker should not be
disadvantaged as a result.

We have been told the insurers are in
a poor old state. The Minister stated that
we were probably weeping crocodile tears.
He is doing the same for the insurers be-
cause he failed to inform the Committee
how much insurers are getting out of
Medibank for a recoup for workers' com-
pensation cases. He just ignores that,
but it has been available to them since
the 1st July this year. The minister
states that it is not really important any-
way, but surely it should be taken into
account when considering premiums. The
insurance companies recover a great per-
centage of hospital and medical expenses
involved, so the amount is not inconsider-
able.

Mr Grayden: Why do you think the in-
surance companies are getting out of
workers' compensation and leaving it to
the State Government?

Mr SKIDMORE. I do not know. The
Minister and the insurance companies lose
sight of the fact that if they have any
tail-end cases on their books at the pre-
sent time they can get out of insurance
but they cannot get out of their legal
responsibility. All they will be doing is
paying insurance costs to workers without
the benefit of premium income. If they
are prepared to accept that, jolly good luck
to the insurance companies. My heart
bleeds for Insurance companies which are
making millions of dollars from general
insurance but want to get out of the less
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lucrative forms of Insurance so they can
engage in the more lucrative forms.

Mr Grayden: Where Would Australia be
as a result of the Darwin disaster if It
had not been for the insurance companies?

Mr SKIDMORE: The Minister says the
Darwin disaster was a calamity for the
country. I understand the insurance com-
panies have a disaster fund In which they
pool their resources in calamitous times.
Look at what happened in Queensland
with the Australian Government's war
service housing scheme; but that insur-
ance company accepted its responsibilities
and put up Its premiums.

Mr Grayden: Are they not high enough
already?

Mr SKIDMORE: They are the lowest
in Australia for what it provides.

Mr Grayden: I know of a shearing con-
tractor who Pays $4 000 in workers' com-
pensation premiums.

Mr SKIDMORE: I was talking about
the war service homes insurance scheme
because the Minister mentioned the
Darwin disaster. The answer lies with
the insurance companies. The Act allows
them to recoup in a fair manner, because
section 30 of the Act sets up a committee
to assess what premiums should be paid,
but the insurance companies do not want
to avail themselves of that provision.

I am not going to ask the worker to
meet the responsibility of the premium
Payments. That Is surely not the purpose,
and it is not on. When it comes to plac-
ing any credence on the words "fairly
applied", what I said still stands. This
amending Bill should not be Passed in its
present form.

Mr SODEMAN: My reason for rising to
speak on this clause hinges on the com-
ment of the member for Swan that he is
interested in highlighting the facts. I am
sure neither he nor the member for Collie
has intentionally set about misleading the
Committee, but the debate has been re-
volving around the definition of "ordi-
nary hours" or "standard hours", and it
has been contended that because the com-
panies evolved the overtime structure,
overtime is part of the ordinary hours.

Mr T. H. Jones:- Of course it is.
Mr SQDEMAN: I want to explain how

this has developed over the years. Going
back to the beginning of development in
the Pilbara, I was employing labour up
there alongside the mining companies, and
if I wanted a boilernaker, a fitter, or a
tradesman of any kind to work for me
he would state that he would not come un-
less he was paid for 60 hours a week.

Mr Skidnmore: Was It in construction?
Mr SODEMAN: In construction and In a

workshop situation. I was the works man-
ager of a workshop situation. The com-
pany was a subsidiary of a major con-
struction company in America and Aus-
tralia, and I started it off in the Pilbara.
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We bad to meet these demands, which
were reasonable demands because if people
were to go north they had to be given in-
centive. The Opposition is arguing against
Itself in relation to the companies making
It mandatory for employees to work over-
time. The member for Boulder-Dundas
says that is not the case but that It Is, an
incentive to go north and work for the
mining companies.

Mr Hartrey: I did not say that.
Mr SODEMAN: The honourable member

did say that: It is in Mansard. The incen-
tive began because if employers wanted
labour they had to attract it. If workers
were not paid for 60 hours a week, they
would not stay. It came down to 54 hours
and is now 48 hours. It is true that it is
written into industrial agreements, but It
is written in by the unions in negotiation
with the companies on the basis that they
want it as a standard weekly income.

Mr T. H. Jones: Do they work it regul-
arly, all the time?

Mr SODEMAN: Yes. I will qualify that:
it has been agreed to on that basis. When
these people went up north, if a company
did not have the work to keep them going
-and I was In that position on a number
of occasions--it had to stick to the original
agreement, whereby If it had only 40 or
48 hours' work per week per em-
ployee for the total work force the
company had to work the 60 hours even if
It meant putting off one or two employees.
This has followed right down to the 48-
hour situation. Certainly they work it
regularly.

It happened recently that a company
wanted the work force to work for 40
hours, but it had to work 48 hours on a
number of occasions. When members op-
posite say it is mandatory, the situation is
not quite as they put It. Having stated
there will be a 48-hour shift, the company
does its programming and planning around
48 hours, the 48 hours being requested by
the employees. It the employees then
change their minds-

Mr T. H. Jones: Do you think we do not
know what goes on In the trade union

-movement?

Mr SODEMAN: -and state they will
not come in on Saturday morning, it is
totally disruptive to the industry and will
affect all the employees. So to that extent
it is mandatory. If one of the employees
decided he would not work overtime other
than in that context, he certainly would
not be sacked. There is a fair degree of
flexibility in the situation.

Mr TI. Hl. Jones: Who said that?

Mr SODEMAN: The
and the member for
distorting the situation
of Perspective,

member for Collie
Swan have been
and getting it out

Mr T. H. Jones: I was talking about the
coal industry.

Mr SODEMAN: The honourable mem-
ber's interpretation of "ordinary hours",
based on a 40-hour week with eight
hours' standard overtime, is 48 hours.
Ordinary hours on a pay sheet are hours
Paid at the ordinary rate; therefore the
ordinary hours are 40 hours. The hours
in excess of 40 are overtime hours and
Paid at overtime penalty rates of time
and a half and double time, etc. Therefore
overtime does not ever become part of
ordinary hours.

Mr T. H. Jones: What are Your ordinary
hours of work a week?

Mr SODEMANg: Florty.
Mr T. H. Jones: You work only 40

hours?
Mr SODEMAlq: Is the honourable mem-

ber talking about my own hours of work?
Mr T. H. Jones: Yes.
Mr SODEMAN: I have not had time

to sit down and make a calculation. what
are the ordinary hours of work of the
member for Collie? He Is distorting the
situation because I am not Paid overtime.

Mr Taylor: Anid You get 100 per cent
compensation.

Mr SODEMAN: So does the worker.
Mr Taylor: He does not.
Mr SODEMAN: Years ago the worker

got a Proportion of his ordinary hours.
Now he will get 100 per cent of his ordin-
ary hours. He will not get 150 or 200 per
cent; that would be Irresponsible admin-
istration. Having clarified those two
points, I1 resume my seat.

Mr T. H. Jones: To your own satisfac-
tion.

Mr SKIDMORE: It gives me great de-
light to take the member for Pilbara to
task. He has entered into the field of
Industrial endeavour with a view to show-
ing that in some way we have misled or
misinformed the House or misused our
arguments. I would like to suggest to the
honourable member that he go to Newman
Rouse to see whether he can get a Job at
Mt. Newman at the Present time on the
basis of working 40 hours. He could get
a job at 40 hours in the maintenance sec-
tion in the town, but he will not get It
on the hill.

Mr Sodeman: What is the point you
are making?

Mr SKIDMORE: The worker is told
when he takes the job, "You will work
eight hours a day, six days a week, on
shift work."

Mr Sodeman: Because of the negotia-
tions between the shop stewards and the
companies, and they want it as a
standard.

Mr SKIDMORE: Let us assume there
are 400 workers at Mt. Newman and eight
hours of overtime are worked every week;
that would mean 3 200 hours of work a
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industry has output from

e purpose of it. The min-
s not want to see millions
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orl contracts; and it is
those on the basis of 48
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ok on the 48-hour week.

he additional cost to the
additional lung service leave
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eeks every year; they do not
..e long service leave for it and
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nal annual leave is given to the
ecause they work 400 hours over-
ear, and the employer pays no

sick leave to the worker for the
a I hours he works. There is no
c the producer or the mining
co aS. Furthermore, no additional
Cos Imposed upon them for workers'
comp ation, because as I understand It
premiums are not calculated on the basis
of overtime. Yet the member for Pilbara.
stands up and defends the companies in
the area and the Government, on the
specious basis that he employed workers
up there, for a company which was a sub-
sidiary of an American company, who were
working 60 hours.

I would say 95 per cent of production
workers work a 48-hour week In the iron
ore companies. Construction workers
work 603 hours, and let us see what they
end up with. They do not get air-con-
ditioned huts. They work in the worst
possible conditions. The honourable mem-
ber may laugh but I worked up there and
I had to suffer the weather. He need not
smile about the conditions In the north.
He was in the employing class; I was at
the other end of the whip.

Of course construction workers de-
manded 60 hours. They went up there
to make a quick "buck" so they could
come back to Perth and perhaps buy a
block of land; and those people who are
working 48 hours a week for an iron-ore
company are in turn saving up for a
block of land and a home when they
come south again.

However, more and more People are
being subjected to the demands of the
employers and the mining companies when
it comes to the number of hours that
should be worked.

In conclusion I1 point out it is all right
from an industrial point of view for the
member for Pilbara to say that 40 hours
are the ordinary hours under the terms
of the award. Sure the Industrial Com-
mission has said that; we do not quarrel
with that. I am saying that we are not
talking about the Jurisdiction of the In-
dustrial Arbitration Act. We are talking
about the interpretation of the Workers'
Compensation Act and the circumstances
are entirely different. We do not look

am"
upon this as an industrial issue, but as
an issue of a worker being entitled to re-
ceive wages while on compensation.

Mr Grayden: ordinary wages plus over-
award payments.

Mr SKIDMORE: It is patently obvious
that the worker will be disadvantaged by
this Bill. This will lead to an area of
disputation in which the only winner will
be the insurance companies. The cost
of litigation will be added to the cost of
premiums. Do not think for one moment
that the insurance companies will not load
the cost of litigation onto the premiums
paid by employers. I have not known in-
surance companies to be that generous
and certainly they are not generous when
it comes to Increasing their premiums. So
the tears of the Minister are crocodile
tears.

I give lie to the remarks of the member
for Pilbara and state categorically that
his contribution was a misleading one
when he said the issue is based upon
award conditions determined under the In-
dustrial Arbitration Act. He well knows
that we are not considering that matter
but the matter of the interpretation of the
Workers' Compensation Act.

Mr SODEMAN: I gave the member for
Swan credit when I said I felt he may
have unintentionally misled the Commit-
tee. However, his comment that he gives
lie to my remarks leads me to believe that
he Is a one-eyed person who thinks that
if one does not agree with his ideas one
is completely incorrect.

Mr Skidmore: I am only one-eyed as far
as football is concerned.

Mr SODEMAN: The member for Swan
thinks that the degree of payment for sick
leave, annual leave, and compensation
should be based on the hours of overtime
worked. What a ridiculous statement to
make. I thought he spoke for all workers,
and not just one segment.

Mr Skidmore: I state categorically that
.I speak for all.

Mr SODEMAN: Quite frequently when
the member for Swan is on his feet he
asks others not to interject but to rise to
their feet later. I have done that, and
I now ask him not to interject.

Mr Jamieson: That's a change.

Mr SODEMAN: Then make the most of
it and listen. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition should know better and should
be setting an example for some of the
newer members.

The situation is this: if the member for
Swan is defending entitlement increases
on the basis of overtime worked, he would
have to agree that in other areas of the
State where the productive potential or
the industrial requirement does not lend
Itself to the same number of man hours
being worked, the employees concerned-
boilermakers, welders, fitters, carpenters,
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eto.-have a lesser entitlement to sick
leave, compensation, superannuation, and
so on than those working in an area which
involves higher overtime. I assume the
member for Swan would follow the logic
he advanced and state that if -workers
are working a 40 or a 37J hour week then
all entitlements should be based on the
numiber of man hours worked.

Mr Skidmore: No.
Mr SODEMAN: Of course he would not,

because he is a reasonable person. There-
fore, on that basis he would have to agree
there has to be a level;. and that level
has to be a reasonable and fair one, which
is the point the Minister has been trying
to get across to the member for Swan,
who is being just as one-eyed about the
matter as he is about his football team.

The point he made about employees
going to the north and not having air-
conditioned units in which to live is totally
incorrect. I was at Mt. Newman when
Thomas and Coffey first moved in during
the construction stage and all the
units were air-conditioned. Ninety-nine
per cent of the accommodation of con-
struction workers has always been air-
conditioned. When the member for Swan
says he has been there and worked under
these conditions and then says he gives
lie to what I have said, it makes me won-
der what experience he has really had.
The workers there most certainly have
had the facilities.

The member for Swan said that I was
there as an employer. I was an employee
long before I was an employer and I have
worked under the same conditions as the
workers and know precisely what they
were.

Mr Jamieson: For a very little time.
Mr SODEMAN: I do not know 'what the

Deputy Leader of the Opposition calls a
little time, or what is the relevance of his
remark to my point. If seven or eight years
is a, very little time, that is fine; I do not
mind his comments. At least the years
in which I was there are more recent
years, and not 20 or 30 years ago. I am
pleased to see the Deputy Leader of the
opposition is not reading his newspaper;
I must be saying something of interest to
him.

Mr May: Did you see the conditions at
Goldsworthy between 1962 and 1965 when
construction was under way?

Mr SODEMAN: Sure I did.
Mr May: You just made the remark

that you worked under the same condi-
tions.

Mr SODEMAN: I said that construction
workers did have air-conditioned accom-
modation.

Mr May: You said you worked under
the same conditions.

Mr SODEMAN: I worked under very
similar conditions. However, that has

nothing to do with the
I make is that the mem
torts the issue, as do o
the Opposition.

Mr T. H. JONES: I
the question of overtime
what the member for Pilh
workers go around chasmn
time suits employers; the
wherever possible firstly b
duces their premiums and,
cause it shows a higher ra
earnings in the industry. T
denied, and surely no-one
naive to suggest that If au e
millions of dollars of capital
mining venture and he can wor
ment for a further two or four h
without employing additional
would not take that opportuni
precisely what is happening, an is
why employers encourage overt'-
duce their overall costs.

I think members on this side e a
knowledge of industrial matters this
State, and even members opposite would
know that apart from penalty rates there
are no benefits accruing to workers while
they are on overtime. The employers accrue
benefits because by not employing addition-
al workers they are saving on compensa-
tion premiums, annual leave, a ad sick
leave.

Mr Sodeman: How many times h as that
been put up and knocked back by the em-
ployees?

Mr T. H. JONES: It suits the urnployer
to work overtime.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Title-
Mr HAUTREY: Just a moment, Mr

Chairman. We were only on paragraph (c).
I wish to move an amendment to Para-
graph (d).

The CHATRMAN: I am sorry: the uiem-
ber for Boulder-D3undas did hand to me
earlier a copy of an amendment he pro-
posed to move. The question before the
Chair, which I put, was that clause 2
stand as amended; and it was as amended
In the form moved by the Minister. I am
afraid I cannot accept debate on this
clause now.

As a matter of fact, I remarked to the
Clerk a moment ago that it appeared the
member for Boulder-Dundas did not In-
tend to move his amendment.

Mr HARTREY: Mr Chairman, I gave
you notice that I intended to move this
amendment when we came to paragraph
(d). The discussion between the members
for Swan, Pilbara, and Collie had nothing
to do with paragraph (d) and so I was
not taking any particular interest in It.
I was waiting for the opportunity to move
my amendment to paragraph Cd).

The CHAIRMAN: I am extremely sorry,
but there is no provision for me to go back
and allow that matter to be debated, as
much as I would like to be able to do to.
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lMr Skidmore: You proceeded with
haste if I may say so, Mr Chai

Title put and a division called
Bells rung and the house divided

Remarks during Diviion
Mr T. H. Jones: The Minister I

had been missed, and he was smilini
it,

Mr Taylor:, The member for B
Dundas sat down to allow the Mini
Speak, and then he was squeezed ou

Mr Skidmore: Out-manoeuvred
Chairman,

The CHAIRMAN: Order!I I ask thu
ber for Swan to withdraw that ret

Mr SKSDMORE: I withdraw.
Result o1 Division

Division resulted as follows-

Mr Bleakl.
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrj Qnaydan
Mr F. V. Jones
Mr Laurance
M? McPharltn
Mr SiMens
Wt Nanovich

Mr Bateman
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Canr
Mr Davies
Mr T. fl. Evans
Mr Fletcher
Mr Rartrey
Mr Janmeson

Ayes
Mr O'Connor

Mr Orewar
Dr Dadour
Mr Crane
Mr Shaldes*
Mrs Craig

Ayes-3D
Mr Old
Mr O'Neil
Mr Ridge
Mr Rushiton

Mr Sibson
Mr Sodeman
Mr Stephens
Mr Watt
Mr Young
Mr Clarko

Noes-is
Mr T1. H. Jone
Mr May
Mr Skidmore
Mr Taylor
Mr A, R. Tank
Mr J. T. Tonki
Mr Moilter

undue
man.

for.

mew it
g about

oulder-
iste~r to

Councis' Association and the Local Gov-
ernment Association. The only two amend-
ments which have not been considered to
any degree by those two bodies are those
which merely seek to correct some ano-
malies in the drafting of the measure.
There are 17 clauses in the Bill and
15, as I have mentioned, have been
agreed to by the two associations
I have named which, in the main, repre-
sent local authorities throughout the
State.

by thie Briefly, I will run through the clauses.
Clauses 1 and 2 are merely machinery

e mem- provisions. Clause 3 sets down when the
nark. annual election of a president shall take

place; that is, where his election Is car-
ried out by the councillors and not by the
ratepayers of the area concerned. At pre-
sent there is some conflict between sub-
section (6) of section 10 and paragraph
(a) of section '73 of the principal Act.
As stated by the Minister in his second
reading speech, the intention of the clause
Is to delete subsection (8) of section 10
so that the election of the president of
a council shall be dealt with only by para-
graph (a) of section 73.

In addition, if there is some problem in
(Teller) regard to holding the meeting at which

the president is to be elected, due to the
fact that en annual election may not have
taken place within the particular local
authority, clause 3 will now allow the Min-
ister to set a date on which the councillors

In can carry out the election of their pre-
n sident.

(Teller)

Palms
Noes

Mr McIver
Mr Harmsn
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr Barnett
Mr Bryce
Mtr Bertram

Title thus passed.
Bill reported with an amendment.

ELECTORAL DISTKICTS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Council with

amendments.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL (No.. 2)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 4th Sep-

tember.
MR MOILER (Mundaring) t9.46 p.m.]:

Same four weeks have elapsed since the
Minister introduced the second reading of
the Bill to this House and we on this side
have had ample time to study It because
the matters contained in it are not very
great and could not be considered to be
contentious in any way.

Most of the proposed amendments have
been agreed to by the Country Shire

Clause 4 seeks to effect an improvement.
Under the Act at present the Governor can
set the date for the election of a particular
number of councillors who will represent
a local authority, but the amendment in
clause 4 will enable this procedure to be
extended so that the number of ward
members way be decided by the Governor.

Clause 6 has been fully covered by the
Minister In his second reading speech. It
has been found that this clause Is neces-
sary where a candidate for an election
dies prior to the election because a prob-
lem is created in regard to the operations
of the local authority. It is therefore
considered that this amendment is neces-
sary to cover such an unusual incident in
the future.

I would point out, also, that it Is with-
In clause 6 that the Minister has sought
to effect an amendment so that he will
be able to fix a date for an election in the
event of there being no annual election
for members of a local authority. If the
amendment were not agreed to, under
the Act at present the local authority
would be faced with some problems in re-
gard to holding Its meeting at which it
could elect a president. This amendment
will allow the Minister, in the event of
an annual election not being held, to set
the date on which a council can meet
to elect a President.
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Clause 7 deals with a person who has a
pecuniary interest in aL matter coming be-
lore a Council. As the Minister pointed
out, when a previous amendment to the
Act was made in 1973, It specifically pro-
vided that councillors had to declare any
pecuniary interest they had in a matter
that was being discussed by a council.
There was no avenue by which it could be
made mandatory to prevent such a coun-
cillor from voting, even though the Min-
ister indicated it was Probable that no
councillor over this period had ever voted
on a matter in which he had a Pecuniary
interest. However the amendment Is
proposed to ensure that councillors with
any pecuniary interest in a matter to be
discussed by a council, apart from declar-
ing that interest, should be prohibited
from voting.

Clause 8 deals with any nuisance which
may be occasioned by the use of floodlight-
ing. Under this provision a council may
adopt model by-laws to prevent such
nuisance occurring.

Clause 9 deals with a similar sphere
that comes within the Jurisdiction of a
local authority. Under this clause coun-
cils may adopt by-laws to prohibit the
leaving of vehicles or animals in a street
or Public place. The amendment will also
enable councils to impose a charge on the
owners of a vehicle or animal on those
occasions where the local authority has
found it necessary to sell the vehcTe or
animal and, at a sale held, It has not re-
couped sufficient money to cover its costs.
By this amendment the council will be
able to frame a by-law to enable it to
recoup its losses from the owner.

I have omitted to indicate to the Minis-
ter that we, on this side of the Chamber,
do not intend to oppose the Bill, but I
suggest to him that should a vehicle or
animnal be left in a public place and be
removed-I am thinking more in terms of
a vehicle-and subsequently sold, leaving
the council out of pocket following the
removal and sae of the vehicle, It could
be that the owner has not been given ade-
quate notice to move the offending vehicle.
Therefore I hope that, when the provision
In this amendment is enacted and the local
authority introduces a relevant by-law,
Parliament will review it to ensure ade-
quate provison is made to enable the
owner of an offending vehicle to be given
sufficient notice to permit him to remove
it himself instead of the local authority
removing it-probably by the most ex-
pensive method-and then seeking to gain
from the owner those costs that were not
covered by the sale of the vehicle. I sug-
gest to the Minister that the Government
should give some consideration to this
matter.

Clauses 10 and 11 merely seek to increase
the monetary amounts referred to in sec-
tions 271 and 274 of the Act in order to
keep abreast of Inflation in this State.
This further Indicates and emphasises that

the Premier has been unable to keep down
inflation, because here we have a Bill that
will allow for continued inflation in West-
ern Australia.

Clauses 12 and 13 seek to clarify the
position when a local authority wishes to
close a street, Under the Act at present
a local authority has some authority to
close a street, but it has never been clearly
established as to how this operation should
be carried out to make it completely legal.
The amendment therefore seeks to clarify
this position.

Clause 15 provides for the automatic
dedication of streets within Crown land
where that land has been subdivided and
new streets are delineated. Under the
provision in this clause a local authority
will be able to have those streets dedicated;
this has not been possible in the past.

Clause 18 seeks to correct the position
that has arisen ever since this Govern-
ment passed legislation preventing retired
persons-in some instances they are aged
and invalid persons-aining benefit from
thr'deferment of rates. The amendment
contained in clause 16 seeks to ensure
that such people cannot obtain any bene-
fit from the deferment of rates.

I request the Minister to look at this
clause again, because it demonstrates the
hypocrisy of the Premier and the Govern-
ment in relation to the Liberal Party policy
speech at the last election.

The provision in clause 18 ensures that
people on fixed Incomes, and invalid and
aged pensioners who are not in receipt of
a full pension, are not able to apply for a
deferment of their rates.

Mr Rushton: This fixes Up an anomaly.
Mr MOIELER: it fixes up an anomaly

which crept into the legislation a few
short months after the Liberal Policy
speech was made. I ref er to the part of
the Liberal policy speech which states--

The Liberal Party is seriously con-
cerned about the plight of retired
people in an inflationary economy.

]if we had an inflationary economy in 1914,
then today we certainly have a greater
inflationary economy. To continue with
the Liberal Party policy speech-

As they move into retirement, many
of these people move Into difficulty-

Some are on fixed incomes. Some
live on pensions. All of them feel in-
flation badly.

Further on the following appeared in the
Liberal Party policy speech-

At the present time, pensions are
losing value faster than they are gain-
ing.

That part of the Liberal Party Policy
speech indicates some concern for the in-
valid and aged pensioners, and the retired
people.

Because some of these people do not
qualify for a full age pension they are to
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be debarred from any relief in the pay-
ment of local authority rates. In the shire
in which I1 reside and which I have the
honour to represent, the average rate has
increased by about 30 per cent. In some
of the areas where many of the retired
people live, the increase in the local
authority rate has been 80 to 100 Per cent:
and that would represent more than $100
per annumn in rates. Yet, this Govern-
ment which claimed in its Policy speech
to be concerned about the retired people
-and the Premier saw fit to mention that
in his Policy speech-is prepared to ensure
that those people are not given any relief
in the deferment of local authority rates.
This emnphasises the hypocrisy of the Gov-
ernment, and particularly its leader.

It is not our intention to oppose the Bill,
because to do so would be futile as the
Government has the numbers. This has
been instanced in recent debates. Most
Bills affecting local government have had
to be amended by the minister here or
when the measures were dealt with in
another Place. If the Minister is sincere
about the policy speech enunciated by the
Premier at the last election he should take
action to amend the Bill in another place
to allow retired people on fixed incomes, on
Pensions, and on retirement benefits that
are being eroded by inflation, to apply for
a deferment of their rates.

Under an amendment to the Local Gov-
erment Act introduced by the Tonkin
Government local authorities in which
rates have been deferred may be compen-
sated by the Government. So, the local
authorities will not be out of pocket; it
will be a responsibility on the State Gov-
ermnent. If the Premier is in any way
sincere about his election Promise-and I
do not suggest that he is-then his
Government should look again at this
amendment in the Bill. We leave It to
the Government to do something about the
matter.

Like the other clauses in the Bill, with
the excepti on of clause 16, clause 1? con-
tains a relatively minor Provision. This is
an amendment to assist the management
of the funds of local authorities in remote
areas, and it will enable some latitude to
be made by the responsible officers for the
payment of accounts.

I indicated earlier the Opposition does
not intend to oppose the Bill. Other than
the two Points which I have asked the
Minister to look into, we concede that the
amendments are necessary and will make
the operation of the Local Government Act
more effective. With those comments I
support the Bill.

MR DAVIES (Victoria Park) [10.07
P.m.]: As the member who has just re-
sumed his seat said, there is not much
we can say about the Bill because the
amendments are reasonable, rational, and
straightforward. I was also Pleased to

hear the member for Mundlaring take the
Government to task in respect of its elec-
tion policy. We are still waiting to see
some action by the Government.

Mr Nanovich: Is the exemption of land
tax, on properties up to five acres on which
a house is built, hypocrisy?

Mr DAVIES: That Is not governed by
the Local Government Act. The honour-
able member has been here long enough
to realise that we are not dealing with
that matter. He should not draw red
herrings across the trail and raise matters
that are totally unrelated to the Bill. If
he wants to examine a few of these mat-
ters we are quite happy to accommodate
him. We would be Prepared to take issue
on the rest of the Liberal Party policy and
promises which have not yet been ful-
filled.

It is Pleasing to see the Local Govern-
ment Association and the Country Shire
Councils' Association have been taken into
the Minister's confidence on this Bill, be-
cause during last sesstion the Local Gov-
ernment Association knew nothing about
a Bill affecting local government which
had been introduced. The Opposition had
to supply copies of the Bill in order to get
an opinion from that association. That
case turned out to be something of a
fiasco, because the Minister pointed out
to the House that although his officers
agreed to his interpretation of the Bill, the
Crown Law offiers agreed with the inter-
pretation of the Opposition. However, the
Minister would not amend the Bill in this
House; he caused an amendment to be
effected in the other place . T do not think
there is any likelihood of that happening
in respect of the Bill before us.

I take this opportunity to highlight one
matter which requires attention, and which
has been apparent as long as I have been
a member of this House and for which
no-one seems to have come up with an
answer. I refer to the right of local
authorities to control the use of lane-
ways by driving instructors.

The provision in clause 8 states that a
council may make by-laws generally for
prohibiting, regulating, and abating nuis-
ances caused by floodlighting of hoarding$
and the like. I do not think that is en-
tirely necessary.

Such power already reposes in the Police
Act. If there is a floodlight or illuminated
hoarding causing a nuisance or creating
a safety hazard, it can be dealt with under
the Police Act. However, I can see no
harm in granting local authorities the
same power.

I notice a provision further on in the
Act which enables local authorities to
make regulations with regard to nuisances.
This matter would not affect all members;
however, some people living in electorates
which have traffic licensing authorities to
give tests in the granting of motor vehicle
licenses will be affected to the same extent
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as are the residents in parts of Victoria
Park who are unfortunate enough to live
next to laneways.

I suppose this problem also arises in
suburbs like Subiaco, Fremantle, and East
Perth, and the people concerned are simil-
arly affected. It is the habit of the Police
Department to select laneways to put ap-
plicants for drivers, licenses through tests.
Laneways are the spots to be used for these
tests. As a consequence many driving in-
structors take the opportunity to put their
students through tests in these laneways.

There is one particular laneway in Vic-
toria Park where these driving tests are
given. The occupier of an adjacent pro-
perty has to go out every weekend to shovel
the sand away from his fence and to level
the ground. He also replaces regularly
pickets and posts knocked off his fence.
This is understandable when we realise
that a dozen or more persons use such
laneways each day to practise reversing
and other forms of driving.

This particular person has complained
to the Police Department, but it says the
laneway is off the road and it has nothing
to do with the department. It says it
can do nothing about the matter. This
person has also complained to the local
authority, but it says it has no power to
control this nuisance.

It is all very well to keep laneways open
for general public use. There are many
laneways in the metropolitan area which
cannot conveniently be closed to the
public. I admit that several years ago an
amendment was made to the legislation
to enable laneways to be closed more
easily, but today many of them still re-
main open for public use. As a
consequence, these seem to be the
favourite spots for driving instructors to
give driving instruction to their students.

The Minister should examine how this
aspect could be controlled under the Act.
The provision in section 228 of the Act
states that a council may so make by-laws
generally for prohibiting, regulating and
abating nuisances. This gets back to what
is regarded as a nuisance. In the instance
I have mentioned the use of the laneway
cannot be regarded as a nuisance by any-
body except those who occupy the adjacent
properties. They are sick and tired of
effecting repairs to their fences. This is
not Only in respect of the physical work,
but also the cost involved. I think that
today the cost of a picket is about S0c.
Unless the occupiers erect substantial
fences which cannot be damaged by minor
bumps from motor vehicles reversing in
the laneways, they will have to replace
the pickets and posts regularly.

I ask whether this matter can be given
some consideration. If we are to give local
governing authorities power to make regu-
lations to control lighting and hoardings,
and power to make regulations generally,
it is time we gave them specific power to

control laneways. I can understand that
driving instructors desire to instruct their
students in reversing procedures at the
place where the driving test will take
place. However, that is neither fair nor
reasonable to the people who live in the
houses adjoining the laneway.

This is a matter which could well receive
the attention of the Minister. I am sorry
that when we were in Government I did
not get around to doing something about
it, It has recently been brought to my
attention, again, in Victoria Park. The
person concerned is heartily sick and tired
of having to do the work, and of having
to incur the expense, apart altogether f romn
the nuisance involved. I think such prac-
tices should be prohibited. If the Gov-
ermnent is not prepared to give the local
governing authorities power to control this
nuisance, perhaps it will have a look at
the Act which controls driving instructors
and introduce a provision to stop driving
instructors from using laneways which are
there, ostensibly, for other purposes. I ask
the Minister to do something about this
problem.

MR RUSHTON (Dale-Mlinister for
Local Government) [10.16 p.m.): I thank
the member for Mundaring and the mem-
ber for Victoria Park for the blessing they
have given, on behalf of the Opposition,
to this Bill. The measure relates to
domestic matters of considerable import-
ance to local government.

I will reply to the specific items raised
by the members who have spoken because
it seems the others have been accepted
and understood. The member for Mun-
daring referred to clause 9 and mentioned
his concern for the sale of vehicles and
the recovery of costs. I refer him to the
1962 draft model by-laws which set out the
procedure under which sales will take
place. The Provision allows for record-
ing, notification, and the holding of
vehicles for a certain period. If the mem-
ber reads that provision carefully he will
find an answer to his problem. However,
If something has come to his notice which
is not covered I will give it further con-
sideration.

The honourable member also referred
to clause 16. As is the wont of Opposi-
tion members from time to time, he spoke
a little wide of the actual clause. The
Purpose of the clause is to rectify an
amendment which was made to the Act
last year. I do not intend to be unkind
to my predecessor, but I understand the
same clause was considered by him when
he was in office. The clause Is purely a
rectification, and It does not open up the
whole issue.

I thank the honourable member for
his consideration of the Bill and for the
comments he made.

The member for Victoria Park raised
the question of Government policy, and I
am pleased to say all the Items of policy,
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relating to local government and town
planning, have been implemented or are
in the course of being implemented. The
honourable member referred to the liaison
of the three associations. The executives of
those associations formed a liaison com-
mittee and within a very short time we
will have another meeting. it is an excel-
lent form of clearing house, and it is a, com-
mittee which has proved to be worth while
in keeping a close relationship between the
associations,

When the member spoke to clause 8
he got away from the actual Issue con-
tained in the Bill, and raised the matter
of laneways. I agree with his views, in
many ways. I understand there Is power
for local authorities to handle this vexa-
tious matter. Obviously, the honourable
member has an elector who is disadvant-
aged. I suggest he take up the matter
with the local authority. If there is not
a specific provision to cope with the situa-
tion further consideration can be given to
it and I will examine the matter as soon as
possible.

I thank members for the interest they
have shown in local government. They
realise It Is a system which operates at
the grass roots level. It is a responsible
body and, in the main, I am pleased to
Say it receives the gratitude of most People
for the services it renders.

I would also like to express my appreci-
ation of the work done by the relatively
small Department of Local Government.
IE think there are something like 19 mem-
bers of the staff, Including tele-
phonists and typists, on the admin-
istrative side. There are, of course,
auditors. I am grateful for the dedicated
service those people give to local govern-
ment. I conclude by again expressing ge-
nieral appreciation to members for their
approval of this Bill.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT
AMENDMENT HILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from the 9th Septem-
ber.

MR T. HR JONES (Collie) [10.25 pim l:
This is a very small Bill, but it contains
several changes which we on this side of
the House oppose, as do the railway unions
of Western Australia. When the Minister
introduced the Bill he indicated that the
new administrative terminal at East Perth
will be completed next year and, as a con-
sequence, it was intended that parking
meters would be installed in the area avail-
able to the general public and also avail-
able to the railway staff employed at the

centre. The Minister indicated that
there was no control over parking at the
present time. The Bill makes provision
for the installation of parking meters and,
obviously, parking fees. The Commnis-
sioner of Railways will receive powers
which he does not possess at the moment.

To us, this is another taxing measure of
which no indication was given in the
Budget. Additional revenue will be ob-
tained as a result of this measure. The
Minister indicated that it was not
the intention of the Government, at the
moment, to apply the provision for park-
ing fees to any other parking areas under
the control or jurisdiction of the Railways
Department. However, he indicated that
this could happen in the future.

The Minister said the Bill will extend
the general Powers of the Commissioner
of Railways into the making of by-laws
authorising the imposition of charges
where parking takes place in areas around
the East Perth terminal building. To in-
dicate more clearly what the Minister said
I will quote from his speech as follows--

I wish to assure members that at
the present time there is no intention
of charging for parking on any rail-
way land other than the area at the
East Perth terminal.

The Minister went on to say it was
possible, with changing circumstances in
the future, that it would be desirable for
other areas to be included.

Mr May: Forthcoming events cast their
shadows.

Mr T. H. JONES: To me that seems to
foreshadow what will happen in the future.
It is obvious to the Opposition that other
areas will be included.

As I mentioned, this is a taxing measure
and it is strongly opposed by the railway
unions. With your permission, Mr
Speaker, I will quote to the House the
written views which have been expressed
to me. On behalf of the unions I want
those views recorded in Hansard.

I think it would be agreed, readily, that
in many instances where shift workers are
concerned parking is provided free of cost.
I have researched this matter and I have
been able to find very few instances where
shift workers are charged for the parking
of their vehicles in areas owned by the
employers, whilst the workers are engaged
in their job.

We are concerned with the impact this
new proposal is likely to have on the rail-
way system covering the metropolitan and
suburban areas. We should be encourag-
ing the use of our metropolitan and
suburban railway system. At the moment,
as the Minister would be aware, many
people travel by car to the nearest rail-
way station and then commute to their
places of employment by rail. If those
people are to be charged for Parking they
will use an alternative form of transport.
I do not think it could be argued that the
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imposition of Parking fees is in the best
interests of our metropolitan and suburban
railway system. In our opinion, we should
be encouraging People to use that system
rather than impose charges. We should
be providing additional parking areas to
encourage people to use the railway sys-
tern.

As I mentioned, this policy is being
adopted in other parts of Austraia, and
indeed, in other parts of the world. Dur-
ing my report on my world tour, I men-
tioned briefly in the House that Notting-
ham already is adopting this practice on
a very large scale and on a public basis.
Of course, Nottingham is looked upon as
one of the leading transportation authori-
ties in Britain. People are encouraged to
Park their cars free of cost in parking bays
provided for this purpose and then use
public transport to travel to the city. The
authorities in Nottingham are encouraging
people not to bring their vehicles into the
city.

Sir Charles Court: That is in a suburban
situation-not a city.

Mr T. HT. JONES: What does the
Premier call East Perth?

Sir Charles Court: You could compare
the Nottingham system with Midland or
something like that. Good heavens, this
was a system that the Brand Government
started.

Mr Moller: The next step will be park-
lug meters everywhere.

Mr T. H. JONES: This measure is the
thin edge of the wedge. The Minister in-
dicated this clearly in his second reading
speech when he said that at the moment
there is no intention to extend the prin-
ciple, but changing circumstances in the
future could alter the situation. I did not
say that-the Minister in charge of the
Bill said it. I took it he spoke on an
authoritative basis on behalf of the Gov-
ernment. He clearly spelt it out that while
East Perth is to be subjected to meters at
the terminal, the principle will be extended
to other areas. Will the Premier guaran-
tee that it will not be extended?

Mr May: Of course he won't.
Mr T. H. JONES: Will be give a guaran-

tee that Midland and other areas will not
be put in the same category?

Sir Charles Court: You are talking about
two different things.

Mr O Neil: We are getting by-law mak-
ing powers.

Sir Charles Court: You have completely
misunderstood the Bill.

Mr T. H. JONES: This is something we
have not been subjected to previously. Our
system has operated for years, and rail-
way, employees never expected to be
charged for parking their vehicles while
they were on night shift, If they have been
charged, It Is unknown to me. I
would like to be corrected, if I am

wrong. However, I do not think I am,
This is a new concept; another taxing
measure, as far as the Government is con-
cerned.

Sir Charles Court: Where did you get
all this from?

Mr T. H. JONES: All this?
Mr O'Neil: About staff being charged

for Parking their cars.
Mr T, H. JONES-. I have -a letter here

from the Secretary for Railways, and it
goes further than the Minister did in his
second reading speech. This letter indi-
cates how much the employees will be
charged to park their vehicles. With your
permission, Mr Speaker, I will read It in
a moment, because it clearly spells out
more detail than we were told here. We
were not told what the charges will be.
This letter was written to the Western Aus-
tralian Railway Officers' Union, and it
states that employees will be charged $26
per annum. I did not write this letter-
it was writen apparently by the Secretary
for Railways.

Mr May: I hope he is close to retiring
age!

Mr T. H. JONES: The Minister did not
mention any charges to Parliament, but
apparently the level of charges has been
determined already. This provision sur-
prises us, and I do not think anyone will
go along with it. I have a letter from
the General Manager of the Royal Auto-
mobile Club condemning the idea, He feels
it is against the interests of the State and
against the Interests of our suburban rail-
way system. No guarantees were given in
the Minister's second reading speech. We
pose the question: where 'will this end?
it Is true that the meters are to be in-
stalled at the East Perth terminal only at
the moment, but perhaps the central rail-
way station will be next on the list, and
then the suburban railway stations may
all be metered. The Opposition does not
know about this, hut we have asked the
question. I am certain the Premier can-
not give us assurances that It will not
occur. The Minister said that changing
circumstances may lead to the metering of
other areas. It can be seen clearly that
we on this side of the House oppose the
measure very strongly for the reasons I
have outlined.

Mr Watt: Can city workers commute
from the Perth terminal to the city?

Mr T. H. JONES: Certainly, but what
about night shift workers at the Railways
Department? How can they commute?

Mr Watt: I am not making an argument.
Mr T. H. JONES: I was simply answer-

Ing the honourable member's question, and
asking another in return.

Mr May: Representing country people,
you should know.

Mr T. H. JONES: The worker on night
shift must use his vehicle to travel to work
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when he commences at midnight. No other
form of transport Is available.

Mr May: There will be parking meters
at Parliament House soon.

Mr T. H. JONES: I would like members
to listen intently to the letter written to
the Railway Officers' Union containing in-
formation obtained from the Secretary for
Railways. The Opposition is concerned
about where this matter will end, Of course,
the Bill also provides that the commis-
sioner may have vehicles towed away-a
Power he did not Possess Previously. I
suppose this Is fair enough, especially as
we are against the principle of Illegal
Parking. However, change can be effected
by regulation, as indicated in the Minister's
second reading speech. With your per-
mission, Sir. I would now like to read the
letter written to me by the Railway Of-
ficers' Union, as I was asked to record in
Parliament the opposition of this union
to the measure. It is dated the 30th Sep-
tember, addressed to me at Parliament
House, and it reads as follows-

With reference to the Bill now be-
fore Parliament to amend Section 23
of the Act, I have to advise that this
Union is concerned at the amendment
which would give the Commissioner
of Railways power to charge fees for
parking at Railway stations.

The provision of free parking areas
at suburban railway stations has been
instrumental in encouraging people to
leave their cars at stations and travel
by train to their destination. It is
considered that the introduction of a
parking charge would drive intending
passengers away from rail.

Concerning the Perth Terminal,
advice has been received from the Act-
ing Secretary for Railways, that the
proposed parking fee for the staff at
the Terminal is $26 per annum.

This is advice that the Railway Officers'
Union obtained from the Acting Secretary
for Railways that railway workers will be
charged $26 per annum. I take it that the
secretary was speaking on behalf of the
commissioner.

Mr O'Neil: You said You had a letter
from the Secretary for Railways about it.

Mr T. H. JONES: I am quoting from
the letter by the Railway Officers' Union,
and It states that a copy of the advice
from the Acting Secretary for Railways
is attached for my information. Let us
just look at this advice. It Is dated the 4th
September, 1975, and it Is signed by IC. H.
York (Acting Secretary for Railways). It
Is addressed to the General Secretary of
the W.A. Railway Officers' Union and It
reads as follows-

I refer to Your letter of 31st July.
1975 concerning staff parking at the
new administration terminal building.

(107)

Basically, the proposal is that, for an
annual fee of $26-for convenience,
deducted fortnightly through the pay-
roll-employees working in the admin-
istration building will have parking
space available to them twenty-fours
a day, seven days a weekc, including
periods of leave.

It is recognised that the extent to
which they are able to take advantage
of this facility outside normal working
hours will vary according to factors
such as the location of their homes
and the nature of their Private acti-
vities, Including activities during
periods of leave. Quite clearly some
will obtain greater value for their 50
cents Per week than others.

The decision to operate on the basis
of an 'annual charge', without rebate
for periods of leave, is of course, not
related to the ability of the computer
to handle adjustments but rather to
the cost of the clerical work Involved
in administering a rebate or refund
scheme.

The Proposed annual fee of $26 per
annum or 50 cents per week Is low by
comparison with rates applicable In
public parking areas and justification
for such a low figure rests on our
ability to minimise administration
costs.

In the circumstances I think you
will agree that the proposed arrange-
ments are logical and In the best
overall interests of Prospective users
of the Parking facilities.

That is the letter the Minister asked me
to read. I do not know whether the Min-
ister was aware of this. I appreciate that
he is Presently acting for the Minister for
Railways. However, it is quite obvious
that the Government did not know about
this. What concerns me is that Parlia-
ment should have been told about it.

Mr May: Hear, hear!

Mr T.' H. JONES: If it is good enough
for the Acting Secretary for Railways to
write to the Railways Officers' Union
setting out the charges, surely the Par-
liamcnt should have been told.

Sir Charles Court: You are overlooking
the fact that these People are Probably
parking now by private arrangement all
over the Place at a much greater cost.
They will be able to park for 10c a day.

Mr T. H. JONES: The men on night
shift do not have to pay to park at the
terminal.

Sir Charles Court: I am telling You that
the type of people referred to there will
be making their own parking arrange-
mnents, and nothing to do with existing
railway facilities. You are getting it con-
fused.

Mr O'Neil: How many work at the
terminal now-two?
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Mr May: There are quite a few with the their own vehicles, they should receive
construction work.

Mr O'Neil: They are not railway men.
Mr T. H. JONES: ITam

railway employees who
terminal on a permanent

concerned about
work at the

basis.
Sir Charles Court: You had better do

some more study.
Mr T. H. JONES: The union knew more

than the Government. Obviously the Min-
ister was not aware of the letter I had.

Mr May: Who should go to do some more
study?

Mr T. H. JONES: I have another letter
here from the West Australian Locomotive
Engine Drivers' and Firemen's Union. I
would like to refer briefly to this letter
written to the Secretary for Railways. It Is
dated the 19th September, and it reads as
follows-

At the last meeting of our General
Committee held on the 15th Septem-
ber 1975 the Governments legislation
to amend the Government Railway
Act of 1904-1973 to give the Commis-
sioner of Railways power to charge
fees for parking on land controlled
by the Commission came under dis-
cussion, when I was directed to express
this Unions concern arid opposition to
such legislation.

Publicity has been to the effect that
parking fees would only be charged
to both public and employees alike at
the new Terminal Building where large
parking space will be made available
and that parking fees would only be
charged in other areas by implement-
ing a by law which would have to be
approved by the Government.

These press statements are con-
sidered misleading and not factual for
the amendments to Section 23 and the
inclusion of sub section 23A and 23B
will provide the Commissioner for
Railways with the power and auth-
ority to demand a fee for any land
which is or is reputed to be held or
used in connection with or for the
purpose of a railway.

The provision of parking areas for
employees vehicles, and in particular
the Nash Street Car Park, has been
the subject of complaint and corres-
pondence over a long period, the
latest being forwarded on the 27th
August, 1975, which to date no reply
has been received, and with the press
report that several parcels of railway
land, including the Nash Street, Car
Park were to be sold, the concern of
our metropolitan members increased
to hostility and mistrust, for it is
reasoned that if workers who are re-
quired to operate public transport
which commences early am. and
finishes late p.m. are forced to use

some consideration in respect to free
ear parking space.

The view was also expressed that
after the efforts to retain the suburban
service and the possibility of its elec-
trification combined with the publicity
over a long period for commuters to
patronize rail, this piece of legislation.
plus the uninformed Publicity and
comments made by responsible People,
must surely destroy the effectiveness
of previous publicity.

Publicity to encourage commuters to
drive their vehicles to a suburban
station park and train could also
be nullified, if fees are to be charged
for parking at suburban stations. The
public reaction will be to either drive
into the City and park or utilize the
M.T.T. service and it appears to our
members that this is the reasoning
behind the legislation.

It is therefore requested that earn-
est consideration be given to the con-
tinuation of free parking at suburban
stations and the workers Nash Street
Car Park be retained for city Railway
shift workers.

That letter was from the Secretary of
the West Australian Locomotive Engine
Drivers' and Firemen's Union (Mr L.
Young); it clearly indicates his members'
feelings on the matter.

The next letter is much shorter and Is
from the last union, the W.A. Amalga-
mated Society of Railway Employees, sent
to me on the 26th September. It reads-

Concerning the two Railway Hills
introduced into the Parliament.

With reference to the Bill authoris-
lng the charging of parking fees on
railway property, we believe this to be
a retrograde step. Firstly, to charge
the public to park at Suburban Rail-
way Stations would most certainly
entice People to travel by car to their
place of employment instead of by
public transport. Common sense dic-
tates that the reverse should be our
aim.

In other parts of the world and in-
deed Australia, authorities are pro-
viding free parking at railway stations
to entice people to travel by public
transport and so as to overcome many
problems and in particular, to reduce
traffic congestion and air pollution in
central business districts.

A second unsatisfactory aspect of
the Proposal which will greatly affect
our members is that eventually they
will be required to pay parking fees
when it is necessary, because of shift
work or some other reason, to take
their car to the railway station where
they are required to commence work.
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The final letter Is from the Royal Auto-
mobile Club of Western Australia. I do
not think anyone would argue that it is
an authoritative voice on transportation
systems. The letter I received was dated
the 29th September and it was written by
the General Manager of the RAG (Mr
Solloway). It is headed, "Re Railway
Parking Bill" and encloses an RAG bulle-
tin, which states--

The Royal Automobile Club of W.A.
is critical of the State Government's
proposal to amend the Railways Act
enabling the Commissioner of Rail-
ways to charge parking fees on all
railway land where parking is per-
mitted.

"When reviewed against the govern-
ment's overall transport aim, particu-
larly its intention to retain and up-
grade the urban passenger rail system,
the proposal is unrealistic," R.A.C.
President, Mr XC. 0. Batt, said today.

"Because of Its inflexibility, the rail
system to be a viable one must rely
heavily on attracting large numbers
of patrons from areas some distance
from local stations."

"To a degree the modal transfer
could be achieved by feeder buses, but
the motor car would obviously be the
prime mover of people to and from
rail stations."

Mr Batt said the introduction of a
parking fee at stations would effec-
tively kill any hope of encouraging
more commuters to use the rail sys-
tem. The fact that any parking fee
by-law would need government ap-
proval was not good enough.

"Once legislative machinery to
generally charge parking fees Is built
into the Act, it will be only a matter
of time before someone puts it in
motion." he added.

That clearly Indicates without comment
from me the attitude of people associated
with the working of railway stations. It
is quite clear that the decision to impose
a charge has already been made because
the Railway Officers' Union has been
notified. It would appear that the Acting
Minister was not aware of this; I do not
know whether the Premier was aware of
it. The move has been strongly opposed
by the three railway unions.

My leader will recall attending with me
a recent conference of the WA Railway
officers' Union, where the Minister for
Transport appealed to the railway unions
for co-operation to overcome the problems
that lay ahead. I have nlo doubt the
Leader of the Opposition will recall this,
because it was recorded in the Press. Yet
here the Government proposes to take ac-
tion against the wishes of the railway
unions on an issue that is not being taken
lightly by the unions concerned.

I do niot 'wish to say any more. As I
said, this represents another Court Gov-
ernment taxing measure, and we do not
know where it will stop. The move is
against the Interests of the railway
system, and will jeopardise the extension
of that system in Western Australia. We
on this side strongly oppose the Bill.

1MR DAVIES (Victoria Park) [10.50
p.m): When the Minister introduced this
Bill on the 9th September, at the end of
his speech be thanked the House for giv-
ing him its close attention and said he was
sure members would not oppose the legis-
lation. I am sorry to disappoint the Min-
ister on this occasion, as I can say cate-
gorically that we will not give this legis-
lation our support in any form.

The Bill proposes to do one thing In
two parts. It will give the Railways Com-
mission-I am not sure whether I should
call it "Westrall"-the power to Impose
on both employees and the public, charges
for parking. This will set new standards
which we do not desire to see in operation.

If members examine the Local Govern-
ment Act they will find that the contents
of this Bill are practically the same as the
contents of that Act relating to parking
powers given to local authorities. While
that may be reasonable, I doubt whether
the actual measure itself is reasonable.

We distrust giving the power of reguia-
Lion to the railways because of what that
department might do to It. We realise, of
Course, that the railways want as man'y
Passengers as possible on their trains, and
would be loath to do anything to make
people stay away from rail transport.

While the argument used may be, "We
will not see this provision imposed at sub-
urban stations" other factors must be
taken into consideration. Such an argu-
ment supposes that people park at outer
suburban stations and rail to the central
stations of Perth or East Perth. However,
it does not consider the problems of the
commuter who may wish to drive to either
the Perth or East Perth station and com-
mute to, perhaps, Fremantle or Leighton.
That person will be placed in a different
position because he will have to pay for
his parking when all he wants to do is
to use the parking facilities provided at
a station in order to rail to his place of
work. That is one instance where this
measure will work to the disadvantage of
one section of the public.

I do not think there Is any need for me
to canvass the arguments Put forward by
the member for Collie in regard to the
effect the imposition of parking fees may
have on the public usage of rail transport.
I should like to refer to the situation as
it applies to railway employees. At present,
as the Minister will be aware, an area, at
Perth station has been set aside, without
charge, for the use of employees. Yet when
those self-same persons move to the East
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Perth terminal and occupy the new admnin-
istrative building they will be required
to pay $26 a year for their parking.
Although the Minister did not tell us that
this would be the fee, it has been fairly
common knowledge for a long time.

I wculd like to know how many people
are likely to be housed at the administra-
tive building at East Perth, because if
there are to be only some 200 people, the
total revenue raised from staff parking
charges will be of the order of $5 000 a
year, which would hardly be worth the
paperwork involved to collect that money
from the employees. No particulars or
statistics have been provided to us; the
only thing we are being asked to do is to
give the Railways Commission a carte
blanche in arriving at fees and controlling
parking on its land.

I must express the concern which already
has been expressed in this House tonight
at the amount of railway land that is
being made available for public parking
in the city region. Surely the business of
the railways is to transport people and to
bring them into the cities, not to take up
tracts of land within the city and make
them available for long-term public park-
ing, or lease them to other people who will
also make them available for a day, a
half day or for shorter periods of parking.

I refer members to my question of the
15t October relating to this matter. They
will see that the railways own land at
Milligan Street, Nash Street, Moore Street,
Stirling Street, Bridge Street, corner
Wellington and Pier Streets, and corner
Moore and Pier Streets which are or can
be made available for parking.

It seems quite wrong that the railways
should go into the business of leasing land
for parking, thereby encouraalng people
to bring their ears to the city when in
fact the department should be discourag-
ing them and encouraging them to travel
by train.

It seems that this is to be an extension
of something which has been going on for
a long time. Generally, this land is made
available by the calling of public tenders.
As long ago as 1959, and again in 1962,
some land was made available under some
arrangement-I do not know what, and
I am not really interested-to private
entrepreneurs and apparently they have
had it since and Probably are making a
few bob out of it, while the railway system
is losing customers.

What are the systems In the other States
obtaining? As far as I can remember in
Adelaide. Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane,
free parking Is provided to people who
wish to use the railways. Apart from the
commuters-the park-and-rail people-
who use the railways, the other people who
are concerned with railway business and
require parking are those who wish to
make brief inquiries or complaints or to
purchase tickets.

Mr May: Or to meet Passengers.
Mr DAVIES: Or alternatively, to meet

passengers or to see passengers off; such
People would be in great number on central
railway stations, but would require park-
ing only briefly. We could break this down
even further and analyse how many trains
arrive at or leave East Perth, and what is
the incidence of use of parking space.

I would say that by far the greatest
majority of people who use the parking
facilities available at the Perth terminal-
I refer, of course, to the new East Perth
terminal-and who will use it in the future
will be those meeting passengers or seeing
passengers off. The Indian Pacific and the
trans.-continental trains arrive at 7.00
am., and depart at 9.00 p.m., both of
which are off-peak periods. Thus the bulk
of demand for parking will be during off-
Peak Periods.

Mr May: Do they get a refund if the
trains are late?

Mr DAVIES: I could not give any in-
dicat~on of that.

Mr O'Neil: The trains never run late.

Mr DAVIES: I suppose the commission
would have the power to grant a refund.
Other services which arrive at and depart
from the Perth terminal are certain bus
services and, of course, the Prospector,
which is the other major train to use the
terminal. So, most of the people who use
the Parking facilities are there for only
half an hour.

It is not like an airport, where planes
arrive and depart 24 hours a day, and
where people are subjected to long delays,
particularly in regard to overseas flights
and, I am afraid, m ore commonly of recent
times in regard to interstate flights.
People often have to park for long periods
at airports.

But this is not so with trains. I think
the record of arrival of the Indian Pacific
and the trans.-continental train has been
very good indeed. Whenever I have travel-
led on them they have always been right to
the v~rv minute or perhaps a few minutes
early; they always depart on time. There-
fore we would not see many people hang-
ingz around for long periods waiting for a
train to arrive or depart.

We would like to see the situation where
peopl are encouraged to use railway park-
ing. People naturally drive their friends
to the Perth terminal when they are de-
Parting by train. The terminal has been
built in quite an inaccessible spot; as a
matter of fact, I will never know why It
was built there. But instead of encouraging
People to comne onto railway property and
see what the railways have to offer In the
way of train services the Government in-
tends to discourage them by charging a
miserable parking fee.
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I suppose it will be about 1Cc a day or
something like that. If we add this up,
we wonder how the costs will be recouped
because, as I said earlier, 200 people use
the parking provided and at $26 a year
that works out at $5 200 or something in
that region, and that would not represent
the wages of one parking attendant. So,
why not encourage a little goodwill and
not bother about giving the railways the
right to charge for parking on railway
land? This legislation will disenchant the
employees. The railway awards require
that employees work shifts, and there is
not always transport-rail or bus--to get
them to their places of employment. There-
fore we would expect these people to be
given free parking.

Generally railway employees are en-
couraged to use rail transport, more so
than the general public, because they re-
ceive concession rates which they value.
If they are handy to a railway line they
can make use of the concession rates avail-
able to them and would not be using their
motor vehicles. Those who use their motor
vehicles would do so only for a specific
reason; that is, that it Is not convenient
for them to travel to their places of em-
ployment from their homes by any other
means.

It is very easy at the moment to get
transport to the centre of the city, but it
is not so easy for those living on the south
and west side of the city to get road trans-
port to the new administrative building
located on the east side of the city. Those
employees will have to use two forms of
transport, I should imagine; that is, either
a bus Into town and a bus cut or bus and
rail, or roil, depending on where they live.

Under the provision employees will be
Inconvenienced and it is an aspect which
requires sympathetic attention. If the
commission is to charge for parking on
railway land near the administrative
building at East Perth at the present time,
I can be quite certain that within a short
time this charge will be extended to other
large areas where employees congregate.
I refer to Kewdale, Fremantle-although
not so much Fremantle now-and Midland.
I know for certain that there are large
areas of railway land at Midland which
are used by employees for free parking.

I imagine that if one section of em-
ployees is to be charged for parking at
East Perth, it will not be long before the
same principle is extended to employees
parking on railway land elsewhere.

The proposal is not worth the effort
which must be put into it. The Railways
Commission does not need the same powers
as are extended to local authorities. it
is not fair or just that employees should
be asked to pay for parking even though,
as the Preier interjected, it is only 10c
a day. The insignificant amount points

to the meanness of the commission. If
it is to take only 10c a day it might just
as well take nothing at all.

The most significant feature of all the
letters presented tonight is contained in a
letter from the RAC. We would expect
that organisation to have a balanced opi-
nion on transport matters. I wish to sug-
gest by inference that the railway unions
do not have a balanced opinion. If It
helps in the argument I will admit that
they do have a bias, but the RAC has no
such bias. It might be more directed to-
wards road transport than rail transport-

Mr O'Neil: But as a motorists' organisa-
tion, do you not think it would object on
principle to any charge on any motorist
on anything?

Mr DAVIES: I think It has been fairly
rational in its statements over the years.
Certainly it would be expected to stick
up for its members, but In doing that, it
would also be sticking up for all motorists
and that includes employees. But I do not
think it would have a bias.

Mr O'Neil: You say the RAC would be
completely unbiased whereas the railway
workers would be biased. They would both
be biased.

Mr DAVIES: I do not think the PAC
would be biased. It can afford to be un-
biased because of the areas it represents.

I desired to make those points although
they have probably been made more effec-
tively by the member for Collie. I do not
believe we need to give the Railways Com-
mission the Power given to local auth-
critics on parking. I do not consider that
the employees at this stage, and particul-
arly those in this one area only, should be
charged for parking. I can see the prin-
ciple being extended to the other railway
parking areas which are now free to em-
ployees.

I do not believe that the amount of
money which will be recouped will in any
way meet the expenses If present-day
prices are charged, and therefore I can
only envisage costs escalating in the future.
I do not believe there is a demonstrated
need to charge the public to park at the
East Perth terminal because, as I have
already pointed out, the majority of
people who do usp that parking space
now come on at 9.00 p~m. or later in the
evening, or very early in the morning,
which times cannot be regarded as peak
periods.

The best thing the Government can do
is to forget this piece of legislation.

MR SKIDMORE (Swan) [11.07 p.m.]:
I wish to add my opposition to the Bill
which seeks to charge for parking areas
under the jurisdiction of the Railways
Department. If I may I would like to
refer to the Minister's second reading
speech In which he said-

I wish to assure members that at
the present time there is no Intention
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of charging for parking on any rail-
way land other than the area at the
East Perth terminal.

it may be that at the present time It is
not intended that parking charges will
extend to other areas, but I am deeply
concerned at the actions of the depart-
ment because it has niot clearly stated that
it is not its intention to cover other park-
ing areas.

Members may not be aware of the fact
that the parking area at the Midland ter-
minal, and the terminal itself, were speci-
fically designed to eater for commuters
from the foothills and the area east of
Midland, and it has prodided a service
for those commuters who are able to park
free on railway land and catch the train
to their destination. In addition it pro-
vides quite a deal of space for workers
employed at the Midland workshops. Is
it considered that despite an effort to
encourage people to car and train at Mid-
land they will now be priced out of that
field so that they will decide that as they
have to pay for parking at Midland they
might as well continue into Perth and pay
for parking there? In this way the trains
will lose the clientele which has been built
up as a result of the amenities provided
by the Railways Department.

The Midland terminal would be one of
the few which have been modernised to
take care Of Commuters in the outer fringes
of the metropolitan area. I am deeply
concerned that at some time in the future
these people will have to face up to the
imposition of a parking fee. Many of the
people using the Midland terminal come
from Mundaring, Kalamunda, Swan View,
and even as far as Wongan Hills where
the buses run. It is obvious that these
people will be In extreme difficulty if they
must Pay for Parking.

The member for Collie has mentioned
three railway unions which have expressed
extreme concern about and opposition to
the proposal. On the morning after the
Bill was introduced in the House, I per-
sonally saw every secretary with the ex-
ception of one who was not available and
in his case I saw another representative
of the Organisation concerned. I person-
ally canvassed this Bill and on each and
every occasion I received opposition to the
measure for obvious reasons which I will
try to convey to the House.

One union which is concerned, but which
has not yet been mentioned, is the AMWU
because many of its members now park
free on railway land. The Premier re-
ferred to the fact rather joyfully that some
of the workers are even paying for private
parking now, as much as to imply that
it will not matter much. The employees
are to enjoy a reduced rate at the East
Perth terminal, but the member for Vic-
toria Park has clearly pointed out that
the railways have gone into the business
of !easing railway land to private enter-
prise which in turn charges higher parking

tees in comnpetition with the railways and
denies that free parking to its own em-
ployees. Where is the equity In that situa-
tion?

Let us consider the efforts I have made
-and of which you would be well aware,
Mr Speaker-since I have been a member
of Parliament, in an endeavour to con-
vince the Minister for Railways and the
Government that they should give some
consideration to providing decent parking
for the workers at the Midland workshops.
Every winter they must Paddle through
ankle-deep water when getting in and out
of their cars. This applies to almost half
the parking area.

Sir Charles Court: Should they not be
using public transport?

Mr SKIDMORE: That is a very good
question which I am glad the Premier
raised.

Sir Charles Court: This was raised quite
often when I was Minister.

Mr SKIDMORE: Of course they should
be. However, under this Hill the suggestion
is that the workers should not use their
cars because railway transport Is available
to them. This has been the suggestion of
successive Governments, and the workers
have complied with the request. They have
stated that if the Government will provide
them with a reasonable rebate on train
travel they will use the railways by park-
ing and then training.

Mr Thompson: Why should they have
a rebate?

Mr SKIDMORE: This is what they are
doing. They are parking at station term-
inals and catching the train to the work-
shops. They are doing this because they
are able to park free of charge at those
stations. However, now the suggestion is
that eventually-and there Is no doubt In
my mind about this-they will not be en-
titled to free parking at any of the term-
inals. They will be charged the same as
everyone else will be charged.

Mr Thompson: There are far fewer using
the trains than when I-

Mr SKIDMORE: Do not let the honour-
able member tell me all about my area. I
know it well.

Mr Thompson: I happened to sell news-
papers outside the workshops a few years
ago, so I know all about that area, too.

Mr SKIDMORE: Bully for the member
for Kalamunda! He has been a newsboy
at some time! I do not know what quali-
fications that would give him to enter into
a debate on car parking, but I accept it
must give him some.

Mr Thompson: The bottom has fallen
out of it since they have taken to driving
motorcars there.

Mr SKIDMORE: As I was saying before
I was interrupted by interjections from
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various members who suggested that per-
haps I am not knowledgeable about the
situation of workers at the Midland work-
shops, over many months I endeavoured
to have the Parking facilities at Midland
upgraded. The Premier asked, "Should
they not be using public transport?" I
agreed with that, but not everybody who
works at the Midland workshops can con-
veniently travel to work by public trans-
port.

Mr Davies: is there any public transport
from Kalamunda to Midland?

Mr SKIDMORE: Not that I know of,
and I do not know that there is any from
West Swan and some of the other areas
from which people travel to get to Midland
workshops.

Mr Davies: Do you think the Govern-
ment should demand that all railway em-
ployees use public transport?

Mr SKIDMORE: I do not want to be
facetious and say the workers should do
that. The workers are using the maximum
amount of public transport availalbe to
them.

Mr Thompson: Rot!
Mr SKIDMORE: I am concerned about

the number of people involved In parking
on railway land at the Midland work-
shops who will no doubt in the very near
future be faced with having to pay a fee
for parking.

Mr Davies: On what grounds do you
make that statement?

Mr SKIDMORE: Because in his second
reading speech the minister said that was
not intended, and if it was not intended
to charge for parking at other terminals
at a future time, why did he make that
remark?

Mr O'Neil: Had you read the next Para-
graph of the speech you would have found
there was no doubt in my mind.

Mr SKIDMORE: if the Minister would
like to read it to me, I will listen.

Mr O'Neil: I am not allowed to interject.
it is highly disorderly.

Mr SKIDMORE: This is a question
which should be looked at very closely in
regard to encouraging workers at Midland
workshops to use the public transport
available to them. Likewise, I am con-
cerned about the situation in which
workers who do not have the opportunity
to use public transport will be placed in
the future. I might ask those interjecting,
who are perhaps making out a ease that
the Government will not in the near future
or at any time extend the parking fees to
other areas, how long it will be fair and
equitable for workers at the Perth railway
terminal to pay parking fees. Someone
will ask, quite logically, why other workers
should not pay fees and why some should
receive favourable treatment. Naturally,

workers would pay parking fees under
those circumstances.

I wholeheartedly oppose the Bill and I
agree with all the comments made by my
colleagues in regard to it. The Amnal-
gamated Metal Workers' Union, on behalf
of the workers it represents at the Midland
workshops, has indicated to rue that it
opposes the Bill. It will do nothing to
encourage the general public to use the
railways, nor will it assist the railway
workers to use the facilities which they
maintain.

MR O'NEIL (East Melville-Minister for
Works) 11.-20 p.m.]: I am very glad that
when I introduced the Bill I did not say
it was a simple Bill. That is the kiss of
death. Something must have gone wrong
along the line because I believe a mountain
has been made out of a molehill in respect
of this legislation. It is a simple proposi-
tion, and I began by saying that some time
early next year a new administration
centre for the Railways Department will
be opened. It does not exist now.

Mir T. H. Jones: I said that in my open-
ing remarks.

Mr O'NEI:L: That is why the honourable
member interjected and asked how many
were working there at the moment! There
was some question about what the men
who were working there at the moment
would do.

The sole proposition in this legislation
is to give the Commissioner of Railways
the power to make by-laws in respect of
parking on railway property and charging
for it. it was clearly stated that in view
of the fact that a considerable number of
people would be working at the new build-
ing and a considerable amount of railway
business would be conducted there, because
of the movement of the various sections of
the Railways Department into that build-
Ing there would be a need to ensure that
parking facilities were shared as far as
possible and-although this was not stated
in my speech-that finance would be avail-
able to assist in the maintenance of the
area which related to the public facility
of Parking. I am not talking about train
drivers, porters, and those kinds of people.
but about the people who are currently
employed In buildings throughout the city.
Where do they park now?

Mr Davies: There is an area outside the
station.

Mr ONEIL: The member for Victoria.
Park must know that not a considerable
number of the total employees of the
Railways Department work at the Perth
railway station, A. few of them might park
at the railway station. I wonder how
many.

Mr T. H. Jones: Fifteen or 20.
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Mr O'NEIL: I am now asking: Where
do the people who work, for example, in
the railway buildings at the 'west end of
Wellington Street park? Probably in park-
ing facilities provided by the Perth City
Couneil-and I wonder how much they
pay a day for parking.

Mr T, H. Jones: It does not matter.
Mr O'NEIL: It could be 50c a day.
Mr T. H. Jones: Why charge for it if it

can be provided for nothing?
Mr O'KEL: I am gettting around to

the point raised by the member for Collie,
who read a couple of letters, one from the
Acting Secretary for Railways to the Rail-
way Officers' Onion In response to a letter
from that union. it seemed to me the tenor
of that correspondence was simply a mat-
ter of discussions between the Railway
Officers' Union and the Railways Depart-
ment, through the Acting Secretary for
Railways, about the proposals in respect
of parking facilities for railway officers
at the new terminal.

Mr T. H. Jones: It was a pretty firm
letter, though.

Mr O'NEIL: I doubt that it was. If the
secretary of the union was not interested
in discussing with the employer-namely,
the Railways Department in this case-
the terms and conditions that would apply
at the new place of work, he was not doing
his Job. I think he was doing his Job quite
well. He said, "What we are considering
at the moment is charging so much a
Year", and he went on to mention how
it was done on computers and so on. It
seemed to me not so much a protest from
the Railway Officers' Union as a communi-
cation between the department and the
union.

Mr T. H, Jones: if you read Hansard
you will not get that impression.

Mr O'NEIL: Seriously, I ask members of
the opposition what they think about a
fellow who works at Boans or any other
worker in the city. Do they object to the
fact that he pays for parking in the car
parks provided by the Perth City Council?
At the moment, most employees of the
Railways Department, if they use their
own cars, pay the same Parking fees as
are paid by other workers in the city.

Mr T. H. Jones: What about the Treas-
ury officials who use the Government
parking area?

Mr O'NEIL: What Government parking
area?

Mr T. H. Jones: Next to the Children's
Court. You know as we?? as l do.

Mr O'NEIL: The only places I know of
where I can park in the city without hav-
ing to pay are in Cathedral Avenue and
the Anzac House car park, which happen
to be reserved for ministerial parking.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: Have you not heard
of the Superannuation Building's car park?

Mr O'NEIEL: I have not a parking space
there. To say there are Government p ark-
ing areas seems to me to be stretching the
long bow.

Mr Davies: What about the university
and the Royal Perth Hospital? You are
talking about everyone else but Govern-
ment workers.

Mr O'NElL: I am talking about other
people who work In the city of Perth, as
the railway workers do. It appears I am
making a mountain out of a molehill; I
am following the example of members
opposite. We are simply amending the Act
to give the Commissioner of Railways the
right to make by-laws in respect of the
control of and charges for parking on
railway land from time to time. The House
has been assured that at the present time
it is to apply only to the Perth terminal.
For the benefit of the member for Swan,
the paragraph I referred to by interjection
was--

It is possible, however, that chang-
Ing circumstances in the future may
make this desirable.

That is, the provision of the same control
over parking in other areas under the
control of the Railways Department. It is
not unusual. It may well be-and this Is
just a passing judgment of mine-that if
sufficient revenue is raised from the park-
ing of vehicles at the Perth terminal, suf-
ficient money will be available to provide
parking facilities elsewhere-at Midland,
where workers have to walk through mud
and slush to get to their cars.

Mr Davies: Has not the Australian Gov-
ernment given you money for parking
areas?

Mr O'NEIL: There is no such thing as
the Australian Government. There is no-
thing to answer. It is simply a matter of
giving powers to the Commissioner of
Railways. If legislation is promulgated to
amend those powers, everyone knows what
the remedy is. In MY view, there Is no
argument against the Bill.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr

Thompson) in the Chair; Mr O'Neil (Min-
ister for Works) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title and citation-
Mir T. H. JONES: I indicate that it is

not our intention to make a 'Donnybrook"
out of this Bill, but although we will not
oppose each individual clause our attitude
in the Committee stage remains the same
as it was in the second reading stage. The
title relates to what the Bill proposes to
do, and I would like to indicate briefly
the Opposition's feeling about it.
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The Minister suggested we were making
a mountain out of a molehill. That may
be his opinion but it is certainly not the
opinion of the railway unions or the Royal
Automobile Club of Western Australia. We
on this side of the Chamber share the views
of the People associated with the problem
and the Royal Automobile Club which has
no association with any individual member
on this side of the Chamber.

The argument of the minister regarding
parking in other areas is not valid. We
say there is a parking area available,' so
why not allow the public to utilise it free
of charge? It would be a different matter
if no area was available, but that is not
the situation. The facility has been made
available in other areas, so it should be
mnade available at the East Perth terminal
when it is completed.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 2: Section 23 amended-
Mr DAVIES; The Minister said this is

a simple proposition, but he did not ex-
plain the implications which could arise.
The implications are that having estab-
lished the right of the Government to
charge for parking, the Government will
charge wherever parking areas are estab-
lished for employees;, and probably it will
also charge members of the public. It has
found a ready avenue for raising finance.

This clause appears to give to the Rail-
ways Commission powers similar to those
given to local authorities in regard to im-
posing parking charges and controlling
parking, generally. I should imagine that
in any regulations it may make the com-
mission would be guided by what is hap-
pening in local government. As local
governments Increasingly find it necessary
to raise their parking charges, we can
imagine that the charges which might be
thought to be applicable at the moment
will be far greater by the time the Bill
becomes an Act and the regulations arc
made; and we can assume that in future
the charges levied by the Railways Com-
mrission will be controlled by the attitude
of local government.

Another reason I do not like giving this
power to the Railways Commission is that
we seem increasingly to delegate to depart-
ments and instrumientalities the right to
make regulations. It is true we have the
right to challenge the regulations, but It
is also true that the Government has not
yet agreed to a committee of the Parlia,-
ment to study what is generally referred
to as minor legislation. Until we have
such a committee I cannot be happy about
giving Government departments the right
to make regulations.

if I could be assured that I would have
the time and the ability to read and un-
derstand every regulation that comes be-
fore the Parliament I might not be so
distrustful-and I do not use that word

in its worst context-of what Government
departments might do.

What will happen to those people who
work in different locations at the moment?
The situation will change dramatically
because most of the railway offices are
now located within the city limits, but they
will be located in the future in areas further
removed from the city than the offices of
the Ministers, where parking is now free for
employees. The locations will be more
difficult to get to, and that is another
reason I believe we should not even con-
sider charging employees for parking at
the new East Perth terminal.

We do not know how many employees do
not go to work by train because of the
inconvenience or the fact that there is
no service which meets their need. How-
ever, I know a tremendous number of rail-
way employees continue to patronise the
railway service not only because they enjoy
concesslonal rates, but also because they
believe it is a very good service. Those
people will be greatly inconvenienced by
the shift to this near-city suburb. For
Vnose considerations, and the ones given
earlier in the debate, and the fact that the
Minister has not been able to give a sub-
stantial argument as to why the Bill is
necessary, I1 oppose this clause.

Clause put and passed.
Title Put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted.
House adjourned at 11.37 p.m.

?Egtulathwr (lhturi
Wednesday, the 8th October, 1975

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. A. F.
Griffith) took the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and
read prayers.

QUESTIONS (2): WITHOUT NOTICE

1. PRE-PRIMALRY CENTRES
Letter to Press

The Hon. OLIVE GRIFFTHS, to the
Minister for Education:
(1) Are the comments made by the

Rev. Keith Wilson in his letter
to the Editor of The West Aus-
tralian newspaper, Published In
this morning's copy, In respect of
pre-primary centres, a true reflec-
tion of the situation?

(2) If not, what is the situation in
regard to pre-school and pre-
primary centres, Parents' com-
mittees, and funds for the
Pre-primary centres?
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